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INTRODUCTION

Relativistic kinetic theory
The primary aim of this thesis is to give a self-contained
treatment of the relativistic Boltzmann theory for a plasma.
Here plasma means any mixture containing electrically charged
particles. The present thesis thus complements the monograph
on relativistic kinetic theory that has appeared recently
and mainly deals with neutral particles. Moreover one can argue
that the approach followed here constitutes the natural way
to present the relativistic Boltzmann theory, since at the
temperatures that make a relativistic description necessary
matter is fully ionized.
The incorporation of charged particles, however, introduces
two difficulties into the relativistic Boltzmann theory which
are absent when one considers neutral systems. One difficulty
arises from the Lorentz-force term in the relativistic Boltzmann
equation. This additional term makes that the choice of
reference frame with respect to which the scalar physical
quantities are defined is no longer irrelevant. It so turns
out that the vectorial transport coefficients satisfy certain
symmetry relations, the so-called Onsager reciprocity relations,
only with respect to the Lorentz frame in which the energy
flux vanishes. Hence we have chosen this particular Lorentz
frame as our reference frame. We then arrive at a formalism
2)
earlier used by Landau and Lifshitz
The other difficulty in the description of a plasma is
the occurrence of divergencies in the collision integrals.
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These divergencies are due to the long range character of the
Coulomb type interactions between charged particles. Since a
fundamental solution of t.iis problem would take us far outside
the scope of the relativistic Boltzmann theory, we have removed
the infinities with the help of a cut-off parameter. In fact,
we introduced, for the relativistic temperature region, a
minimum scattering angle that takes into account the fact that
in a plasma the effective range of a Coulomb type interaction
reduces to a finite screening distance, the Debye length. In
this way we arrived at the relativistic analogue of the socalled Coulomb logarithm. Furthermore we showed that, if one
considers this logarithm as the sole contribution to the
otherwise divergent collision integrals, the Boltzmann collision
term becomes identical to a non-divergent collision term of
which the non-relativistic counterpart has originally been
derived by Landau

.

We mention this point here, since in

non-relativistic transport theory it is not always made explicit
when the results of the Boltzmann equation and those of the
Landau or Fokker-Planck ones are essentially the same 4' 5 )
Having thus obtained a working basis for the calculation
of transport coefficients in a relativistic plasma the general
discussion of the relativistic Boltzmann theory is continued
by the treatment of wave phenomena. Here again several
difficulties show up due to the presence of charged particles.
First, it should be realized that a consistent approach in
the hydrodynamic regime requires that the plasma is electrically
neutral. Second, one has to derive with the help of the
Maxwell equations a subsidiary condition that introduces into
the description of hydrodynamic waves the phenomena of magnetic
14

pressure and magnetic stress. And, finally, one has to
distillate from the complicated structure of equations that
describe the process of dissipation the one formula from which
the attenuation coefficient can be determined.
As is shown in this thesis, the formula sought-for is an
energy balance equation which connects the entropy production
of the hydrodynamic waves to the attenuation of their energy

1';;

transport. We thus find the kinetic analogue of the macroscopic
method employed by Guichelaar in the case of a relativistic
mixture of neutral particles

. In our case the attenuation

coefficient of relativistic Alfven- and magneto-sound waves
is obtained.
Modern cosmology
According to the Big Bang theory the universe went through
several periods, like the lepton and plasma erae, in which one
or more of its constituents behaved like a relativistic gas
A second aim of this thesis is to show how one may apply the
relativistic Boltzmann theory to these periods. This forms the
subject of the last chapter in which attention is paid to the
electrical conductivity of the cosmological fluid in the
early universe. The most obvious objection to such an application is the use of Boltzmann statistics instead of BoseEinstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics. However, the fact that
quantum-statistical effects are neglected is not so serious,
since the gases that filled the early universe may be supposed
to have been only slightly degenerate

. Moreover, the use of

classical statistics has the practical advantage that the
complicated twelve-fold collision integrals which one
15

t

encounters in relativistic kinetic theory can be reduced to
sums of two-fold integrals. In the quantum-statistical version
8)
such a handy mathematical procedure does not exist in general
Nevertheless, where possible, we have incorporated or discussed
quantum-statistical corrections.
Modern cosmology needs transport theory for different
reasons. For instance, viscous processes influence the
distribution of energy and momentum in the universe. Since
this distribution in turn determines the space-time structure
of the universe, as follows from the famous Einstein equations,
viscous phenomena might be responsible for smoothing out
anisotropies of the initial state of the cosmos 9) . The present
thesis makes it possible to study this effect in the presence
of a primordial magnetic field
Another process in which transport theory plays a role
is the attenuation of acoustic waves in the plasma era. This
phenomenon is connected to the problem of galactic genesis,
since large density fluctuations which may have led to the
onset of galaxy formation behaved like acoustic waves during
a significant part of the plasma era
In general one may say that the results of the relativistic
Boltzmann theory for a plasma can be used whenever magnetohydrodynamic processes are included in relativistic cosmological
models 12} .
Ancient cosmology
The dissertation concludes with an epilogue devoted to
ancient creation myths. The motive for writing it has been
offered by the well-known scientific novel "The First Three
16

Minutes"

by Steven Weinberg1

. In this booklet Weinberg

presents the Big Bang theory as a way of explaining the origin
of the universe that makes more sense to him than the story
of "the Giant and the Cow", the Norse creation myth in the
so-called Younger Edda. Nevertheless, he finally concludes
that in contrast to some deep-rooted belief in us the Big Bang
theory looks upon human life only as an accident.
The explanation of this unintended outcome of modern
cosmology is relatively simple. Unless one regards the
impersonal order revealed by physics as highly satisfying,
one will realize that scientific theories are not suited to
discover meaning in the universe. Therefore, in order to find
the world meaningful , we must, in general, go beyond the
strictly scientific outlook and that, inevitably, leads us
back to the language of myth from which natural science
14)
once delivered itself
In my "Reply to Weinberg" various examples of this older
way of mankind of expressing itself are discussed in relation
to the process of scientific research.

Herbert van Erkelens, August 1983.
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RELATIVISTIC BOLTZMANN THEORY FOR A PLASMA
I. THE ENTROPY PRODUCTION

H. VAN ERKELENS and W.A, VAN LEEUWEN
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Received 18 February 1977

An expression for the entropy production has been derived on the basis of which it is argued
that the choice of reference frame as proposed by Landau and Lifshitz is to be preferred rather
than any other possibility.

1. Introduction

With rising temperature the collisions between the atoms or molecules of a
gas become more and more energetic and the particles get ionized. The
system thus becomes what is called a plasma and, as a consequence of the
rather radical change of the interparticle interaction, a whole spectrum of new
phenomena comes into play.
The last few decades kinetic equations for a plasma of particles moving at
relativistic speeds have been studied by several authors and in various
degrees of rigour1"8). A particular extensive formalism, based on a kinetic
equation derived from the hamiltonian of the system, has recently been
developed in Brussels by Balescu, Paiva-Veretennicoff and Brenig910). This
work, however, is more or less abstract and a suitable mathematical method
to proceed to an explicit evaluation of their final results, the transport
coefficients, is not (yet) available.
It is the purpose of the present and consecutive articles tc study a
relativistic plasma starting from an equation which is a covariant generalization of the classical Boltzmann-equation. In the sense that this equation, being
derived with the help of the hypothesis of molecular chaos, is
semiphenomenological, such an approach is naive compared to the way of
advancing of the Brussels' school, which starts from first principles. On the
other hand, it has the advantage that it leads to final expressions for the
transport coefficients which have an explicit form, allowing for confrontation
with experiment.
A discussion of the validity and restrictions of a theory based on a
relativistic Boltzmann-equation runs virtually parallel to a non-relativistic
treatment concerning these points. The analogy is, to a large extent, due to the
21

fact that the classical expression for the Debye-length, a parameter that gives
essentially the effective range of the interaction between the ionized particles,
holds true in the relativistic theory as well, as has been shown by Hakim").
For details on a discussion of its applicability we may therefore refer to a
standard textbook dealing with the kinetic theory of plasma such as Van
Kampen and Felderhofl2) or Ferziger and Kaper13).
The plan of this article is as follows. In section 2 we write down the
microscopic equations underlying the present study. This then leads us to the
microscopic laws of conservation of energy and momentum, which are
formulated in section 3. The entropy-flow and the entropy-production are the
central subjects of section 4.
In the existing literature14) on relativistic thermodynamics and relativistic
kinetic theory a number of different choices have been made for the Lorentzframe with respect to which the system under consideration is described. Two
well-known standard choices are those corresponding to the formalisms
designed by Eckart15) on the one hand and by Landau and Lif shitz16) on the
other hand. In section 5, which closes this article, we argue that the LandauLifshitz rather than any other formalism is to be preferred.
After thus having set the stage, we are in a position to derive the equations
describing the transport processes occurring in a relativistic plasma (e.g.
Founder's or Ohm's law) and to obtain explicit expressions for the
coefficients occurring in these equations (i.e. transport coefficients such as the
heat conductivity or the electrical conductivity). This undertaking will be
executed in subsequent articles.
2. The transport equation
We consider an N-component mixture of ionized or neutral particles with
charges qh (i= l,2,...,N),
moving in an electromagnetic field represented
by the Faraday tensor F"". The relativistic Boltzmann-equation for the
one-particle distribution function /,(x,p,) pertaining to the ith constituent
reads for such a system1417)

ptBji - c-lq;F^pivdfJdPr = 2 Cifh /,),

(2.1)

i=1

where pf is the energy-momentum four-vector of a particle, c the velocity of
light in vacuo and dll: = (c~ldldt,dx) the space-time derivative. [We use the
metric g1"1 = diag(l, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) . ] The collision terms, which are of the same
form as in the neutral case, are given by

Oft,/,): = j

',,p'\Pi,Pi)-tf,W,,(ph

p,|p{, p})] dm, d*,;da»;,

(2.2)

with dfii: = A3pip0. The symbols p without and with primes stand for particle
four-momenta before and after collision, while fi(x,p'd has been abbreviated
22

as / j . The functions W|, occurring in (2.2) are transition probabilities for
binary collisions and will be abbreviated in the following as
W e := Wa(puPi\p'bP't) and W'a, := W^pi.pJlpj.p,). The transition probability
WH has been defined in such a way that //jWj, do», dw, dw/dtüJdT gives the
average number of binary collisions within the four-volume dr at x between
particles of species i and / with initial momenta in the ranges (p,-,d4p,-),
(Pi,d4p/) and final momenta in the ranges (pj,d4pi). (P/. d4p|). It fulfils the
so-called property of bilateral normalization, i.e.
f W'n dü)'j d<o) =\wii

do»; dot),

(2.3)

which enables one to rewrite the integrands of the collision terms of the
transport equations in factorized forms:
Cifi, /,) = J if'if'i - Mi) W'n da., d«{ da,),

(2.4)

We introduce a four-velocity field U*(x), normalized according to U*Uß =
c2. Anticipating what will follow in a later stage, we shall refer to U" as
hydrodynamical four-velocity. The Lorentz-frame in which I/** reduces to
(c, 0,0,0) will be called the local restframe. A number of physical quantities
will be defined with respect to this particular system using the tensor
A" := g" - C-*U*U',

'

(2.5)

which has the properties
djfdj = 4f,

d*"£/„ = 0,

(2.6)

characteristic for a projector.
With the help of the projector 4"", the electromagnetic field tensor F*1" may
be split into two parts according to
F"" = {JJ^ET - U'E*)lc + B",

(2.7)

where E*-=-F"UJc
and B"'= A*F*Al. The latter definitions and the
antisymmt:./ of FM" imply
B^ = -Bm,

£"1^ = 0,

B"U. = 0.

(7.8)

Consequently, denoting the electric field in the local restframe by E and the
magnetic field in the local restframe by B, we have in this system E* = (0, E),
ß°M = 5"° = 0 and Bu = eUmBm (with eklm the Levi-Civita alternating or permutation symbol).
We may carry out the Chapman-Enskog procedure in a way parallel to the
non-relativistic case131819) by assuming that the electrical conductivity of the
system is so large that in zeroth order the effect of the electric field may be
neglected in the local restframe. Furthermore, as is usually done in ChapmanEnskog theory, it is assumed that the streaming term pfdjj produces changes
in the distribution function with a characteristic time that is long compared to
23

the average time between subsequent particle collisions. With these assumptions, and the splitted form (2.7) for the electromagnetic field tensor, we may
write the transport equations as20)

(2.9)
where e(e = 1) is a book-keeping parameter, which distinguishes between the
zeroth and first order terms. Insertion of
fi(x, pd = ff\\

+ €V;(JC, p,)]

(2.10)
1

into (2.9) and equation of the coefficients of c° and e yields the zeroth order
equation
c-iqß^dfridp?

+ f C(/}0), /f>) = 0

(2.11)

and the first order equation

+ 2 f [ f W V i + <P'lW'V - / f / f ' O P , + W)Wβ] dW/ &o>\do.}

(2.12)

respectively.
We now recall that the zero order of local Jüttner distribution function2122)

-with Pi = pi(x) the local mass-density of component i, T = T{x) the local
temperature, t/M = U"(x) the local hydrodynamic four-velocity, kB Boltzmann's constant, m,- the mass of a particle of the ith constituent and K2 a
Bessel function of the second kind of index 2 - has the property

fftff» = f'Pff\

(2.14)

as may be verified with the help of the law of conservation of energymomentum in a binary collision: p?+pf = pT + PT- Hence, with (2.4) and
(2.14) we find that the collision terms of (2.11) vanish. Next we notice that in
view of (2.8) "also the remaining term of (2.11) vanishes. Consequently, the
local equilibrium distribution (2.13), well-known to be a solution of the zeroth
order transport equation in the neutral case, is also a solution of the zeroth
order equation in the present treatment of an ionized gas.
The first order equation (2.12) may, with the help of (2.14), be rewritten as
f

c-2qi{U»E1' -

U'E^pudfFlBpt

l
24

(2.15)

where
r

doj/d&ij

(2.16)

is the so-called linearized collision operator. The linearized transport equation
(2.15M2.16) will be taken as the basis for our description of a relativistic
plasma.
3. The conservation laws
In the same way as in the neutral case21) one may prove that the mass
four-flow of component i(i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N), defined as
Mf^micfpr/idft),-,

(3.1)

satisfies the law of conservation of mass of component i,
V W = 0.
Hence, the total particle four-flow

M»:=f,Mr

(3.2)

(3.3)

i=1

obeys the law of conservation of total mass
aMMfl=0.

(3.4)

Similarly, one may introduce the (electric) charge four-flow of component i,
Qf ••= qtc\ p/1/; dw, = q-XMtlnii)

(3.5)

and the total (electric) charge four-flow

f

i=1 1

(3.6)

£q
i i=1

The charge four-flow of component i and the total four flow are conserved:
<VQr = 0,
W=0,
(3.7)
as follows with (3.2). The mass density p, of component i and the total mass
density p are denned through the particle four-flows and the hydrodynamic
velocity U*:

p, := c-2MrU„

:= f, .

p := f, Pi
Pi.

(3.8)

i =1

The specific energy e and the pressure PM" read
e := p~lc-'lT'»UJJ„

(3.9)
25

P"-:= A'T^Al,

(3.10)

1

where T* " is the energy-momentum tensor defined as
/i do,.

i=1 J

(3.11)

In a way similar to the one employed in the neutral case to get a conservation
law, one arrives here at a balance equation for energy-momentum:
fl1,T'" = -<r I F | U P Q,.

(3.12)
1 1

The mass-four-fiows Mt (3.1) and the energy-momentum tensor T " (3.11)
form, together with this balance equation and the conservation laws (3.2), a
basis for the macroscopic description of our system. The pressure for a
system outside equilibrium is, by definition, the same function of the state
variables as in the equilibrium state, i.e.
p(x) = kBTn{x),

(3.13)

where n is the total particle density. We introduce the diffusion flows It and
the heat flow 1% according to

It := Mr-c-.M»,

2 It = 0,

(3.14)

i=1

with c, := pilp the concentration of component i, and14)
lS:=UKTKXA^-h<,M»-PU»),

(3.15)

l

with h '•— e + pp~ the specific enthalpy of the system. The viscous pressure
tensor U*v is defined as
n*" := P" + pA»v.
(3.16)
In the following it will prove to be convenient to have introduced a chargecurrent four-flow J£ and an energy four-flow J^ according to
J§-=ASQ\

(3.17)

J$:=V'TAA*.

(3.18)

One has
O,

J^ ^ = 0 ,

(3.19)

so that in the local restframe J# = (0, JQ) and J£ = (0, J„), with JQ the total
electric current and j<, := c(Tou TQ2, T0J) the three-vector representing the
energy-density flux. From (3.6), (3.8) and (3.15) we find

i,*,

(3.20)

/— 1

,

(3.21)

where n, '•= pjm, is the particle density of the fth component of the mixture.
26

Inserting (2.7) and (3.20) into the balance equation (3.12) we find
(7,. I

—C

2* rtili ~ C O

JQP — C

L/ ^Ü J Q M

\5.Z£)

i=1

where (2.8) and (3.19) have been used. The first two terms will play a role in
the equation of motion (3.42); the third term corresponds to the Joule-heating
in the local restframe. Next we return to the splitting (2.10) of the distribution
function /,(*, p,), which consist of what we shall refer to in the following as a
zeroth order part (independent of e) and a first order part (proportional to e).
Correspondingly, we define zeroth and first order mass-flows and a zeroth and
first order energy-momentum tensor:

M/0"1 := miC f pf1/!01 do,,-,

M<0)" := f M/°»\

M/1* :=miC (ptfFv, do),-,

M 0 " 1 := f M}1*,

J

T(0"" -cjtj

(3.23)
(3.24)

i=1

pf ptff0) do»,,
WfWi

(3.25)

du,,

(3.26)

Thus one has, inserting (2.10) into (3.1), (3.3) and (3.11),
Mr = M/01" + eMj"1",

M» = M10"1 + eM<1)(\

(3.27)

and
Insertion of the explicit form (2.13) for the zeroth order distribution function
yields
(3.29)
(3.30)
Substitution of these expressions into (3.14)—(3.18) and (3.10) then gives
J/0)(1 = 0; J<0)(1 = 0, J«^ = 0; J^"1 = 0; J T ' ^ ^ O

(3.31)

pen^ss-p^c»,

(3.32)

and
1

i.e. in zeroth order the diffusion flows I/ , the heat flows I^ and J£, the current
/^ and the viscous flows II^ vanish, while the pressure tensor equals the
scalar pressure p times the projector d"". With the above equations we find
K

= e[ U TS A^ - fiM"'"],

(3.33)
(3.34)
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*",

(3-35)
(3.36)

\

r =1

qi(M/»/mf),

(3-37)

which shows that these quantities, being proportional to e(e = 1), are (at most)
of first order.
Substituting (3.27) combined with (3.29) into (3.2) and (3.4) we find that in
zeroth order the conservation law of mass reads
DPi = - M L U " ,

(3.38)

Dp = - pd^U\

μ

where D '•= U •^μ^, in the local restframe D equals the time derivative. The
laws (3.38) are the same as in the neutral case. The zeroth order balance
equation of energy-momentum may be obtained by writing (3.12) in a way
which is compatible with the basic assumptions underlying (2.9), i.e. we write
e[d.T<" + c-2(UILEv - l/'E")O,] = - cr'B^Q,.

(3-39)

Insertion of (3.28) then giv~s in zeroth order
d„Tm>lv = E" Ü niq, - C-'B^JQ,,,

(3.40)

i=1

where (3.20) has been used to eliminate Qv, and where we employed the fact
that, according to (3.27) Jo„ is of first order in e. Inserting next (3.30) and
carrying out the differentiation we obtain, after multiplication with Uμ. or 4 A „,
the equations
p

-pdJJ<L

and

(3.41)
r

(ph/c^DC/" = A^dvp

,

N

+ Ev 2 HKJI - c]B„jq

(3.42)

respectively. The first of these equations gives the rate of change of the
internal energy e per unit mass, the second describes the iocal motion of the
system. In deriving (3.41) we made use of the law of conservation of total
mass as given in (3.38). Comparing (3.38), (3.41) and (3.47) with the corresponding equations occurring in the neutral case, we see that the only
difference occurs in the equation of motion, where next to the gradient of the
pressure two extra terms involving the electric and the magnetic field occurs,
the latter resulting from the Lorentz-force on the particles.
We conclude this section with the so-called conditions of fit. From (3.29)
and (3.30) one finds, after multiplication with UM or UJJV respectively,
p, = c-2M/0)"LTM,

pe = c-2Tm>"U»Uv.

(3.43)

M

Substitution of Mf (3.27) and T " (3.28) into (3.8) and (3.9) yields
pi = c-\Ml0)lL + eM/"") U^
28

pe =c~\Tmilv+

eT^n^U,,.

(3.44)

Hence, with (3.43),
M}l*Up = mtc J ptUJf'tpi day, = 0,

(3.45)

UnU, s c f, f (prUjfPv, do», = 0.

(3.46)

i = 1J

In other words, the functions <p, that describe via (2.10) the behaviour of the
system considered should be solutions of the linearized transport equation
(2.15H216), fitted in such a way that (3.45) and (3.46) are satisfied.
Up to this moment there was no need for a specification of the four-vector
17". In the following sections, where the entropy and in particular the entropy
production are discussed, one particular choice for V1 will turn out to be
preferable.
4. The entropy
As usual the entropy four-flow is denned as

S" := -kBc 2 f /,dn 43/. - Dp/1 do,,

(4.1)

i=1 J

where A is an arbitrary constant with the dimension of Planck's constant. The
zeroth order approximation to the entropy four-flow is obtained upon replacing /; in (4.1) by /{ 0) . Using the explicit expression (2.13) for the zeroth order
distribution function we obtain
(4.2)

where M/0"1 and TmiLV are defined in (3.23) and (3.21) and where
&(x) := [kBT(x)lmi] \n[AipXx)l4irmfckBT{x)K1(mic2lkBT(x)]

(4.3)

is the thermodynamic potential. Inserting the explicit expressions (3.29) and
(3.30) for the zeroth order mass four flows and for the energy-momentum
tensor we find
1

S ( 0 ) " = T-

Le+p-t pp)U".

(4.4)

The first order approximation to SM may be obtained by substitution of (2.10)
into (4.1). After expansion of the logarithm up to order e and subtraction of
the zero order contribution (4.4) we are left with

[/Jf + (h - 2 <¥*/) M^- 1

tft],

(4.5)
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where also (3.33) and (3.34) with (3.46) have been used. The specific entropy s
is defined as
3 = c-2p-*S*Ur

(4.6)

The zeroth order approximation may now be found with the help of (4.4)
m.

s

-*c-*Sa*Ur

= p

= T-> (e + pp" 1 - f, Cμ).
V

i =1

(4.7)

/

The first order contribution to the specific entropy vanishes,
s«»:=p- I c- a S ( 1 ) "U M =0

(4.8)

as a consequence of the conditions of fit. Hence, up to the first order,
s = sm.

(4.9)

Using (4.7) and (4.9) we find

= sM» + (jq* - f, μ^f)/T

(4.10)

for the total entropy four-flow. The entropy production o% defined as
v^d^S11-

(4.11)

may with the help of the transport equation (2.9) be written

<r = - kBc 2 f, I On A3h) - C(fh f,) d<^
i = 1 /=1 J

(4.12)

€

implying21)
0-3*0.

(4.13)

Insertion of (2.10) into (4.12) yields up to the first order
a = o-(0) + cr(1),

(4.14)

where

<r(0) : = - kBc £ f <PiC(f?\ ff) d«, = 0,
'j

(4.15)

•>

<ril):=kBc 2 f <P,^<P)/!O) d^,

(4.16)

Hence, up to the first order,
<T = am
or
<r =

(4.17)

f
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VJ

1 μ}

(4.18)

This expression may be cast into a different form with the help of some
ancillary relations. From (3.33) we have, neglecting derivatives of first order
quantities
d^r = -MmiLdßd.

(4.19)

With (2.5), (3.35) and (3.46) one finds
j p - _ j < 1 ^ _ c-2 jdJ^u^t/" - c'zUpLUKT(l)ia'

(4.20)

so that

V^

^ ' ^

(4.21)

where we used that U"d,JJv = 0. Furthermore, using (3.4), (3.22), (3.34), (3.46)
and (4.20) one has

^μ lE" 2 " * - c-'B"*/^ - c~2 U*E'JQ^ + Mw»d„.h

(4.22)

or, with (2.8), (3.36) and (3.42),

ftV

(4-23)

Performing the differentiations in (4.18) and using (4.19) and (4.23) we find
Tα = - T-'I^T

2 ^
i=1

T-'Ä^r - T2 Cid^ilT)].

(4.24)

J

i=i

Eliminating J£ from the fourth term with the help of (3.34) and (3.36) we find,
employing also (3.37) and (3.45),

Jj n

Tα = JJ
J [-T-'d^
[-Td^ + iphr'fA^p
iphrfA^p + EM

25
5
i=1

1

™i"

- V - T-'h^T - T 2 c,aM(M,/r)].
i=1

(4.25)

J
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The last term vanishes as a result of the Euler relation
μ, = e + pp~{ - Ts

(4.26)

and the Gibbs-Duhem relation
s
p~xd„p = sdyT + 2 cfaßh

(4-27)

i=1

With (3.33) we finally obtain for the entropy production cr:
1

Tα = I» [- T'%T + (phT [K^P + ^ g
(4.28)
The first three terms are products of flows and conjugate thermodynamic
driving forces; the last term, which vanishes in the non-relativistic limit since
the specific enthalpy h tends to c2, has a different structure. We may get rid
of this term by a suitable choice of restframe. This brings us to the subject of
the next section.

5. The Landau-Lifshitz versus other formulations
The only property of the hydrodynamic four-velocity LT** that has been
used in the preceding sections is t/"L^ = c 2 , implying that the hydrodynamic
three-velocity has been left unspecified.
One way to fix the hydrodynamic velocity is to demand that in the local
restframe, i.e. the Lorentz frame in which 17" by definition has vanishing
space components, there be no net energy-flux:
peU" : = T""l/„.

(5.1)

This is the choice made by Landau and Lifshitz in their treatment of
phenomenological relativistic thermodynamics16). It entails
j^=Tw^Uv

=

0

(52

)

as may be verified by substituting (3.28) with (3.30) into (5.1). Hence, the last
term of the expression (4.28) for the entropy production cancels and we find a
result analogous to that of the neutral case, where the entropy production is a
sum of products of flows and conjugate thermodynamic forces causing these
flows. An alternative - and unconventional - possibility which would lead to
the desired form-i.e. without the term proportional to ß ^ - f o r the entropy
production (4.28) is to define7) the local restframe by demanding that in this
frame there be no electrical current, i.e.
32

from which then ensues

We must rule out this way of fixing a reference frame, however, since it
cannot be used in all cases: for a neutral system equation (5.3) reduces to an
identity, and hence is satisfied for any IT1*.
The first systematic treatment of relativistic non-equilibrium thermodynamics is due to Eckart15), who considered a one-component system.
Generalized to an N-component gas his definition of the hydrodynamic
velocity would read
^

(5.5)
i=1

Still another possibility would be to define
17" := p-'JVT,

(5.6)

etcetera. Using the Eckart or a related definition, however, we are left in
equation (4.28) with the undesired last term.
Thus we are led to the final conclusion that a definition of a hydrodynamic
velocity according to Landau and Lifshitz is, as far as the entropy production
is concerned, the only satisfactory possibility. Furthermore, as will be shown
in the next article, this definition turns out to have substantial advantages for
the study of the Onsager reciprocal relations. It is for these reasons that we
prefer the formalism proposed by Landau and Lifshitz rather than any other
choice.
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The linear or phenomenological laws such as Ohm's law, Fourier's law and Fick's law are
derived for a relativistic plasma in an electromagnetic field. It is shown that the choice of a
reference frame as proposed by Landau and Lifshitz entails-in contrast to, for instance, the
choice of Eckart-the validity of Onsager's reciprocity relations.

1. Introduction

The purpose of the present paper, which continues a preceding one*, is to
study the phenomena of thermal conduction, electrical conduction, diffusion and
thermal diffusion in a relativistic plasma, as well as to find out whether and when
the Onsager or reciprocal relations between transport coefncients are valid.
In order to carry out this program, we first split up the linearized transport
equations obtained in paper I into a set of new and simpler equations (section
2). Then, by means of an elegant manoeuvre which we borrow from the
well-known textbook of Chapman and Cowling2), we recombine these new
equations into a smaller set of equations (section 3),
After these preparatory manipulations have been carried out, we may
obtain the linear laws describing diffusion, thermal diffusion and thermal
conduction as well as expressions for the transport coefficients figuring in
these laws (section 4).
In section 5 the Onsager relations are discussed. It is shown that-in
contrast to the situation encountered in the neutral case or in the nonrelativistic treatment of a plasma-there exist no reciprocity relations in- an
arbitrary system of reference, but that these relations hold true only with
respect to two particular system of reference viz. (i) the local Lorentz-frame
in which the total net electrical current vanishes, and (ii) the local Lorentzframe in which there is no total net energy flux.
Section 6, the final section of this paper, is devoted to electrical conduction.
*The preceding paper1) of this series will be referred to as paper I. Furthermore,
(I S • m , . . . , n) refers to the formulae m,...,n of the sth section of that paper.
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We obtain a generalized form of Ohm's law and expressions for the electrical
and the electro-thermal conductivities. Among the latter occurs the so-called
Hall coefficient, characteristic for the current which is transverse to both the
electric and the magnetic field. A typically relativistic effect found here is the
occurrence of the thermal diffusion coefficients in the expressions for the
electrical conductivities.
The article closes with an appendix in which some integral relations that
have been used in the main text are explained.
2. The linearized transport equations
As a basis for the description of an AT-component plasma we choose the
linearized relativistic transport equations1)

= c-tqiB'"pivd(fl\i)tdpr-ft0)

2 <2f/(?X ' = 1

N.

(2.1)

The linearized collision operators 2$ occurring in these equations are defined
in the same way as in the case of a system of neutral particles, i.e.,
ViWr, - (9f«+ <PdWQ da>, dio't d*>;,

(2.2)

where Wj; and W{j are the transition probabilities for the collision p-, + Pj-*
p'i+p'i and its inverse Pi + pJ—»p. + pj, respectively. The relation of the function <pi(x, pi), to be solved from (2.1), to the distribution function /}(*, p,)
describing the ith component of the system is
(2.3)
where /,-0) is the zeroth-order or Jüttner distribution function given by
/J0) = A~l exp {[mMx) - P?UK(x)]lkBT{x)},

(2.4)

with M,(JC) the local thermodynamic potential of component i of the mixture
[see (12.13) and (14.3)], and T(x) the local kinetic temperature. Furthermore,
we recall that p* is the energy-momentum four-vector of a particle of
component /, q, its charge and m, its mass, while we abbreviated
doi, := dfpiJp?. The symbol x stands for the space-time point (c<, JC), with c the
speed of light, while dv represents the corresponding space-time derivative
(c~x dldt, dldx). The quantity A is an arbitrary constant with the dimensions of
Planck's constant and kB is Boltzmann's constant. The four-vector U'i(x) is
the local hydrodynamic velocity, normalized according to Iff/,» = c2. T h e
metric tensor has diagonal elements ( + 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) . The local hydrodynamic
rest frame is defined by the requirement that in this frame U1* equals
(c, 0,0,0). Finally, we denned
kv

,
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(2.5)

where F^ix) is the local electromagnetic field tensor and
c~2l7"l/p. In the local hydrodynamic frame the nonvanishing components of
(2.5) are the electric and magnetic field as felt by a particle at x; the
electromagnetic field is treated as a given function of time and space.
In order to cast the transport equations in a more manageable form, we first
rewrite the streaming term. Using the explicit form (2.4) for /j0> and carrying
out the differentiations we find for the l.h.s. of (2.1):

+ (prPiXajJ.) + hATptPydxU* - (phcT'ptUtftBrJ®,

(2.6)

where hi is the specific enthalpy of component i. The "thermodynamic
forces" X\ and X" are defined as [see (14.28)]

g ^

(2.7)

and
X,' := W'Our T) + iqJm)E' + A**;,

(2.8)

l

where h •= p~ 1ipiht is the total specific enthalpy of the system, p, is the
mass density of component /, p = 2,p,- is the total rest mass density and p is
the hydrostatic pressure. The effect of pointed brackets around a tensor t^ is
given by
-i4r4"*)«rt.

(2.9)

In the derivation of (2.6), use has furthermore been made of the equation of
motion (13.42)

(Phlc2)DV = Am[d.p + EKf[ «,* - c-'B«^],

(2.10)

where D •= LT"aM and J§ = A»*QK with QK the total charge four-flow and
n, = pilnii the parties number density of component i. In the local hydrodynamic rest frame D is the time derivative while JQ equals (0, JQ) with JQ an
electric current density.
Instead of the quantity d^JT) we shall henceforth use (5„^/)T, the derivative at constant temperature. If we choose μ^ to be a function of the variables
of state p, T and p,(i = 1,2,..., N), (d„/*,)r is defined by

Hence, in the case of uniform pressure, (drpih is proportional to d^pi, i.e. to
derivatives of quantities characterizing the composition of the system. From
the thermodynamic relation
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with hi the partial specific enthalpy of component /, one finds for (2.11),
(2.13)
The thermodynamic force X? may thus be written

Xr= (3 >,)T - p-\hJhWKd*p + [(qjm,) - {hjh) 2
where q := pjp is the concentration of component /. The most important
difference between the driving force X% (2.7) and its nonrelativistic counterpart is the occurrence of two terms that are important in the relativistic
regime only (in the nonrelativistic regime they tend to zero since the specific
enthalpy h then tends to c2). The first of these, which is proportional to the
gradient of pressure, is the well-known Eckart term4), the second, which is
characteristic for a plasma because it is proportional to the charges qt, has
first been obtained by Balescu, Brenig and Paiva-Veretennicoff5) in a thermodynamic treatment. In the thermodynamic force X? no such extra terms
occur (in the nonrelativistic limit both the partial and total specific enthalpy
tend to c2). We may split up the thermodynamic forces (2.7) and (2.14)
according to
(2.15)
l

.

(2.16)

using E"UV = 0 as follows with (2.5). The last terms on the r.h.s. of these
equations contain derivatives which may be eliminated with the help of the
zeroth-order conservation laws. Because of the fact that the only formula
which in this stage of the calculation differs from the corresponding one of
the neutral case is equation (2.10), which has already been used to
eliminate the term DUß> we can take over some results of the neutral case6)
T-'DT = ( 1 - y R X T ,

(Dμ,^ = -(yk^Tlm^W,

(2.17)

where y is the quotient of the specific heats at constant pressure (c p ) and
constant volume (c„):
cp = (dhlBT)p,

cv = (deldT)v,

(2.18)

with h = e + pp~* the specific enthalpy and e the specific energy of the system.
Inserting (2.15) and (2.16) combined with (2.17) into (2.6) we obtain

2,j(<p),
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(2.19)

where
ö = —](m,c)2- [miftKl ~y) + Y* B r]c-V Uk + c-2(i-7){p?Uxf.

(2.20)

From (2.14) ensues
2 ^""X,, = 2 c4"*(e^i)T - p-^dj,
i=i

(2.21)

i=i

or, with (2.13) and (14.26,27),
(2.22)

Hence, the thermodynamic forces A$X' are not independent. The latter
relation may alternatively be written

ASXr = - 2 (ci - «e)4«*/- « ) -

(2.23)

where S/; is the Kronecker delta: 8ff = 1 and S;i = 0 (i> j). Substituting (2.23)
into (2.19) we arrive at the final expression for the linearized transport
equations:
£ (q - S^A^X^ -XNv)

i = 1.2

AT.

(2.24)

The solutions <p, of these equations must obey the conditions of fit (13.45,46)

mtc J ptU.wff» At*- = 0,

i = 1.2,.... N,

c 2 f (PtUJ2<Pif\0) doi, = 0

(2.25)
(2.26)

i=1 J

and the Landau-Lifshitz condition

£j pi

= 0,

(2.27)

which results from S% = 0 (15.2) with the help of (12.6), (13.26) and the
condition of fit (2.26).
We note that in the first Enskog approximation the electric field occurs in
the transport equation (2.24) only through its appearance in the thermodynamic
forces (2.7) and (2.14), while the magnetic field is found only next to the
collision terms: in the present picture of a plasma the magnetic field lines
appear as scattering obstacles by which the particles are deflected. Each of
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the operations which are applied on <p in the three terms of the r.h.s. of (2.24)
is linear and isotropic. This leads us6'7) to look for a solution <p, of the form
N-l

V"\

ivv

* + <pihom,

(2.28)

where the function <PihOm (x,Pt) is the general solution of the homogeneous
equation

0 = (phTW&tB,, 2 q, \ pM
j=1

1

N

(2.29)
Multiplying this equation by f\0)(pilp?kBT, integrating with respect to p,, and
summing over i = l , 2 , . . . , N w e find

0 = c-1 2 q,J ffwrB.JhpJdp* do», +22 22)| | fl\&i fc

(2.30)

where the Landau-Lifshitz condition (2.27) has also been used. By partial
integration we may then prove
d«, = - 2 qiff^ViPtB^ildp» do»,,

(2.31)

for arbitrary functions <pi(x, pi) and «ft(x, p,). Hence, the first term of (2.30)
vanishes and we have

?
Consequently67), ^.hom is a summational invariant i.e.
(2.33)
where a,- and /3M are independent of pf. Since the thermodynamic forces are
independent, not only <ph but also <p,hOm must satisfy the conditions of fit as
well as the Landau-Lifshitz condition. Inserting (2.33) into (2.25) and (2.26)
we find8)
a, = 0,

ßßU»=0.

(2.34)

Substitution of <plhOm = ß*pt into (2.27) yields with (2.34)
^ = 0.

(2.35)

Hence,
«Pit»™ = 0,

i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N.

(2.36)

Now, substituting (2.28) with (2.36) into (2.24) and equating the coefficients of
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•,
'

the (independent) thermodynamic forces we obtain the integral equations

(mA - ptUM^Pt. = (phrlp?UxPrBaßA'"'g qk j pf Akvfi0) d<ok

(2.37)

(2.38)

<PtPi> = (phTlPiUxPrBaß g qk | piCJF7i

+ fcBT J j ^ ( C " ) ,

(2.39)

- Q, = (ph)-tPiUkPrBaß J; qk J
+ c-lqikBTp?BaßdDjdpiß

+ kBT^

AMD),

(2.40)

i = 1,2,..., AT; / = 1,2,..., AT - 1, with Qf given by (2.20). The first two of
these equations are related to the phenomena that form the subject of the
present article, i.e. diffusion, thermal diffusion, heat conduction and electrical
conduction. The remaining two equations are related to viscous phenomena
and will be discussed'in the next paper1).
3. The integral equations related to conduction and diffusion
In order to prepare the solution of the integral equations (2.37) and (2.38)
we decompose the four-vectors A%A" and 4 M f (which are perpendicular to
17") with respect to the four-vectors perpendicular to I/" that can be
constructed from pt, U* and B"".
First, define
B " :=k~ a B«*,

(3.1)
1

where €*"** is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol in four dimensions: e* "** is
+1 or - 1 depending on whether {μ-vnk) is an even or an odd permutation of
(0123), and vanishes if two or more indices are equal. In the local restframe,
where U* = (c, 0,0,0) we have
Bu = Bkl = eUmBm,
ok
B = -Bok = Bk,

B°" = 0,
w
u
B = B = 0,

(3.2)
(3.3)
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where eWm is the Levi-Civita symbol in three dimensions (eiz3 = + l) and
B = (JBi, B 2 , B3) is the magnetic field in the local restframe. A useful relation
between the magnetic field tensor B"" and its dual B1"1 is
B^B» -B^B^ =

fajB^B»,

(3.4)

1

where g"" is the metric tensor. From (3.2) we find
B := (B? + B\ + Bf)"2 = (iB^B^)" 2 ,

(3.5)

for the magnitude of the magnetic field in the local restframe. Using the
notation introduced in (3.5) we find with (3.4)

Aipr- B^B^pr = B2A?Pr,

(3.6)

where use has been made of the identity
B*KAXvpr=BKVpiv,

(3.7)

which is a consequence of BKkUk = 0. The relation (3.6) limits the number of
different four-vectors perpendicular to I/*1 that can be constructed from p / \
C7" and B"* using also g"" and c1"**. As an example, consider the four-vector
B^B^B^pu which, because of the relation
B"ABAM = 0

(3.8)

and (3.6) equals (—B^^Piv)- It turns out that each combination that is
perpendicular to £/" may be written as a linear combination of the three
four-vectors
l

(3.9)

Hence, the following decompositions can be made:
6TA* = A?A"p* - B-lA?B^vpw + B~2A?)B'"'BK>iA"'piv,
A"Al = APA^p» - B-xM2)B^piv -p B-2A?3)B'"'BKA4Al'pIv.

(3.10)
(3-11)

The factors B~" and B~2 have been inserted for dimensional reasons; the
subtraction signs before the functions Am have been chosen to omit a
subtraction sign in eq. (4.8).
The scalar functions A\m) and A{<m) (m = 1,2,3) are functions of the scalars
which can be constructed from pf, B"*, U", g1"1 and «"•**. Because of the
relations
A"p*pb = mfc2- {ptUJcf,

(3.12)

and
(3.13)
the number of different scalars is limited. Independent scalars are
A^PivP;*, B,

B^B^piji»

(3.14)

and it turns out that each scalar combination may be written as a linear
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combination of this limited number of scalars. Hence, we have
Ajm>=

ATX^PvPi»

B, B^B^pWr),

m = 1,2,3.

(3.15)

The treatment of the integral equations (2.37) and (2.38) being very similar,
we confine our attention for a moment to the first of the two only. Using the
decomposition (3.10) and the equations (A.5) and (A.7) of the appendix, the
first term on the r.h.s. may be rewritten as

g <h /

g qkf
g
g

J

^

r

^

(3.16)

The second term may be rewritten according to
ptB^dAjdp*

= - BA?A^piv - A^B-pt, + B^AfB-B^'p^

(3.17)

a relation which may be verified using the ancillary relations
^

0,

m = 1,2,3,

(3.18)

which follow with (3.15). Inserting the expressions (3.10), (3.16) and (3.17) into
the integral equation (2.37) we obtain terms proportional to the three linearly
independent four-vectors (3.9). Consequently, the equation thus obtained may
be split up into three separate - but coupled - integral equations for the scalar
functions Ai", A?} and AT

qk
(3.19)
0 = - kphrlB~2

g qk|

BaXBxßpakPßkAkl)flP

"^ + ksTB'1 2 Ä(A e B"ft),
0 = -\kpftr'B-3

g qk J BaKBKßplplAffT

(3.20)

d<okp!UkB'"'BK(A*'pi„

kBTB'2 g ^{A^B^B^p,).

(3.21)

These equations may be recombined into two new and uncoupled integral
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equations, one of which is complex. Contracting (3.19) as well as (3.21) with
Bm and adding the result we find

g

(1)

p„),

(3.22)

where we have used the connexion
B^B^fp» = B%^rpm

(3.23)

which follows from (3.6) and (3.8). Furthermore, we introduced the function
(3.24)
Next, we combine (3.19) and (3.20) into a single equation. Adding (3.20)
multiplied by iB to (3.19) contracted with 2?w we obtain

Pi, + kBT2 ^ud^A^p,),

(3.25)

where
f

(3.26)
v

{

The (complex) function Mk together with the function M " determine the three
functions (3.15) and vice versa. The first equation, eq. (3.22), is identical to the
corresponding equation of the neutral case6-7).
We now note that, since the linearized collision operators %k are isotropic,
the last term of (3.25) will in general be proportional to some linear combination of the three four-vectors (3.9). Since the remaining terms of (3.25) are
proportional to the vector A^'Pb, only, it is permissible to look for solutions of
the form
v
?\A
?\A » pivpim B),

(3.27)

which, when inserted into the collision term of (3.25) will yield a function that
is proportional to A^p^ only. We stress that it is not immediately evident that
the possibility of a solution which does not depend upon all of the scalars
(3.14)-as one would a priori expect-is excluded. In a following article it will
turn out, however, that a solution of type (3.27) can indeed be constructed.
Using that si™ does not depend upon B^B^A^p^p^ the first term on the
r.h.s. may be simplified. We then get

g qk
+ iBc-iqikBTM?)A'"'pil, + kBT g 2alst™A*'p.).

(3.28)

In the neutral case (qk = 0, k = 1 , 2 , . . . , N) this equation has the same form as
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(3.22) and we have JJ/J1* = Ä/P* implying A}2) = ^4i3) = 0. The functions jtf}0
(1 = 1,2) must furthermore obey the conditions of fit (2.25) and (2.26) and the
Landau-Lifshitz conditions (2.27), i.e.
mtc | p}UtA"p*st?ff>

d*>, = 0,

I = 1,2; i = 1,2,..., N,

tPf?0 da», = 0,
2 \ p}V1A"ptA*P*slPfT>

1 = 1,2,

d«, = 0,

(3.29)
(3.30)

l = 1.2,

(3.31)

i=1 J

where (2.28), (2.36), (3.10), (3.24) and (3.26), the fact that the thermodynamic
forces are independent, and the fact that the three four-vectors (3.9) are
independent have been used.
We note that an integral of the type / pjG da>, with G an arbitrary function
of A^p^p, [or, equivalently, pKUk, see (3.12)] is a four-vector and, consequently, proportional to U„ the only four-vector available. Hence, since
A^Uv vanishes, it follows that the first two of these conditions are trivially
fulfilled, so that only the third one, the Landau-Lifshitz condition, is a real
subsidiary condition.
As stated above, the treatment of the integral equation (2.38) is analogous.
Defining
(3.32)
(3.33)
we find
N

P,),

(3.34)

N

q

i B

l p

i v

+ fcBT

i=l,...,N;/=l,...,N-l,

(3.35)

with the Landau-Lifshitz conditions
2 fp}UAA"pbA'fptst!nfFdwi

= 0,

/ = l,2,;/=l,2,...,N-l.

(3.36)

z=1 J

The integral equations (3.22) and (3.28) for the functions .stff" ( / = 1,2; i =
1 , 2 , . . . , N ) obeying the conditions (3.31), as well as the integral equations
(3.34) and (3.35) for the functions rff" ( / = 1 , 2 ; i = 1 , 2 , . . . , AT; j =
1 , 2 , . . . , N - 1) satisfying the conditions (3.36), are the basis for the description of the phenomena related to diffusion and (heat) conduction. These will
be considered in some detail in the next sections.
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4. Diffusion and conduction
We shall now investigate the relation between the gradients that exist in the
system and the various resulting irreversible flows. The transition from the
functions A to the functions d carried out in the preceding section enables us
here to give concise expressions for the transport coefficients.
The diffusion flows If (i = 1,2,..., N), eq. (13.33) and the heat flow 1%, eq.
(13.34) may be written

it=- X
K
l
If
If = U T$A* - hA"Ml \

<4-2)

by making use of (13.45) and the defining expression of the projector A*"
(12.5). The first order corrections Ml"1* and M 0)(I to the partial and total mass
flows, and the first order correction TWßV to the energy-momentum tensor
occurring in these expressions are defined in eqs. (13.24,26):

:= rmc jptviff

d<%

M«* := g M/1*,

, := c j | j p t P i ^ f ' &<*>.

(4.3)

(4-4)

We thus have

g

= - c g {(m*h« - PiUWPbtofP dwk,

It = - m,c g | (c, - WPbtnfP d^.

(4.5)
(4-6)

Define

Xy.*=BlB^X\

(4.7)

The three quantities X\, X^ and X^ form an orthogonal, right-handed triad of
space-like four-vectors orthogonal to U11. In the local rest frame X11 is the
component of X along B, XL the component of X perpendicular to B in the
plane through X and B, while X* is a vector perpendicular to both XB and Xx.
We have the relations
A^A TX^ = pr[^ ( "X» + All)Xt + A « 2 ^

(4.8)

where si stands for ^ , or d\, A for A or A\ and X for X„ or Xh as may be
verified with (3.10) or (3.11) and (4.7), using also (3.24) or (3.32), With this
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expression and (2.36) we may rewrite <pk (2.28) as
<pk = P^si^>X^k+ pfAi 1) Xi l + p f A ! 2 ) X ^ + pf 2

/\

(4.9)

Inserting this expression into (4.5) we find a generalized form of Fourier's law
of heat conduction:

j=1

where the thermal conduction coefficients I'm and the thermo-diflfusion
coefficients /„ are denned as

l£ - - sc g /

a,*,

(4.11)

= -5C g / (mA - P^J^^fpMl? 1 /? d«4,

(4.12)

g

I'm: = - 5 C g | ( m A -ptAt7A)4M„pjfpMP/T da>k,

(4.13)

'I.- "•= - he J ; / (mA - piUMrfCp&PfF

da,4)

(4.14)

da>k,

(4.15)

:

= - 3C g | W

t

- piUJAPSplApfF

la

i = 1 , . . . , JV - 1.
(4.16)

In deriving (4.11M4.16) we have used that the last two terms of (4.9) give no
contribution to the linear law (4.5). For the first of these (i.e. the one with C f
as factor) this follows with the help of (A.4), (A. 11) and (A. 12) and the fact
that a number of integrals is odd in at least one of the components of the
four-momentum; the vanishing of the contribution of the other term (the one
with A ) may be verified by means of a reasoning identical to the one through
which it was found in the preceding section that the conditions of fit (3.29)
and (3.30) were obeyed. Furthermore, the factor 3 in (4.11M4.16) also results
from the use of (A.4), (A.ll) and (A.12). With the help of (3.26) or (3.33) the
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expressions (4.12) and (4.13) or (4.15) and (4.16) may be combined to:

IJi + K = - k g J (mkhk - p£l/ A )4«PSPfcW d^,

(4.17)

ti+i/J. = - sc g J («*/«* - ptUMrftP&IFfP

(4.18)

<*<•>*•

Similarly we obtain, by substituting (4.9) into (4.6), a generalized form of Fick's
law of diffusion:

It = 4X|* +1W + W

+S JW - xfo + 2 ' W - xfr) + 2 'W - xif),
j=1

J=1

i=1

j= l,...,N-l,

(4.19)

where the thermal diffusion coefficients /„ and the diffusion coefficients ly are
defined by

4 = - sc g J mt(Ci - S^A^ptpWVY? &<ok,

(4.20)

isiPfP da>k,

(4.21)

/| = - he J ; | mt(Ci - SrfArfltp&Pflt* d^,

(4.22)

i,f + i/J = - sc g | m^c,- - 3*)A,#tplstPf?> d<ok.

(4.23)

Because of the connexion
(4.24)
[see (13.14)] we need not consider the Nth diffusion flow.
All of the transport coefficients related to conduction and diffusion have
now been written as integral expressions containing the functions si, the
solutions of the integral equations (3.23), (3.28), (3.34) and (3.35).
In the next section we study under what conditions the Onsager or
reciprocity relations between the transport coefficients hold true in a plasma.

5. The Onsager or reciprocity relations
The transport coefficients found above may be rewritten in a concise form
with the help of two types of "brackets", which, for arbitrary tensor functions
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Ft and Gk of the four-momentum Pk, are defined by

[F, G] := cn~2 g g J ^ik(F)Gkfk0)d<ok,

(5.1)

{F, G} := g ft J Frffc/P do)*,

(5.2)

with <j* the charge of a particle of component k (k = 1,2,..., N) and n = 2,n,
the total particle number density. The brackets (5.1) and (5.2) are symmetric
[F,G] = [G,F],

(5.3)

{F,G} = {G,F},

(5.4)

while the first of these brackets is positive semi-definite in the sense that, for
arbitrary functions Fk
(5.5)
6

The property (5.3) is essentially based upon the time reversal invariance ) of
the interaction, the equality (5.4) is trivial, while the property (5.5) may be
proved by means of an elementary symmetrization procedure6). Inserting now
(3.22) and (3.28) into (4.11) and (4.17) respectively, we obtain
,

(5.6)

and
where also the Landau-Lifshitz condition (3.31) has been employed. In the
same way we find for the remaining transport coefficients the expressions
4- = - WkBT[simA»"pv,

rf«'>P(l],

(5.8)
,

(5.9)
(5.10)

2

m

It, + i/l, = - V * B W ^ - K ^< 'pJ - \xBkB T{s£ A "'p„
4= -Wk^nsi^A»^

tfVpJ,

m

si pj,

lv, + Wi= - |n 2 fc B r[^ l(2) 4'"'p w st*»pj - $Bk*f{M'mA>'pm

(5.11)
(5.12)

MmPli}.

(5.13)

Since the brackets are symmetric, one has
'£=&
d

l$ = li,

i=\,2,...,N-l;j=l,2,...,N-l,

(5.14)

x

where l stands for /", l or /'. These relations, the so called Onsager or
reciprocity relations, are essentially based both on time reversal invariance
and the employment of the Landau-Lifshitz formalism.
If, however, no use would have been made of the Landau-Lifshitz condition, the expressions for lx and /' would have been more complicated.
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Instead of, for instance, the expression (5.13) for the nonparallel coefficients
of diffusion we would have found

q, j Aaßp?pfs£\a) d ] [ J [ |
(5.15)
Since the last term - in contrast to the first two - is not invariant with respect
to the interchange of the indices i and j , the reciprocity relations are not
fulfilled. The symmetry is restored when

g q, j

'/i(0) dwi = 0

(i)

or
N

2/

f

I PkUxAfLVp£pks4i?1)fk}<l(ok

= 0,

(ii)

since then the non-symmetrical term of (5.15) vanishes. As follows from (15.4)
with the help of (13.24), (3.33) and (4.9), condition (i) is fulfilled if the theory is
formulated with respect to a local reference frame co-moving with the local
total electric current, i.e. in a Lorentz system in which the local total electric
current vanishes (see I, section 5). Condition (ii) is implied by the LandauLifshitz conditions (3.36), which are satisfied if the theory is formulated with
respect to a system co-moving with the local energy-centre (see I, section 5).
Since similar remarks can be made with respect to the other transport
coefficients, we may state in conclusion that the reciprocity relations hold true
(i) with respect to a reference system9) in which there is no electrical
current and
(ii) with respect to a reference system in which there is no energy flux, and
that Onsager relations are not fulfilled in other f-ames of reference, such as,
for instance, that used by Eckart4). For reasons explained in paper I, we
choose for the second possibility, which corresponds to a choice for the
Landau-Lifshitz formalism10).
In the next and final section of this paper we give some alternative forms of
the linear laws found above, paying particular attention to electrical conduction.
6. Ohm's law
One sometimes introduces thermal diffusion ratios kf according to
AT-l

where the index d indicates ||, ± or t. In order to make use of these ratios we
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split up each of the N - 1 linearly independent diffusion flows If (i =
1 , . . . , N — 1) into three four-vectors in the following way

/.*: = I,W + g ifrXf* -Xfr),

d = ||, ±, t.

(6.2)

One easily verifies with the help of the Onsager reciprocity relations that

2 2) ? W 2*
where (6.1) and (6.2) have been used. Comparing this equation with (4.10) we
can conclude that

W

W

.

(6-4)

where

& : ='« - s ' s ' ' « W .

d

= II. -L.f •

(6-5>

i=1 j=1

As follows from (6.4), the coefficients of thermal conduction ldm are those
accessible for direct measurement when the diffusion flows vanish.
The electric current density IQ or charge-flux four-vector is defined by
«*flk)(M"/p) +1$.

(6.6)

It is equal the total electric current Q B minus the total net charge carried
away with the total mass flow.
We note that the splitting of the total current Q*1 into a conductive part IQ and
a convective part (2knkqk)(.MILlp) is to some extent arbitrary. We might equally
well have written [cf. 13.20]:

<2* =: ( | > * < f c ) f + Jfr

(6-7)

in which case we could consider JQ as the conduction current and (S/Mg*) I/1*
as the convection current. The division actually made here is the one
indicated in (6.6).
Eliminating M" from (6.6) with the help of (13.14) we find

/5 = 2(«M)//*,

(6-8)

i=1

an expression which shows that the electric current density represents the
total net charge carried by the diffusing particles. Define new thermodynamic
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forces Y£ and Y/* (j = 1,2,..., N - 1) according to

• - T{phrl(A£dKp

+ g nkqkE»),

, mN/

(6.9)

ph fe\

X [(aVi - e"Mw)r - ^ ^ ^ K P ] .

(6.10)

In terms of these new thermodynamic forces we have, with (4.24),
-—

where 2 j indicates summation over the directions ||, 1 and t, and

Ylfq,

d = \\,±,t.

(6.12)

The linear law (6.11) is a generalized version of Ohm's law. It gets a
particularly simple form if the temperature, pressure and composition are
uniform, i.e. when d"T, d"p and (dVi)r vanish. Then (6.11) reduces to
(6.13)
where the electrical conductivities crd are given by
Af-l N-\

r

d .

^*

^^

/ T\

a

d

I

N

^ \ ^C*

n

d

j

d=

II

i

1 L

A.

is

-• A\

614

o •- 4J Z> *>~ \~~h) X> ^ * P '
II' - '
^ )
The occurrence of the coefficients of thermal diffusion in the second term of
(6.14) is a typically relativistic effect: it vanishes in the non-relativistic limit,
since in this limit the specific enthalpy h tends to c1. The current in the
direction perpendicular u> both the electric and magnetic field, o-'£'M, is known
as the Hall current, the corresponding electrical conductivity a' is termed the
Hall conductivity.
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Appendix
Some integral theorems
Let A be any function of the scalars (3.14), i.e.

B,

B^B^

where B •=({BllvB'")1'2 is the strength of the magnetic field in the local
restframe. Since the only symmetric tensors of the second rank which can be
formed from U", B"", g"" and e""*" are
A1"",

U»U',

B>"BK'

(A.2)

or linear combinations thereof, we must have
j PaPßAfm do = F, U.U» + F2Aaß + FiB^B'p,

(A.3)

where Fu F2 and F3 are scalar functions. Multiplying this equation by A
and B^A* we obtain
(A.4)
,

(A.5)

respectively, where we have used the properties fl1"^ = 0 and B'LKA* = B'LV.
Next, multiplying (A.5) by BM„ we find

f

da» = FtB"Br,

(A.6)

so that
Fi = AB'2 j

fl.„fl>"P^f

dft»,

(A.7)

where we used that fl"" = ~Baii. Setting M = v in (A.4) we get
o» = 3F2 + 2B2F3,

(A.8)

where we employed B = (j^J"' 1 )" 2 . Hence,

F 3 = IB' 2 14^p"p"A/ <0) d« - |ß- 2 F 2 .

(A.9)

If the function A is assumed not to depend upon B^B^A^p^p^ i.e. if
),

(A. 10)
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then

From (A.9) it then follows that

The results (A.4), (A.5), (A.7), (A.ll) and (A.12) are used in the main text.
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The linear laws pertaining to viscous phenomena are derived for a relativistic plasma in an
electromagnetic field. The results found in this microscopic context fit precisely into the general
scheme obtained on a macroscopic level by Hooyman, de Groot and Mazur.

1. Introduction

In two preceding papers') we discussed the entropy and entropy production
as well as the transport phenomena related to diffusion and conduction. Here
we consider the remaining transport phenomena, namely shear and volume
viscosity.
The treatment of the set of equations related to shear viscosity in a
relativistic plasma is substantially more involved than in the neutral case but
on the other hand their general form is sufficiently close to the nonrelativistic
equations describing shear viscosity in a plasma to allow for a transposition of
the ingenuous manipulations of Marshall2*3) from the nonrelativistic theory to
the relativistic case. This then enables us to reduce the number of equations.
The equations describing the effect of volume viscosity turn out to be
identical to those of the neutral case 45 ). Apparently, the magnetic field does
not affect this phenomenon.
In section 2, which opens by recalling the basic equations, we are mainly
concerned with carrying out the Marshall-plan. Then, in the final section 3, we
obtain the (linear) laws connecting the various viscous flows to the derivatives
of the hydrodynamic velocity field. What we thus arrive at is a set of relations
that is in complete agreement with a scheme found on very general grounds
by Hooyman, de Groot and Mazur 6J ) in a phenomenolcgical treatment of
nonequilibrium thermodynamics. In this final section we furthermore give
expressions for the (five) coefficients of shear viscosity and the coefficient of
volume viscosity.
Some integral relations used in the main text are proved in the appendix.
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2. The integral equations related to viscous phenomena
The integral equations describing shear and volume viscosity in an Ncomponent, relativistic plasma read
N

°

N

ShHC")

(2.1)

and
N

-Qi = iphy'ptU.prB^y,

qk j pfDkfrdwfc
(2.2)

respectively, where
-y) + yk»T}c-zp)UK + <T2(f- yXpiUtf.

kf

(2.3)

[See (II 2.39,40).*] Here, p is the total mass density, h the total specific
enthalpy, p* the four-momentum of a particle of species i, 17A the local
hydrodynamic four-velocity of the system, Baß the magnetic part of the
electromagnetic field tensor, q, the charge of a particle of component i, ff] the
zero order or Jiittner distribution function of the fcth component, doi, an
abbreviation for d3pi/Pr. c the speed of light, kB Boltzmann's constant, T the
kinetic temperature, ^ a linearized collision operator, TO, the mass of a
particle of component i, /i, the specific enthalpy of component /, while, finally,
y is the quotient of the specific heats at constant pressure and at constant
volume. For remaining definitions and notations we refer to the preceding
articles I and II of this series.
2.1. Shear viscosity
In order to prepare the solving of the first of these integral equations, we
decompose Cf" with respect to the symmetric, traceless tensors of rank two
that can be formed by combining
A-pfr,

B^piy,

B*BxAKvpiv,

(2.4)

where B"" = 3e'""'ABltA. Such tensors are, for instance,

Z

t

,

(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

• Formulae of the preceding articles will be referred to as I or II, followed by the numbers of
the formulae under consideration.
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(2.8)
Wβ.••= A^B^pJiJi^p?,

(2.9)
(2.10)

Wfl.. ••= A^BifB^plB^B^pi,
where
Α^KK : = hiAyjAvi + A^AW) - jA^^,

(2.11)

as may be verified by some playing around with the four-vectors (2.4). Not all
of the tensors (2.5M2.10) are linearly independent. One has the connexion
A*P*PiW!%,+ BKXBK(A(tf?p?[WW,+ B2WV, - 2 WSJ = 0.

(2.12)

Now, let
f

.

6
V* /-"("•)ii/(m)

ff

\w

m=1

where the C f and, hence, the coefficients C\m) are functions of the scalars
that can be constructed from the vectors (2.4), i.e. of
Consider the integral occurring in the first term at the right-hand side of the
integral equation (2.1) in the local restframe. Since the integrand is an odd
function of at least one of the integration variables, each integral vanishes
identically. Furthermore, using the anti-symmetry of Baß we obtain
PfßoPacS

m)

/5pfp = o,

(2.15)

so that the operation pfBaedldpip works effectively on the tensors Wf$ only.
One has")
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
pTBaßdWi*>JdPiß=0.

(2.21)

Since %ik is an isotropic operator (in three-momentum space) its action on
each of the six terms of (2.13) is to produce a tensor of the same type,
multiplied by a scalar. Hence, inserting (2.13) into (2.1) we obtain, after
equating the terms which are proportional to the same tensor Wf™l, using also
the linearity of # * and (2.15M2.21),
+ kBT 2 Se^C^Kp^)),

(2.22)

k=1
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0 = 2c-*qikBT(Cl" - B2C\3))(PvPiv) + k*T^ iS*(C ( 2 W,»,

(2.23)

0 = c-|d1fcBTC{2)<plVlPl„> + *BT J ) ^ ( C ^ W - » -

(2.24)

0 = c-V B T(Ci 2 ) - B'Cf'Xp,^) + fcßTg Se^C^ip^)),

(2.25)

0 = c-'q1fcBT(2CP) + C\4))(Pilipiv) + kBT g ^t(C(5)<pMp,,»,

(2.26)

0 = c-^kvTCPiPvPb) + kBT g #*(C ( 6 W*»-

(2-27)

Combining (2.24), (2.25) and (2.27) one finds
2 &d(Cm - Cw - B2C'6)){p^v)] = 0,

(2.28)

an equation, which only has the trivial solution, implying that
C?'-C\*\

i = \,...,N.

(2.29)

Therefore, we only need to solve eqs. (2.22M2-26); the functions C'6) then can
be determined from (2.29). These five equations may be recombined into three
uncoupled equations, two of which are complex. Define the combinations23)
(2.30)
u

2

P := C| + iBC}°- B Cf\

(2.31)

+ \ \BC? + iß 2 C} 4) + i i53C?5),

(2.32)

for which one may verify that

(

,

(2.33)

= 2iBc-lqikBT<e?XPillpiv) + kBT?, . ^ ( « « W , » ,

(2.34)

= iBc-'qfaT^ip^)

+ kBT y JP*(«w<iVpr».

(2.35)

k=1

The first of these equations is identical to the one encountered in the
corresponding neutral cases. The functions C\m) may be a function of the
scalars (2.14), but, from the form of (2.34) and the fact that the operators .2»
are isotropic it follows that it is permissible to look for a solution
B)

(2.36)

of the second equation. Noting that eq. (2.33) and eq. (2.35) may be obtained
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from eq. (2.34) by replacing B by 0 or £B respectively, one has

0).

(2.38)

Hence, it is sufficient to solve the single equation (2.34), the solution of (2.33)
and (2.35) then being determined via (2.37) and (2.38). The tensor QKK must
obey the conditions of fit (II 2.25, 26) and the Landau-Lifshitz condition (II
2.27):
irif* doi, = 0, i=l,...,N,

Jj / WUrfCujf

(2.39)

dtoi = 0,

(2.40)

f do«, = 0.

(2.41)

However, using the connection (2.29) we may rewrite CiKk (2.13) according to
CiKk = C?>W& + CP W β + en W& + B-2W&]
+ Cn Wffi- B~2W!%\ + C\5)W&.

(2.42)

Employing the defining expressions (2.5H2.10) of the tensors W\$, some
simple properties of BM" and B1"" and also the symmetry property
(2.43)

ApvKk = A^μ*,

of the tensor (2.11), one may deduce for the particular combinations occurring
in (2.42) the connections
(2.44)
(2.45)

AL
a

2

^ = (Piapie)[B KB\

a

fls

+ B- B TByKB BSA],
a

2

<PiaPiß)[B %M - B- 6"S1K8»6n],
& = <piaPiß)BaKBßSBsx.

(2.46)
(2.47)
(2.48)

Consequently, the conditions (2.39M2-41) reduce to
uJCJTVf* dü>, = 0, m = 1 , . . . , 5, i = 1 , . . . , AT,
<a, = 0, m = 1 , . . . , 5,
c £ f P«tf£4"irp.v<P«piA>C}m)/!0) d«, = 0, m = 1 , . . . , 5.

(2.49)
(2.50)
(2.51)

From (A.12) and (A.13) it now follows that all of these conditions are trivially
fulfilled.
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2.2. Volume viscosity
Next we consider the equation (2.2), which is related to volume viscosity.
From the structure of this equation it follows that it is permissible to look for
solutions which depend only on the first two of the scalars (2.14), i.e.
Di = A(4""PW.»B)-

(2-52)

Consider the integrals occurring in the first term at the right-hand side of the
integral equation (2.2). Since the hydrodynamic four-velocity U0 is the only
four-vector which remains after the integrations have been carried out, all of
these integrals must be proportional to Uß. [See (A.2).] Hence, since
BaßUß = 0, the first term at the right-hand side of (2.2) vanishes identically.
Furthermore,
piBaßdDJdpip = 0,

(2.53)

so that also the second term is identically zero. Thus we find
^

(2.54)

i.e., in the case of volume viscosity we are left with the same equation as in
the neutral case. The functions A (i = 1 , 2 , . . . , JV) must fulfil the conditions
of fit (II 2.25, 26) and the Landau-Lifshitz condition (II 2.27)
= 0, i = 1 , . . . , N,
= 0,

(2.56)

do», = 0.

(2.57)

i=1 J
C

2 j / PuUWpirDjr

(2.55)

From (A.4) it follows that the last condition is trivially fulfilled.

3. Viscous flow
The viscous pressure tensor iTM" is defined as
n*v •= p»'+pA»",

O.I)

where P11" is the pressure tensor and p is the hydrostatic pressure. One has

jpu, = A»>TmA°»

=

^^c

j | J p!pPiatpif jo.dw.

(3 2)

as follows from (I 3.35) with (I 3.26). Furthermore, let us introduce

n-.= -ln* = -lc£fA"rtphvfPd*l
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(3.3)

and the traceless viscous pressure tensor
')
Ao>i.

(3-4)

Inserting the expression (II 4.9) for <p-, we obtain

n = - k f, J A^PipPurDiT du>,drU",
# " = c tj

(P?Pr>CiKJi0) duiid'U*).

(3.5)
(3.6)

These laws, which describe the connection between the viscous flows at the
one hand and the divergence and gradients of the hydrodynamic velocity field
at the other hand, may be rewritten in the following way. Using the trivial
connexion (II 3.12) and the conditions (2.55) and (2.56) we may verify that

\c f f Arp&Mf» dm- = - c 2 f QAf f> <»«*
i=1J

(3-7)

i=IJ

with Qi defined in (2.3). In this way we find for linear law (3.5):
n = -11.3,1/',
where

(3.8)

0.9)

g J W

is the coefficient of volume viscosity. The linear law (3.8) and the expression
(3.9) for the coefficient r\v being the same as in the neutral case5), we can
conclude that the presence of the magnetic field does not effect the
phenomenon of volume viscosity. For shear viscosity, however, the situation
is more involved. With the help of the equations (A. 14) and (A.22) one may
show that

= sc g j {p?pfHpu>»)C\m)ffa doA1"*.

(3.10)

With the help of this equation we obtain, after substituting (2.42) into (3.6)
combined with (2.44)-(2.48) and (A. 10), the relation

* + B^BBkB\\{dKUK),

(3.11)
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where

Lm := UJj J<prpf)<Pu,Piß>Clm)f^do»,-,

m = 1 , . . . , 5.

(3.12)

Let us consider the linear law (3.11) in some more detail. In the local
restframe, taking the positive x-axis in the direction of the magnetic field one
has
A\ = A\ = A33=\,
B

3
2

B

(3.14)

2

= -B 3=B,

Ol _^ D

^_

(3.15)

D 10 _

~*•* •Din ~™ ™™ JO

w%

_,_ n

/o

*~ ~ ~ X J A I ~~ f*i

< £\

t J.lOi

while the other components of the projector A"", the magnetic field tensor B*"
and its adjoint B"" vanish. With (3.13H3.16) the linear law (3.11) reduces to
2B2L3)(dlUl),

+
22

ti

33

A

2

z

2

(3.17)

3

3

2

3

= 2Ll(d U ) + 2B U{d U } - 2BL2{d U ),
2

2

2

3

3

2

(3.18)

3

= 2B L3(d U ) + 2L,(d U ) + 2BL2(d U )>

(3.19)

A73 = BL2(d2U2) - BL2(d3U3) + (2L, - 2B2L3)(32U3),
it
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2

3

l

(3.20)

3

= (2L, + B U)(d U ) + {BL2 + B Ls)(d'

2

fr = -{BL2 + B'LsKd'U*) + (2L, +

(3.21)

B^

(3.22)

If we introduce the following combinations of transport coefficients Lm
(m = 1 , 2 , . . . , 5 ) :
ij, : = L , + B 2 L 3 ,

(3.23)

i?2 := Lu

(3.24)
(3.25)

— BL2,

(3.26)
(3.27)

the relations (3.8) and (3.17M3.22) may be combined according to the following scheme.
(a11/'>

O 3 t7 3 >

(a 2 a 3 )

<a l/ 1 )

<a'i/>

-9JÜ'

0
0
0
0

it"

2Vi

0

0

0

0

ti*

0
0
0
0
0
0

2TJ2

2(rj, - Tfc)

2»?<

0

2tJ2

-27,4

^?4

-(2T,,-4T,2)

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

A»
Ö123'
it

n
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Olu2)

— TI2)
-TJ4

Z(I}J

0
0
0

2 T73
—2i|5

27, 5
21J3

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

*!„

This scheme is in agreement with that obtained by Hooyman, de Groot and
Mazur on very general grounds6'7). In the absence of a magnetic field we find
from (3.23M3.27) that
'1l = V2= 13> *?4 - Vs = 0.

(3.28)

The coefficients 171, r j 2 , . . . , rjs relate the viscous flows to the gradients of the
velocity field, and may therefore be called coefficients of shear viscosity.
Inserting (3.12) into (3.23M3.27) we obtain for the coefficients of shear
viscosity

1i = Toe J; I {piptfotnPvWfP do»*,

(3.29)
»fa

(3.31)

= *>
1)4 =

(3.30)

* C ? , / <P*°P^><P*«P^>2i^") - «P*lf P d»b

(3.32)

^5 = rocg I <pfPIKPU»^«? 1 * - « F l / P W

(3.33)

where an asterisk indicates a complex conjugate. Finally, we may rewrite the
coefficient of volume viscosity T}„ (3.9) and the coefficients of shear viscosity
ijm (3.29M3.33), in terms of the brackets defined in (II 5.1). We then get
Vv

= n2kBT[D,Dl

(3.34)
(3.35)

0

a f>

w

T?2 = WkBT[<e Xp p ), (paPß)&<e + W» + i«®*}],

(3.36)

where (2.54) and (2.33) have been used.

Appendix
Consider the integral
(A.I)
where G is a function of A^'p^p,, and a scalar B or, equivalently [see (II 3.12)]
of P ^ μ and B. Since the hydrodynamic four-velocity is the only four-vector
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which one is left with after the momentum integrations of the integral (A.I)
have been carried out, this integral must be proportional to U". Denoting the
proportionality constant (which may be a function of B) by fu we have
(A.2)
Similar lines of reasoning lead to
J p V G / ( 0 ) d a = fiUmUß + f3gaß,

(A.3)

or, rather,
j p"pßGfm do» = ftU'U* + hd"".

(A.4)

And, again similarly,
papßpyGfm do, = f4UaU"Uy + f5AiaßUy\
(p"pßPypsGfimd<ü

= f6UaUßUyUs

+ f7A<aßUyUS) + f8A(apAyS\

(A.5)
(A.6)

where the parentheses around the indices indicate symmetrization, e.g.
MaßUr) = i j (4+U, + ApyUa + AyaUß+ April, + AyßUa + A^Uß).

(A.7)

We have
(PV):=4VP'.

(A.8)

where
Aaßnv •" = jAarAih, + \AavAßlL - hAaßA^

(A.9)

The latter tensor possesses the properties
A aßpv= A ßann

A aß^v = A

4 V = 0, Aa\=\A%,

ßvaß,

4 a V = 5.

(A. 10)

Using these properties one easily verifies that
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J<pV>G/ ( O ) da>=0,

(A. 11)

\{papß)pyGfm

(A.12)

do» = 0,

/ <Pap")pyPsGr> do, = &A"™,

(A. 13)

/ (paPß)(pyps)Gf0) da» = hfsA1**,

(A. 14)

The coefficients /i,/2, • • • ,/e may be found with the help of the normalization
of the hydrodynamic velocity (U"Ua = c \ the property A"a = 3 and the
properties (A.10). We find

/, = c~2 j p"UaGfm do.,

(A.15)

h = c- 4 j (p"Ua)2Gfw do»,

(A.16)

/4 = c-* j (p-UafGfm dw,

(A.18)

/6 = c"8 J (paUaycr

(A.20)

da>,

/7 = 2c" 4 1 (paUa)2A^pßPrGfm
h = 1 j <PaPp)(PaPß)Gfm do,.

do>,

(A.21)
(A.22)

The relations (A.2), (A.4), (A.10), (A.ll), (A.12) and (A.22) have been used in
the main text.
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By applying a variational method expressions are derived for the transport coefficients
of a multicomponent mixture of charged particles moving with relativistic speeds.

1. Introduction

A variational method-an accessory of applied mathematics we are
going to use in the forthcoming calculations - enables us to obtain - given an
arbitrary set of linearly independent functions - linear combinations of these
functions which approximate the solutions of the equations in which we are
interested, i.e. the transport equations of a relativistic, ionized Boltzmann gas in
an external electromagnetic field. For this case the variational procedure
possesses, moreover, the advantageous feature that if the approximate solutions
approach the exact ones up to some first order error, then the quantities in which
we are primarily interested - the approximate transport coefficients - differ from
their exact counterparts only by an amount of second order.
In the present - still general - stage of the theory the interactions between
the particles can be left unspecified. Thus, the final results become functionals
of the scatteiing amplitude or, equivalently, the differential cross section.
We have organized the paper as follows. After recalling some results
obtained earlier (section 2), we demonstrate the use of the variational technique
on the basis of the coefficient of heat conduction. The diffusion and thermal
diffusion coefficients can then be handled analogously (section 3). Finally, in
section 4, we deal with viscous phenomena.
Having thus completed the general discussion of the transport coefficients,
we conclude this paper with an appendix in which a number of integral
formulae used in the main text are collected.
In a subsequent paper we shall use the results obtained here in the specific
case of a binary mixture of charged particles.
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2. The transport coefficients
Let us first list some of the expressions and equations of the preceding
articles'). The coefficients characterizing the parallel, perpendicular and
transverse phenomena of heat conduction (l'm), thermal diffusion (/;,,) and
ordinary diffusion (/«) and the five coefficients characteristic for the effects of
viscous shear (T>m, m = 1 , . . . , 5) are given by

J / (mkhk -piV^ptpWmdm,
l'qq + il£ = - k J; J (mkhk -piU^ptpldfffda>k,
/!„ = -he g j mk(Ci - 8ki)^p$pWkYk0)

A(oh

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

lit + «S, = -he J ; | mk(d - 8ki)K>P$PWWd*>*,

(2.4)

/!/ = - k . g J m*(c,- - 8ki)^ptpvkMkil)ff

(2.5)

dwt,

g | mk{Ci - St,)AM„p{JpIrfr/Ü" do>*,
'J. = 15C g J (PSPSKP^KI)«!?'/!!* do>k,
=

l5C g|<P?pf)<P*P/ i ßX^i 1) + i « ? ) + ^li 2 ) *)/rda,

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

= Toe g | (pIpbip^pv) (j V? - \ <$?*) ff d<ok,

(2.10)
(2.11)

Since the expression for the volume viscosity TJL, of an ionized gas is identical
to the one found in the neutral case2'3) - provided the particle interaction is not
explicitated - this coefficient need not be considered at present. The functions
jtff, s&kl2> and « P occurring in (2.2), (2.4), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.10) obey the
transport equations
= kBT
01

(2.12)
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mk(c,- - eH)A'u'pb, = kBT g ^ ( r f
+ 5ifl(pArl g «
+ iBc-ikvTqkMi{Zib>"'pkv,

(2.13)

<P^Pfe>= * B r g 2k,(<eaKplipv)) + 2\Bc-xkBTq<<ß?(pkßpkv),
i = 1,2

AT — 1;
(

k = 1 , 2 , . . . , AT.

(2.14)

2)

The solutions of these equations, s£ k\ Mk and *g^ depend on the scalar
quantity
Tk-=pxkUJkBT

(2.15)

related to the scalar Aaßpkapkß through the connection
K->PtPk=mlc2-{kBTlc)2Tl

(2.16)

as well as on the scalar B, defined as the magnitude of the magnetic field in
the local hydrodynamic rest frame. Thus;

< • = stk\rk, B),rfJP»(n,B),

<€? = <*P(n, B).

(2.17)

Once we have found these functions by solving the integral equations (2.12)—
(2.14), the remaining functions occurring in the expressions for the transport
coefficients (2.1)—(2.11) can simply be obtained by setting B equal to zero or
by replacing B by B/2,

k, 0);
O)

* r = M\rk, 0),
«P « P ( i B )

(

as may be verified by comparing the respective integral equations from which
these functions are to be solved. [See the papers II and HI*.]
We conclude this section with a remark concerning the integral equations
(2.12) and (2.13). We first note that
J ) | (mkhk ~ pWxWPk^PkJTdft>k

= Ö,

g J mk{c, ~ SkWPkJkvf? do>k = 0,

(2.19)
(2.20)

as follows with the help of (A.5) and (A.6). Hence we have
* References to one of the preceding articles of this series') will be referred to by a Roman
numeral.
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0 = 5 iB{ph)1 J ) qk

+ iBc1kBT j ^ qk j A-'PtoJibrftfPd«*,

(2.21)

where sik stands for s4k2) or s£'£2\ respectively, a result which follows by
operating on both sides of eqs. (2.12) or (2.13) in such a way that their
left-hand sides become equal to (2.19) or (2.20), using also the symmetry
property (II 5.3) and the fact that, as a consequence of (12.16), (12.3) and
conservation of energy-momentum one has
-2*((p") = 0.

(2.22)

Now, since
|

l

l

*

= -3p/ic-'fc B T

(2.23)

[as may be verified with the help of (A.6)] eq. (2.21) is an identity. This result
is an immediate consequence of the zero order balance equation (13.40) which
was used to eliminate time derivatives. In the next section it will turn out to
be related to the fact that the (approximate) solutions of eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)
are not uniquely fixed. The freedom left can be eliminated by imposing the
conditions

g J PkkUk

f d<ok = 0,

(2.24)

Tdw* = 0,

(2.25)

constraints which have come forward as the so-called conditions of fit in the
Landau-Lifshitz formalism. [See (113.31) and (113.36).]

3. The coefficients of heat conduction, diffusion and cross-effects

Let lq[F] be a functional of complex functions FUF2
following way:

lq[F] := f,[F„ F 2

FN] := -\c J) J (mkhk - plU^W

[- Jj j (mkhk - plU.Wp^FrfT

10

FN, denned in the

d<o,

; qk

(3-D
The first term of l„[F] corresponds to the general expression for a coefficient
of heat conduction and equals the transport coefficients (2.2) if Fk = s&k2). The
coefficients A and μ are lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the conditions

J; J (mkhk - p ££/A )
g g J FkPk^kl(F^vpv)fk0) da>k
+ \ iBkBT J; qk j FlWp^fT

d(ok = 0

(3.2)

and
c

j< /PkUK^pHplFJf

da,k = 0,

(3.3)

respectively. Both of these conditions are satisfied for the solutions sd{2i of
(2.12) which satisfy the Landau-Lifshitz condition (2.24). Now, the variadonal
equation
0,

(3.4)

• or, with the explicit form of (3.1),
N

<•

k gJ
N

+ 2AkBT g

p)

Bqkfc^,

+ Mpil/AA"I'p4l,] = 0,

(3.5)

implies

= 2AfcBT J j ^ ( F A ^ p J + 2A iBc-'feBTq^A^p^ + μpi[/AA''•'pkl,.

(3.6)

Multiplying both sides of this equation by Fkpkjf\ integrating with respect to
d(ok and summing over k we find, using cor ; ons (3.2) and (3.3),
A = l.

(3.7)

The value of the remaining lagrangian multiplier, μ, can be determined by
multiplying eq. (3.6) by pi^fT, integrating with respect to dak and summing
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over k. We then find

μ = f iBiphT' g qk j FkWp+Pbf? dm,

(3.8)

where (2.19), (2.22), (2.23) and (3.7) have been employed. When the values
(3.7) and (3.8) for A and μ are inserted into (3.6), these integral equations
become identical to the transport equations (2.12).
In this way we have achieved that the variational equation (3.4) - with A and p.
given by (3.7) and (3.8) - implies the transport equations (2.12) while, at the
same time, the functional (3.1) equals the coefficient of heat conduction (2.2)
for those functions obeying this variational equation.
The approximation method now consists in seeking the solutions of (3.4)
among the functions of a function space which is more restricted than the
original one, i.e. the function space to which the exact solutions of (2.12)
belong. To that end we set in the present case

Fk := ^"Xn, B) := £ btr\B)rrh

(3.9)

r=0

i.e. we look here for approximate solutions in the restricted space consisting
of polynomials of degree p, and insert this expression into (3.S). We then get,
using also (3.7) and (3.8),

( 3 1 0 )

where we have used the following abbreviations:

ßkr:= -(clnklT1) f (mkhk- p\UkWPkltPkvr[fT
ß'kr := -(clnkBT) j A^p^p^fT

Awk,

Atok

(3.11)
(3.12)

and
x \skl 2 f Tjp*(Tfob, - Tfr>L)A"7MWL do,* doim d*>ida>'m
L

m=1 J

+ j r[pkll{7]Plr-T\sp\vWvfTff)Wlki

doit da», düiidü)',].

(3.13)

Hence, the coefficients b^ must be solutions of the algebraic equations

r = 0.1
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p;

* = 1,2,...,AT. (3.14)

Now, since

= J>«ro = O

(3.15)

as a consequence of conservation of energy-momentum and, furthermore,
fro = O,

(3.16)

=

(3.17)

ß'k\

^PkhiJnksT

[see (A.7) and (A.9)], the set of equations (3.14) is dependent, as may be seen
by setting r = 0 and summing over k. The resulting freedom in the coefficients
b^ can be removed by demanding the polynomials s£{kw to satisfy the
Landau-Lifshitz condition (3.3), i.e.
0.

(3.18)

Thus, we are left with N(p +1) independent, linear, algebraic equations
[eqs. (3.14), (3.18)] for the corresponding number of coefficients bkp? (k =
1,2, ...,N;
r = 0, l,...,p)
occurring in the expansion (3.9). A set of
coefficients {bfcXB)} which obey these equations will yield, when substituted
into (3.9), polynomials •stf*2""' which approximate the exact solutions s£k2).
We now define the pth approximation to the transport coefficients (2.2) in
terms of the approximate polynomials slk2m as
(3.19)
Using (3.9) and (3.11) we thus find
ß>J>t\B)

(3.20)

as a final expression for the pth approximation to the perpendicular and
transverse coefficients of heat conduction. Now, let elf1 be defined by
J*n2Mp)(n)=: sAf(rk) - Win),

k = 1,2

N.

(3.21)

Substituting this expression into (3.19) with (3.1), using the symmetry property (II S.3), the integral equation (2.12), and the Landau-Lifshitz conditions
(2.24), (3.2) and (3.3), we may verify that
(3.22)
where

O{e2) := \cknT g g j erp^^WpMV &o>
+ $ iBkBT g qk | [eSfWpMPk./r d<ok.

(3.23)

Hence, if the approximate solutions, stl2*"*, approach the exact ones, s£f\ up
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to some first order amount et\ then ae approximate transport coefficient
lq[s4i2m] differs from the exact coefficient lq[si0)] only in second order. This
observation explains the power of a variational approximation method.
Since the expansion coefficients b%\B) are functions of B, the magnetic
field strength, the transport coefficients (3.20) will also depend on the
magnetic field strength. The parallel coefficient of heat conduction may be
found from the non-parallel ones in the following way:
rq\ = lim(l'^ + \O,

(3.24)

as follows by combining (2.1), (2.2), (2.17) and (2.18). Hence,

/*> = hnklT1 g i o MW).

(3.25)

The parallel transport coefficient is independent of the magnetic field B.
Defining now the pth approximation to the coefficients of thermal diffusion in
terms of the same coefficients bkpr\B) and bl^(0) we find

/f,(p) + i/j?):=ipfcBr £ ß'MXB),

(3.26)

IT ••= ipfcflT J ) ß'MHfi),

(3.27)

with
j mk(d - 8kWpkll.pkvTrkfTdmk,

(3.28)

as can be verified by replacing in eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) the exact functions sdkl)
and säk2) by their pth approximations.
With the variational method for the phenomenon of heat conduction as a
paradigm, the computation of approximate solutions of the diffusion equations (2.13) is straightforward: instead of l'qq + U'q'q one takes /« + i/i (i =
1,2,..., N — 1) as a starting point. Setting

*, B) := f, b&XB)r'k,

(3.29)

r=00

we then find for the pth approximation to the perpendicular, transverse and
parallel coefficients of diffusion
(3.30)

it=i

where the coefficients bklF\B) satisfy the equations
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= 1,2

N";

j = 1,2,..., A T - 1 ;

r = 0,1

p,

(3.32)

as well as the Landau-Lifshitz condition
= 0,

/ = 1 , 2 , . . . , JV - 1,

(3.33)

which, in view of (3.15) and the fact that
» = O,

i = l,2

N-l,

(3.34)

are needed as supplementary equations.
By inserting the left-hand side of (3.32) into (3.26) and (3.30) one may
verify - using the Landau-Lifshitz condition (3.33) and noting bklrs = b,ksr - that
not only the exact but also the approximate transport coefficients obey
Onsager reciprocity relations.
4. Viscous phenomena
Define
\<ok,

(4.1)

The five coefficients (2.7)—(2.11) characterizing shear phenomena can be
expressed in terms of the quantity (4.1) as
T?. = r,(0),

(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

as follows with (2.18). Now, the quantity (4.1) and, hence, the coefficients
(4.2)-(4.6) may be approximated using the variational method of the preceding
section. Setting

&k2\n, B) := £ C%\B)T[,

(4.7)

r=0

we obtain as an approximation to (4.1)

VP)(B) = TopklT2 2 £
£T| r=0

JbcV(B),

(4.8)
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where the coefficients c$ satisfy the equations

g | o (cHre + 2 j | *5HY/.r+s) cif = (pkBTrlykn
k=l,2,...,N;

r = 0 . 1 , . . . . p , (4.9)

with
|

(4.10)

and

:= (clp2klT2) \skl 2 f Ti

u do)k dfi>, dwjkdü)',].

(4.11)

These results conclude the general discussion of the transport coefficients of a
relativistic, multicomponent plasma described by a Boltzmann-type equation.
All that remains to be done in a particular case is to calculate the quantities
ßkn ß'kr, ß'kr and ykn to evaluate the integrals bklrs and cklrs, to solve the
algebraic equations (3.14) with (3.18), (3.32) with (3.33) and (4.9) for b&\ b'T
and eft, and to substitute the results obtained into the expressions (3.20),
(3.25), (3.26), (3.27), (3.30), (3.31) and (4.2)-(4.6) with (4.8) for the transport
coefficients. This program will be carried out for particular cases in a
following article.
Appendix
In several places we encounter integrals of the type

F p « - * : - J " p p p p ...pt"fkOida>k,

n= 1,2,...,

(A.I)

for which a general formula has been derived by Van Weert4). The first few
integrals, which read5)
(A.2)

^ ^
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^

(A.4)

enable us to derive the following results used in the main text:
(A.5)
(A.6)
For instance, the coefficients (3.11), (3.12) and (3.28) for the lowest powers of
r can easily be obtained from (A.S) and (A.6):
0*o = O,

(A.7)
(A.8)
,

J8io = 3c*(c, - 8u);

(A.9)
Y ß'„ = 0.

(A.10)

ifSi
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The complicated twelve-fold collision-integrals occurring in relativistic kinetic theory are
reduced to sums of two-fold integrals which can easily be evaluated once the interactions of the
particles of the system in question are specified.

1. Introduction

The transport coefficients of a relativistic fluid contain certain twelve-fold
integrals ("collision brackets"), the evaluation of which can be rather timeconsuming1"3). In this paper we tame these unruly entities by transforming
them to sums of two-fold integrals. Having at one's disposal these expressions, which apply to simple systems as well as multicomponent mixtures,
the calculation of the transport coefficients of any plasma or system of
non-charged particles in the hydrodynamic regime is reduced to a simple
exercise in substituting.
The paper is set up as follows. We first treat in some detail the kinematics
of an elastic, binary collision and change over to new variables (section 2).
Then we define two particular centre-of-momentum systems, one of which is
directly related to the scattering cross-section while the other is connected
with the hydrodynamic velocity (section 3). After this prepatory work, it is a
straightforward matter to calculate the various collision brackets encountered
in the preceding articles4) of this series (sections 4-7). For purposes of quick
reference we tabulate the lowest order results (section 8). Finally, we indicate
the relation to earlier work (section 9).
2. The kinematics of a binary collision; a change of variables in momentum
space
We consider two colliding particles with four-momenta pi and p", normalized according to pipka = m2kc2 and p1pia = m2,c2. Each of the particle
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masses mk or m/ may or may not be zero. As usual, quantities related to
particle properties after collision are denoted by a prime. The total fourmomentum
Pi •=Pl + P",=Pka+ PT =' PR.

(2.1)

has norm
Pi '• = Pl,PUa = 2p%pla + mlc2 + mW.

(2-2)

Now define

Htf := gaß - PtfPM,

(2.3)

0

with g" = diag(l, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) the metric tensor. The tensor HIf is a projector:
= HV,

(2.4)

= 0.

(2.5)

When contracted with a four-vector it annihilates that part of the four-vector
which is parallel to the total four-momentum Pit- This projector may be used
to define the following relative four-momenta before and after collision
(divided by 2):
gi -=\H^(pkß - plp) = H tfPkß = -Htfplß,
gtS-=hH tP{p'kp -p'tß) = Httpt,

= -Hakpp'lß.

(2.6)
(2.7)

The relative momenta are perpendicular to the total four-momentum:
= g*?i>Ha,= S&P'm = g'lSPL = 0.

(2.8)

In a centre-of-momentum system, where H?f = diag(0, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) , the relative momenta gti and g£" are purely spacelike. The norms of the relative
momenta before and after collision are equal
SW '

V Ski&klaJ

\

SklöktaJ

'Ski*

V*»«^/

Setting in the centre-of-momentum frame
gu' — (0. gki), g'ki '• = (0, g'u),

(2.10)

we have-in this system - according to the equations (2.6) and (2.7),
gki-

Pk — ~Ph

(2.11)

gu=p'k = -p',.

(2.12)

From (2.3) and (2.4) one finds
gl = -mlcz+PkfiPttPk,,)2

(2.13)
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or
PtiPiiPka-tä + niWy12

(2.14)

and, similarly,
(2.15)
Upon addition of the equations (2.14) and (2. IS) we obtain, using (2.1) and
(2.2), an expression for the total momentum in terms of the relative
momentum
(2.16)
where we abbreviated
Qk-=(gli + mlc2)m,

Q^igl

+ mfr1)112.

(2.17)

Inversely, one may express gu in terms of PΜ,
gU = PMPl

- mlc2 - mV*? - mW,c4]112.

(2.18)

An alternative form of this connection is
(2.19)

Fu=guPUt
with
= [{Pip,*?-mimic4]112.

(2.20)
5

This well-known expression is closely related to the M0ller-velocity ).
With (2.6) and (2.14) we may relate the four-momenta before collision, pi
and pi to the total momentum and the relative momentum before collision:
(2.21)
(2.22)
while (2.7) and (2.15) enable us to express the relative momenta after collision
in terms of the total momentum and the relative momentum after collision:
(2.23)
(2.24)
The equations (2.21)-(2.24) will prove useful in the calculation of the
brackets.
Finally we shall establish the connection between the differential elements
occurring in the brackets and the differential elements related to the new
variables. To that end we first notice that the volume elements d <ok := d3 pjpl
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and d cü/ := d3 pjp°i at the one hand and the differential elements related to the
total four-momentum P& (o = 0,1,2,3) and the polar angles 0H and <pu of pk
in a centre-of-momentum system on the other hand are connected according
to6-7)
do)kd(o, = FiaPk? sin 6k, d 0H d <pu d4 P w .

(2.25)

We then proceed by expressing-in an as yet unspecified Lorentz frame-the
total four-momentum P J in four-dimensional polar coordinates:
(2.26)
with Eu a unit vector
Ekt '•= (sin €M cos TJW, sin ew sin r\u, cos eu).

(2.27)

A straightforward calculation of the Jacoöian of the transformation (2.26) (2.27) of the variables Pf, (a=0,1,2,3) to the variables P«,x«,e w and TJW
yields the connection
d4 Pu = Pi d Pa sh2 xu d xu sin eu d ek, d rjw.

(2.28)

Substitution of this expression into (2.25) gives, with (2.19), the relation we set
out to find:
d <ok d a), = guP2u d Pu sh2 xa d Xu sin 0W d 0« d <pw
x sin ew d eH d %,,

(2.29)

where gH is given by (2.18). In the following the variables P«, xu, 9u, <pu, «w and
TJW rather than p? and pi (a = 1,2,3) will be used.
In some cases the length of the relative momentum, gkl, is just as suitable an
integration variable as the length of the total four-momentum, P«. One then
has, since
d P« = (PugJQkQ,) d gkl,

(2.30)

instead of (2.29) the relation
d a)k d a>, = (glPUQtQ,) d gkl
x sh2 xu d Xiu sin 0W d 0« d cpk, sin ew d ew d TJW,

(2.31)

where Pk, is given in terms of gu by the eqs. (2.16) and (2.17). The use of the
variable gu instead of P H leads to a closer connection with nonrelativistic
theory, where generally the relative velocity is chosen as integration variable;
most of the time, however, the total momentum PΜ will be used.
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3. Two special centre-of-momentum systems
A number of quantities occurring in the theory is defined with respect to the
centre-of-momentum system, while other properties are related to the local
rest frame. In order to easily relate these quantities, two special centre-ofmomentum systems, which spatially are orientated in a particular way, turn
out to be convenient. A first system of reference may be fixed through the
four-vectors
earn = (0, cos €kt cos 7)W, cos €k, sin TJW, - sin 7741),

(3.1)

etui) = (0, -sin 17*,, cos 17*,, 0),

(3.2)

= (sh xu, ch xuEki),

(3.3)

defined with respect to the same system of reference as P?, (2.26) - (2.27). The
set (3.1)-(3.3) forms an orthonormal triad of spacelike four-vectors, orthogonal to the total momentum: e$;ir)ek,is)a = S„, Pleura = 0 (r, s = 1,2,3). In a
centre-of-momentum system, where PJa = (Pw, 0,0,0) and g& = (0, gw), these
vectors are purely spacelike: euir) = (0, «t«,)). Moreover, in the centre-ofmomentum system the polar axis coincides with the unit vector (2.27):
em) = Ekl.

(3.4)

According to (2.11) we may characterize the direction of the relative momentum gu through the polar angles 0*/ and <pu introduced in (2.25). Choosing
(3.1)-(3.3) as reference frame we then have
gulgu = em) sin dk, cos <pw + eW(2) sin 0« sin <pu

(3.5)

+ em) cos 0k:.
Another frame of reference is given by the four-vectors
n&d) = ektw c o s 0u cos <pu + elm) cos 0W sin tpu - e^ sin 0«,
n w(2) = ~etnn sin vk, + e&(2) cos <pw,

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

which form a second orthonormal triad orthogonal to the total momentum:
nw(r)W«(s)a = $rs, Puanki(,) = 0 (/•, s = 1,2,3). In a centre-of-momentum system
the polar axis of this system is parallel to the incident relative momentum gu:
num = gkilgu.

(3.9)

Through (3.6)-(3.8) the orientation of the second triad with respect to the
first is completely determined, ao that any tensor that is fixed with respect to
one system is also fixed with respect to the other. Let the direction of the
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relative momentum g'u with respect to the second triad be characterized by
the polar angles &n and #«:
g'ulgu - Bw(i) sin 0u cos <P« + n«o sin Su sin * H
+ B H(3) cose w .

(3.10)

= gu • g'u = gli cos e H ,

(3.11)

One has
-glgL

which implies that &u is the scattering angle in a centre-of-momentum system
for the collision (p*, p7)-»(p*>,p'/>). This is a direct consequence of the fact
that the polar axis of the second reference system has been taken in the
direction of the relative momentum before collision.
We now partially fix the Lorentz system with respect to which the total
four-momentum Pkt was given by declaring (2.26) - (2.27) to describe the total
four-momentum measured in the local restframe, i.e. the frame in which the
hydro-dynamic four-velocity U" equals (c, 0,0,0). The spatial orientation of
this frame, with respect to which ek, and TJW are measured, may be left
unspecified since it will turn out £o be irrelevant for the forthcoming considerations.
The dimensionless scalar quantities Tk: = pkUJkBT,
Ti: = p"UJkBT,
a
T'k: = p'k UJkßT and r\\ =pTUJkBT which will occur at several places in the
integrands of the brackets that we wish to evaluate, can now be calculated. A
Lorentz-transformation (kick) with velocity (-ctghxuEy) transforms (2.26)
into (PH, 0,0,0) and U" = (c, 0,0,0) into
U" = c(ch xid, - s h xuEkl).

(3.12)

Hence, U" as given by this equation is the hydrodynamic velocity as seen
from a centre-of-momentum system. In this frame the four-momenta (2.21)(2.24) take the forms
(3.13)
(3.14)
Evaluating the inner products of (3.12) and (3.13)-(3.14) we obtain
n = (clkBT)(Qk ch xu + gu sh Xu cos 0kl),

(3.15)

T, = {clkBT){Q, ch xu - gu sh Xu cos 0W),

,3.16)

i4 = (c/* B r)(Q t ch xu + gu sh xu cos
T{ = (clkBT)(Q, ch ^ , - gkl sh * w cos eU),

ft),

(3.17)
(3.18)
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where tiju, the angle between g"u and £*;, is given by
cos ffu = cos du cos &u - sin 0« sin e « cos $M.

(3.19)

These expressions complete the discussion of the new variables that will
enable us to perform all those integrations occurring in the brackets that can
be performed irrespective of the particular form of the differential crosssection <Tu(Pkh Ski).
4. The bracket integrals rewritten in new variables
The brackets (IV 3.13) and (IV 4.11)* are both sums of integrals of the type
Iu: = cnl'nj1

J fTfTG(rk,

r,, ri, ^)WU d o>* d a>, d <o'k d a>5,

(4.1)

where G is an arbitrary function of the variables indicated. Such an integral
may be rewritten in terms of the previously introduced variables in the
following way. First, we insert the connection6-8)
Wu : = PlauiPu, <9«)6(4)(P& - Ptf)

(4.2)

for the transition rate W'u in terms of the differential cross-section, and also
substitute the analogue of (2.25) for d a>1 d a>|. The occurrence of the four
delta-functions enables us then to immediately carry out the integrations with
respect to. the four variables Pβ. We thus get
Jw = cniW

ffff\mG(Tk,

rh

T£, T',)CTH(PW> 0 W ) F W

x sin e w d &u d $ w d <ok d a>,.

(4.3)

Furthermore, we substitute for fk0> and /i0) their explicit form (I 2.13) and use
(2.29) to eliminate d o>k d «,. This leads to

x J G{rk, T,, T'tMWuiPu, eu)gliPu exp(-T t - T,)
xdPici sin Sa d &u d <Pk, sh 2 xu d Xu sin 0M d 0M d <p*/ sin €kt d e« d rju(4.4)
The quantities Tt, r<, r^, and // occurring in the integrand are, according to
(3.15H3.19) with (2.17) and (2.18), functions of the integration variables Pkh
Xu, Bu, &u and $*/. Hence, the integrand depends only through sin ek, upon eki
* References to formulae in one of the preceding four articles4) will be indicated by I, II, III or
IV followed by the number of the formi.la in question.
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and is independent of ipu and •%• The integrations with respect to tlv u •*.
variables lead to a factor of 2 • 2ir • 2ir = Sir2. In this way we obtain, using
(3. IS) and (3.16) to eliminate T* and n from the exponential, the connection6)
cn-kW \ffWGin,

T,, 7i, i>,)W'ud *>* d o>, d u>'k d «', = [c/2z2tz2K2(zk)K2(z()l

x J d Xu sh2 Xu exp(-cP w cl
o
1

2v

x J d cos ek, J d Qu G(rk, T,, r'k, T',),
-1

(4.5)

0

valid for an arbitrary function G. This relation will be the starting point for
the calculation of the brackets, which, in the next three sections, will be
performed for the scalar, the vectorial and the tensorial case respectively.
5. The scalar brackets
In the scalar case we encounter the brackets
a'»* ••= cnixn7l j/f/}0)rtr(Tf

- rfWud u>k d u>, d a>'k d a/,

(5.1)

and
a'iirs '•= cn^nT1 J / f / P V j M - Tks)Wk, d cak d w, d wi d «',,

(5.2)

where k, I = 1,2,..., N. The main result of the preceding section, eq. (4.5),
may now be used to rewrite (5.1), the bracket which we will calculate first, as

x(dkBT)6

f
J

dPugiPl,

(mk+m,)c

I dcos®klffW(Pw,@w)[i4Wra(O)-AHrs(0)],
J
-1

(5 3)

where we introduced the dimensionless function
00

i

2ir

2

Aklrs(@) := J d xu sh xu exp(-cP w ch XkilkBT) x I d cos du id 4>k, T\T\S.
(5.4)
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Now, with the help of (3.1S) and Newton's binomium, we have
T'k = (clkBTY j | ( j ) ( f t ch XuY~'(8ki sh Xα cos

ft,)',

(5.5)

and similarly we get from (3.18)
T',1 = (c/fceT)* g

(* )«?, ch jft,)—(-ft, sh * H cos

ffu)'.

(5.6)

Upon substitution of these equations into (5.4) we obtain

(-1)"
+ +2
+J
' " " Xu ch'-' -" xu exp(-cP w ch Xkilk*T)
x J d x<a sh'
+

+2

a
I

2»

x J d cos 0u J d 4>u cos' 0W cos"
-1

ffu.

(5.7)

0

The integration with respect to xa and 4>u may now be performed with the
help of the formulae9)
00

J sh2fc x ch* x exp(-3» ch #) d ^
i> + 2K - \)\\y-b-vKb+v+h(y),

(5.8)

and1)
2TT
Z7T

IT

d 0 sin 0 cos' 0 cos" 0'
f d# f.
0

0

-A

*!Mi

*

(t

1 COS

\(w + \t-u\i2y.(m-2w)\'

where [p] stands for the largest integer not exceeding p. Furthermore, h is
zero or one depending on whether d is even or odd respectively,
/i: = d(mod2),

(5.10)

while m is defined as the smallest of t and u,
m.= min(/,«).

(5.11)

The result (5.9) holds for t + u even; if t + u is odd the left-hand side
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t

{

vanishes. We obtain

*< 2< *•* £
l=0 u=0 v=0

w=

!(r - t)\u \(s - u)\v !(&/] - v)l (cPkllk}iT)b+B
(f + H + 1)! w\(w + \t-u\l2)\(m-2w)\8kl

Qk

Ql

'{5l2)

where we abbreviated
, d:=r-t + s-u.

(5.13)

The primes in (5.12) indicate that the summation is extended only over those
values of t and u for which t + u is even. Insertion of (5.12) into (5.3) yields
the final expression
l=0 u=0

i=0

w=0

where we introduced the numerical factor

i, ,

. . . r i«

r\s\[dllY.(2b+2v-W[(t + u)l2}l
»i-2w+l

and /-integrals defined as

CO

/

J (1 - cos" e«V«(P«, »«) sin e

w

d ew.

(5.16)

with Zk'-=mtc1lk^T>Zi'-=miCllk^T,au {Pu,0u) the differential cross-section
as a function of the total momentum Pu and the scattering angle 0U in the
centre-of-momentum system, Kn(y) a Bessel function of the second kind of
index n, and gu, Qk and Qt the functions of the integration variable Pk, defined
in (2.17) and (2.18). The /-integrals have the dimension of c<r, i.e. volume
divided by time.
Noting that the expression for ii (3.17) can be obtained formally through
the replacement of Q by Qk, &u by ir-0u
and <Pu by ir + <Pu in the
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expression for /, (3.18), we easily find in a similar manner the expression
u=0

*»(*, «, «, w)(-D M IfÄi>+M.o.*(<ru).

(5.17)

D=

for the bracket (5.2). This completes the discussion of the scalar brackets.

6. The vectorial brackets
The brackets occurring in the vectorial case are (cf. IV 3.13):
b'Un := cnlW

J /f/iO)4».TlpSKTfpr - iYp',')W'u d <ok d w, d « i d a>\ (6.1)

and
J T i p 1 f (TUP j; -- 74äpi") W'k, d wk d «, d to'k d a,',, (6.2)
where *, / = 1,2,..., N and A"" denotes the projector g"" - UßU"lc\ We first
concentrate the calculations around b'Urs. With (4.5) we have

(c/fcBT)6 J d Pu g i P i , J d cos &u <ru (P w , 0w)[BWre(O) - B Wrs (0)],

(6.3)

where we introduced the dimensionless function
BursiS) := (clkBT)2 jdXki sh2^H exp(-cPH chxulhT)
j d cos du d « i a A ^ f P M T ? .

(6.4)

Using (2.21), (2.24), (2.2) and (2.8) we obtain

= QkQ, - g%gW - (knTlcfw1,,

(6.5)

or, with (3.11), (3.15) and (3.18),
KvPiP't" - Ski cos eu + gu sh xu ch Xki(-Qi cos ft; + <?t cos B'u)
+ sh2 xto(-QkQ + gl cos «9H cos 0'u).

'

(6.6)

Inserting (6.6), (3.15) and (3.18) into (6.4) we find, employing twice Newton's
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v

TABLE I
The coefficients a„ b„, d„ e„ f„ i„ K„ A„ and μ^iv = 1,2,...,5)
related to r, s, t and u. The last column exhibits the restriction on / and u
indicated by the primes at the summation signs in (6.8) and (6.10).
V

1
2
3
4
5

CD
O

a

2b,-t-u-2
1
1
I
I

0
1
1
2
2

d

-r+,-,+ u
0
1
1
0
0

ev-t
0
1
0
0
1

/,-•

2K-t-u

/c„-r+r

A„ — s + u

0
0
1
0
1

2
1
1
0
2

0
0

0
1

1

0

1
0

I
0

1
0
0
0
0

1
-1
-1
1
1

binomium:

iti

eu

K=U=0H=0

xu sh2b" Xu ch''- Xki exp(-cP H ch XulkBT)

x J d cos 0u J d <Pu cos'-fl« cos 7 ' 0«.

(6.7)

The coefficients a„, &y, d„ e„ /„, /„, K„ A„ (v = 1,2,. . . , 5 ) occurring in this
expression follow from Table I. They are functions of r and s and of the
running variables t and «.
The five terms (i> = 1,2,... 5) in eq. (6.7) correspond to the five terms in eq.
(6.6). The integrations with respect to xu, 0M and <Pu can be performed with
the help of (5.8) and (5.9). In this way we get
S

r

i

n=1 l=0 u=0

K1ÖW,] [<l/am„]
o=0

+ u

_,

w=0

The numerical factor kvn is given by
r!

It t t u w Y a t V r

fl
v\([dj2]-v)\

eJfMev+fv)l2V.

\ev-fv\l2)\{mv-2w)\

The bracket bllr5 may be obtained in the same way:

'lan = (kBr/c)t2 tff22'
w=11 <=0
<0

H =00

B=

W=0

The primes at the summation symbols in (6.8) and (6.10) indicate that the
summations with respect to t and u are restricted to those values of t and u
for which (—I)'4" has the value indicated in table I. The /-integrals are defined
in (5.16), mv'•= min(e„,/„) and hv:=dv (mod 2).

7. The tensorial brackets
In the tensorial case one has (cf.IV 4.11):
C'un •= CniW

jfWT'k(p£plXT'l(plliptv)-T'l'(p'llJ>l))

xWAda>kd{o,d(o{d(o,'.
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(7.1)

and

W J/P/fM<P«P»M(PtaP*>- Ti'<pU»W)
totdto'kd a>1,,
with k,l = 1,2,. ..N.
rewritten

(7.2)

We first consider (7.1), which, with (4.5), may be

'un = (fcBT/c)4[c/2z|z5K2(zk)K2(z,)]
x (c/fcBT)6 J d PuglPli

| d cos &u <rü(Pu,
(7.3)

where we introduced the dimensionless function
•=(c/fcBT)41 d xk, sh2 * H exp (-cP w

J

x j d cos eu d * U <P«PD<P/MP/,>TW S .

(7.4)

The calculation of the tensor product results in

ill sh xu ch x*i[-2Q(cos 0U cos 0H - 3 cos 0«)
+ 2Q t (cos &u cos 0M - 3 cos 0W)]
+ 8l sh 2 * w [Q 2 (cos 2 0H - \) + QfXcos2 % - \)
- 2<?t<?/(cos Bu + 3 cos e« cos 9'u)
•+ gli(2 cos fl« cos ffki cos ö w - \ cos 2 0W - i cos 2 1
+ 3gu sh 3 ^w ch XkilQkQ* cos ew - 05Q/ cos 9'u
+ gi/(—Q, cos 2 Ou COS 0« + Q* cos 6u cos 2 0«)]
+ i sh 4 XkiiQlQ2+^«(Q?

cos 2 0kl + Ql cos 2 0"«)

~4g%QkQi cos 0W cos 0w + g 4 , cos 2 0W cos 2 0*/],

(7.5)

which leads to the final results

p=1 tuvw

and

(7.7)
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TABLE II

The coefficients a„ b„ d„ e„f„i„kt,X, and *i„ (v = 1 , 2 , . . . , 24) related to r, s, t and u. The last column exhibits the restriction on / and u,
indicated by the primes at the summation signs in (7.6) and (7.7).

a.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1

4
-2
1
2
-1
I
-h
1
-i
-2
-i2
-i
4

-i
|
I

-§
2

2b,-t-u-2
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

e.~t

f,-u

2i,-t-u

0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0

4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
1
1
3
3
0
2
2
2
4

2
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
1
0

2
1
0

2
0
1
2

0
1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
0
2

1
2

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
2
1
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
2
2
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
0

2
2
0
1
0

2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1

0
1
0

1
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
1

The numerical factor kvrs is defined in (6.9), the /-integrals in (5.16), the
coefficients a„ bm d„ e„ f„ i„ K„ A„ and ßv are given in table II, mv: = m\n(e„ fv)
and /t v :=4,(mod2).
8. Summary of the results for the lowest orders
The relevant integrals for the lowest order approximation to any transport
coefficient now follow as a special case of the results (S.14), (5.17), (6.8),
(6.10), (7.6) and (7.7). For practical applications the following enumeration, in
which we have suppressed systematically the functional dependence upon the
differential cross-section akh is most useful.
Scalar brackets
flwoo = fl'woo = dwoi = a'üoi = flwio= OHIO = 0 ,

(8.1)

a'un = -2/{2ooo,

(8.2)

aim = -fli/n,

(8.3)

ÖHO2 = aWO2 = aW2O = flH2O = O,

(8.4)

a'mi =-4/12011,

(8.5)

«i2 = 4/l 210l

(8.6)

= -a'im,

(8.7)
(8.8)
(8.9)

fl«22 = 8/J2200 +40/13200+ 4 / W

(8.10)

Vectorial brackets
b'km = (knTlc)2(2I\im

+ 2/i2fleo),

buW = - b ' k m

(8.11)
(8.12)

Km = (kBTlc)2(2I]mi + 4/Un),
2

b'Loi = (kBTlc) (~2I\mi-4I\2m),

(8.13)
(8.14)

fci/io = -fc«oi,

(8.15)

Miio = b'l,m,

(8.16)
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b'un = (fcBr/c)2(2/!„,o+ 12/{2I,o + 40Jl3I,o-2Ji2ooo- 4/IJOOO),

(8-17)

b'hu = (kBTIcf(-2I\im-

(8.18)

12J}22oo-40J!32oo-2JW-4Ji3ooo).

Tensorial brackets
c'woo = i(*Br/c)4(-4OJ!2Uo - 80/13110 + 6JiIMo + \2Ihm + e/ljooo),

(8.19)
(8.20)

The /-integrals generalize the /2-integrals well-known in nonrelativistic
Boltzmann theory10) to the corresponding relativistic context.
9, Relation to earlier work
The last few years much energy has been put into the calculation of the
transport coefficients of all kinds of systems. All of these results can now
easily be rederived by making use of the expressions given above. Taking, for
instance,
a(P,0) = ia2,

(9.1)

where a is a constant, one immediately gets the results for hard spheres of
ref. 1; setting
,

(9.2)

where G is the weak coupling constant and m<. is the electron mass, one finds,
by carrying out the two trivial integrations with respect to 0 and P, all results
of ref. 2 for the electron-neutrino system; putting
0W = (G2l4ir2h4c2)Pl,

a « = {G2l4ir2h*c2)P%,

a* = (G 2 /8ir 2 «V)P 2 p(l + cos e„P)2,

(9.3)

one arrives, after carrying out similar integrations, at the expressions for the
transport coefficients of a neutrino-antineutrino system discussed recently in
ref. 3; etcetera.
In a following paper we shall apply the main results of this article, i.e. the
explicit expressions (8.1)-(8.20) for the brackets, to various systems of
electromagnetically interacting particles.
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RELATIVISTIC BOLTZMANN THEORY FOR A PLASMA
VI. THE RELATIVISTIC LANDAU EQUATION

H. van ERKELENS
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Received 20 November 1980

The relativistic Landau equation is obtained as the Fokker-Planck approximation to the
relativistic Boltzmann equation. It is shown that, as far as the transport coefficients are
concerned, both equations yield identical results in the dominant term approximation. Special
attention is given to M0ller-, Bhabha- and Mott-scattering processes. In the case of relativistic
electron-electron collisions a detailed determination of the Coulomb logarithm is given.

1. Introduction

The interaction between charged particles is of a long range character. As a
consequence the collision term of the relativistic Boltzmann equation diverges
when applied to a plasma. One way to circumvent this difficulty is the use of a
cut-off parameter related to the two-particle correlation distance. This procedure has been discussed extensively by H. Grad12). One then considers
interactions at distances smaller than the two-particle correlation distance as
true collisions, while beyond this distance one treats individual particles as
independent, yielding an averaged Lorentz force field.
In thermodynamic equilibrium the two-particle correlation distance is given
by the Debye length AD. Taking AD as suitable cut-off length also for nonequilibrium situations the relativistic Boltzmann collision term no longer
diverges. This does not imply, however, that particles with a distance less
than AD suffer only hard binary encounters as is presupposed when the
Boltzmann equation is used. On the contrary, the predominant influence is
due to the great number of soft collisions with particles within a sphere of
radius AD- Consequently, as an appropriate tool for describing transport
processes in a relativistic plasma one would expect a covariant FokkerPlanck type equation. Nevertheless the relativistic Boltzmann equation can be
used as well: the point is that under certain conditions the net effect of many
successive small and independent encounters is the same as that of many
simultaneous small and independent collisions1'2).
This explains why one may construct a Fokker-Planck approximation to
the Boltzmann equation which takes only soft collisions into account. In the
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non-relativistic case this approximation has first been derived by Landau3).
Accordingly, it is called the Landau equation. The relativistic analogue of this
derivation has been presented by Akama4). The resulting relativistic Landau
equation, however, had been obtained earlier by Belyaev and Budker5), while
a more sophisticated version of this equation has been given by Klimontovich6).
It is the main object of this paper to examine the relativistic Landau
equation within the context of relativistic Boltzmann theory. In order to keep
the discussion self-contained, we incorporate some of Akama's results. We
assume that the relativistic Landau equation yields satisfactory results in the
so-called dominant term approximation7), just as in the non-relativistic
theory8). Since it will turn out that in this approximation the collision term of
the relativistic Landau equation is equal to that of the relativistic Boltzmann
equation, the choice between both equations becomes a matter of taste.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present a
simple, and, to the best of our knowledge, new derivation of the reiativistic
Landau equation, based on a certain symmetry-property of the transition rate.
The resulting collision term contains an average cross-section which, in
section 3, will be specified for M0ller-, Bhabha- and Mott-scattering. In the
same section we prove the equality, referred to above, of the Landau and the
Boltzmann collision integrals in the dominant term approximation. The Coulomb logarithm, the parameter which defines the dominant term approximation, is discussed in section 4.
In section 5 some mathematical properties of the collision term of the
relativistic Landau equation are examined. First the conservation laws and
the H-theorem are considered. By confronting the collision brackets pertaining to the linearized Boltzmann and Landau equations in the dominant term
approximation we arrive at the Chapman-Enskog solution of the relativistic
Landau equation.
For the calculation of the Coulomb logarithm one needs an expression for
the thermal average wavelength in a relativistic gas. This expression is
derived in appendix A, while in appendix B the influence of degeneracy on the
magnitude of the Coulomb logarithm is determined.
Finally, we remark that throughout this paper the formulae are given in
c.g.s. Gaussian units.

2. Derivation of the relativistic Landau equation
Consider an N-component mixture of charged particles moving with relativistic speeds in an electromagnetic field represented by the Faraday tensor
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F"". For such a system the Boltzmann equation for the one-particle distribution function /,(x, p,) for the i-th constituent reads (12.1)*

t = g Ctf,, /,),

(2.1)

where pf is the energy-momentum four-vector and q, the charge of a particle,
c the velocity of light in vacuo and d^ -~(c'xdldt, dx) the time-space derivative. [We use the metric g*" = diag ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) . ] The collision terms are
given by
C(/„/,) = j I/Sf JWe(p{, pi | p<, p . ) - tfjWeö»!, p/1 pipM do, do't dot},

(2.2)

with dtt> :=d3p/p°. The symbols p with and without primes stand for particle
four-momenta before and after collision, while fi{x,p'i) has been abbreviated
as /;. The functions Wi;- occurring in (2.2) are transition probabilities for
binary collisions. In case of a spherically symmetric interaction the transition
probability for the inverse collision equals that of the direct one
We(p„ Pl | Pi, p|) = We(pJ, p] | Pi, Pi) =: W,.

(2.3)

This property will be used below.
In case of interactions between charged particles, collisions involving small
momentum transfers (soft collisions) dominate. It then makes sense to expand
the primed distribution functions of (2.2) in powers of the four-vector pi" p". Retaining only the terms up to the second power one obtains the
relativistic analogue of the Landau equation. This will now be carried out in
detail.
Multiply both members of (2.2) by an arbitrary test function i/>j(p,)
integrate with respect to dw,. Using (2.3) the result is
*C(f«, //) d«. = | WM - H,)W„ d«, d«; d«i d«j.

(2.4)

Interchange of primed and unprimed integration variables gives

j ftCUu fi) dm = - 1 Wfi - M)We do), dt* dco; dwj,

(2.5)

where again use has been made of (2.3). Taking one half of the sum of (2.4)
and (2.5) we find
/) dm = -ij

Wi - *X/Jf} - Mi) W, dw, d^ da\ dm).

(2.6)

* References to one of the preceding papers of this series') will be referred to by a Roman
numeral.
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Define the momentum-transfer four-vector aj| according to
(2-7)
The equality sign reflects the law of conservation of total energy-momentum
for elastic collisions. Now expand both the primed test function and the
primed distribution functions to first order in a°h i.e.,

and

Substitution of (2.8) and (2.9) into (2.6) gives to second order in ajj the
formula

J «fcCtf, /j) do,, = jfcCiXf«,/j) do, + O\latf\,

(2.10)

where

Here CL(/„/j) denotes the Landau collision integrals, which differ from the
Boltzmann ones by terms of higher order in a?,, i.e.
C(ft, ft) = Cdh fi) + Oliafif].

(2.12)

Partial integration of the right-hand side of (2.11) leads to

Since this holds true for arbitrary choice of the test-function i//, we may
conclude that the Landau collision integrals can be written as
iOid^du,',

(2.13)

A further reduction of this expression can be obtained by integration over the
final momenta p? and p{°. Tc that end we introduce the differential cross99

section ai„ which is related to the transition rate Wq through the relation10)
W,i = PlSlA)(Prs-P'ri)(rii.

(2.14)

The four-vector Py denotes the total (conserved) four momentum

with norm P(J- denned by
= 2p7pJa + mW + m)c\

(2.16)

where m,- is the mass of a particle of the i-th species. The four-dimensional
Dirac-function 5(4) (Pg-P!") expresses the microscopic conservation law of
energy-momentum. Furthermore one has the connection")
da»; dw} = (FijlPjj) dun d4 PI,,

(2.17)

where dfly '•= sin &,, d@a d4»,j is an element of solid angle in the centre-ofmomentum system, defined by P^ = (P^,0,0,0). Finally, Fl, is the abbreviation
for
F e = ß ( P | - mlc2- mlc2)2- m^mjc4]1'2,
(2.18)
a quantity which we already encountered in (V 2.20). Insertion of (2.14) and
(2.17) into (2.13) gives for the Landau collision term ths expression

CM,) = 4 ^ / (/i ^ - / , ^){«S«ftF, d^

(2.19)

where {afjafj} denotes the so-called diffusion tensor
{affaS} : = J eSflgcHf dfl;/.

(2.20)

Since ag is the momentum-transfer in a collision, the diffusion tensor is
closely related to the geometry of a binary (elastic) collision. Through the
projector
Hf:=gaß-PfPr,Pl
(2.21)
we can introduce relative four-momenta before and after collision according
to
gV = lHtf<Pv-p»),
(2.22)
g'u: = 5 H f ( P ; ß - p i ß ) ,
(2.23)
with norms
g\ • = - gfjgiia = -g'ijg'ija = • g'ij.

(2.24)

These relative four-momenta are purely spacelike in the centre-of-momentum
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frame. Since we have
ag = g;?-g«

(2.25)

the same applies to the four-vector a%. The latter expression follows with
(V 2.21MV 2.24). Setting in the centre-of-momentum frame
g«:=(0.fti).

a«:=(O,a fj ),

(2.26)

we see that the calculation of the diffusion tensor (2.20) constitutes the same
geometrical problem as in the non-relativistic case12). Therefore we merely
quote the result
«} = 2irA!,(g?jl - ge/g«) + 4ir(As - Aßg«g»

(2.27)

with 1 the three-dimensional unit tensor. Here the functions A,,- and Ay are
averaged cross-sections defined as
- cos ©üKCPy, 0fj) sin 0 Ö dfy,
iKPü):=11 (1 - cos 2 e^aiiiPij, 0«) sin 0 Ö d©«,

(2.28)
(2.29)

where &„ is the angle between &, and g\„ i.e. the scattering angle. It runs from
0 to ir/2 if the colliding particles are identical, and from 0 to ir if they are
non-identical. In covariant notation we thus get
Wα® = -2vAfä\Hf

+ gSJgfj) + 4ir(Afi - A'e)gfg§.

(2.30)

In the following section we will see that in an approximation which is
satisfactory for our purposes we have Ay = Ay. Hence
§} = -2-nA^gliHf + g ; g g).

(2.31)

In this way we obtain, substituting this expression in (2.19), with (2.1), the
final result

(2 32

- >

which constitutes the relativistic Landau equation we set out to derive.

3. M0ller-, Bhabha- and Mott-scattering
The various interactions between charged particles have in common that
their differential cross-sections contain a term proportional to g(0«) sin 4 0#/2,
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where the function g(@y) remains finite over the integration domain. This
property will turn out to be responsible for the equivalence of the Boltzmann
and the Landau equation for these so-called Coulomb type interactions. This
can be demonstrated as follows. The expansions (2.8) and (2.9), substituted
into (2.6), give rise to tensors of the type
{a?j<... a?r):= j aft ... a8"<ru(Pfl,eu) sin 0,, d0y d<fry, n > 2 .

(3.1)

In a centre-of-momentum frame a"j reduces to (0, ay) and gy to (0, gy).
Choosing now the polar axis parallel to gy one finds from the relation
.*»,-,- = glj-gij that afj has the components
a"i = gij(O, sin 0y cos #y, sin ©„ sin <£,„ cos 0y - 1) (CM).

(3.2)

Since the time-like component of eg reduces to zero, a number of components of the tensor {ai) 1 ... ay"} vanish in the centre-of-momentum frame.
As (3.2) shows, the other components then contain an integration over 0y of
the type
Ji, := Jd0yay(P lf , ®«) sin*+(+t 0y(cos 0y - l) m ,
fcs=0,13=0, m2*0,

(3.3)

with k + l + m = n. If the differential cross-section is of the form stated
above, the integral Jy is proportional to
d0y sink+'+2m-3 0y/2 cos k+/+1 0tf/2 g(0 ;/ ).

/•

(3.4)

Such an integral diverges at 0,j = 0 if k +1 + 2m =s 2. Combined with k + \ +
m = n we thus find that divergence occurs if n + m =s 2. Hence, we may
conclude that elements of the tensors {a j j ' . . . ag"} do not diverge when fl*=3.
By the introduction of a minimum scattering angle 6>min, related to the
Debye screening distance, these divergent terms will turn out to become
proportional to In cotg(0min/2), the so-called Coulomb logarithm. Consequently, if the Coulomb logarithm is large, it is justified to neglect all terms
which do not contain this logarithmic term. This is what is called the
dominant term approximation7).
As we have seen in the preceding section [see (2.12)], the Landau collision
term CL resulted from the Boltzmann collision term C by neglecting terms of
order ay to the third and higher powers. We just have shown above that the
terms C[(ag)3] do not give rise to a logarithmic contribution. Hence, in the
dominant term approximation, we have C = CL. In other words, in the
approximation that only the logarithmic term is taken into account, the
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Boltzmann and Landau equations are identical - and not only approximately
equal.
Let us now turn to specific examples. Consider, for instance, M0ller
scattering, which is the lowest order approximation to electron-electron and
to positron-positron scattering. Its differential cross-section in the centre-ofmomentum frame is given by13)
am

/r o \ 2

1

~ \y) W^

f(272-l)2
T

2y4-72-r(72-l)21

l~ün 0

sin20

+

"~4~J'

(35)

where r0 is the classical radius of the electron
r<,: = e2lmec2 = 2.82 x 10 1 3 cm,

(3.6)

with e the magnitude of electronic charge and me the electron mass. The
quantity y is the energy of an incident particle in units of mec2. It is given by
y: = Pfj/2meC = ( g | + m2c2)1/2/mec.

(3.7)

(We have suppressed the indices i and j in 0 and y.) Substitution of (3.5) in
(2.28) and (2.29) gives two divergent integrals both resulting from the first
term at the right-hand side of (3.5), namely
Ji: = f (1 - cos 0) sin"3 0 d@,
o

(3.8)

IT/2

h • =h I (1 - cos2 0) sin"3 0 d&
o

(3.9)

Defining a new variable
y:=cotg®/2,
these integrals can be written as

(3.10)

(3.11)

,

(3.12)

where we have introduced a cut-off maximum value A for the parameter y. It
is related to a minimum scattering angle 0m\„ via (3.10):
A:=cotg(0 min /2).

(3.13)

The determination of A will be postponed to section 4.
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With the help of this cut-off procedure one now arrives at the following
expressions for the averaged cross-sections (2.28) and (2.29):

(3.14)
.

(3.15)

Here we have left out terms proportional to I/A" (n 5» 1). The results (3.14)
and (3.15) are in agreement with those of AkamaV).
In the same way one can handle Bhabha scattering, which is the lowest
order approximation to electron-positron scattering. If we introduce the
parameter
ß:=g,j/m e yc,

(3.16)

its differential cross-section in the centre-of-momentum frame is given by13)
COS @l2)i + 2 (

COS 0 / 2 ) 2 +

^(2ß7

^)4(1

+ COs4 0 / 2 ) }

COS

+ ^ {3 + 4(ß?) 2 + (ß r ) 4 (l + cos 2 0)}].

(3.17)

Substituting this expression into (2.28) and (2.29), introducing again the
variable y given by (3.10)s and performing the integrations (y runs now, since
the particles are non-identical, from 0 to A), we find

|(3ß 4 + 4 ß V + 2 ß V ) - £ß 8 y 4 },

(3.18)

- 5ß V - iß V + f4(3ß4 + 4ß V + 2ßV) - ^jßV}.

(3.19)

Here we have left out again terms of the order A " .
It is instructive to consider the extreme relativistic limit of the average
cross-sections for M0ller and Bhabha scattering. For y t> 1 and ß = 1 they
reduce to
AM0 = ( ^ ) ( 2 In A - 0.3),
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A'm = (%) (2 In A - 0.9)

(3.20)

and
ABH = (-) 2 (2 In A - 1.8), ABH = (^)*(2 In A -1.6).

(3.21)

For sufficiently high values of the Coulomb logarithm the average crosssections for Bhabha and M0ller scattering can be approximated by

AM0 = A ' m = ABH = ABH = ( ^ ) ^ i j j i In A.

(3.22)

Finally, we mention electron-proton scattering. The differential crosssection for this process has the form14)

- m\c\papp'pa)~ mlc2(paep'ea) + 2mlmlc4},

(3.23)

where the index e indicates the electron and the index p the proton. Here it is
assumed that the structure of the proton play? no role, an approximation
which is certainly valid as long as the electrons have energies smaller than
mpc2, i.e. T «s mpc2lkB. The inner products of (3.23) can be evaluated with the
help of (V 2.16, 2.17, 2.21-2.24). After some algebra one finds

+ g 4 P (l-cos0 e p ) 2 }.

(3.24)

For temperatures T <€ mpc2lkB one has gep <§ mpc and P e p « mpc. Hence in this
limit
(325

4C g e p Sin (C»ep/2)

>

In terms of the parameter ß e? : = gep/(geP + m\c2)U2 one has
0eo

=

M)

ft

nl

\t\

n2

„

where one will recognize the differential cross-section for Mott scattering15'16).
The electron-proton collision thus has been approximated by the scattering of
a relativistic electron on a Coulomb potential elr. Substitution of (3,26) into
(2.28) and (2.29) gives for the average cross-sections
AMO = rgß-p4(l - ßlp)(2 In A - ß%),
rlß;t(\ - ßlp)(2 In A - 1 - ^ p ) .

(3.27)
(3.28)

Transport coefficients for Mott scattering are calculated with the help of the
relativistic Boltzmann equation in an unpublished report of Kelly17).
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4. The Coulomb logarithm
As remarked above in a plasma near thermodynamic equilibrium the
effective range of the Coulomb interaction does not extend to infinity, but
equals the Debye length AD. Its explicit expression read?18)
(4.1)
where nk is the particle density of the kth constituent. By considering the
scattering of relativistic electrons on a screened Coulomb potential V(r) =
±(£e/r) exp(—r/AD), we can determine the effect of the screening. In fact, for
electrons with momentum gee the differential cross-section of this scattering
process is given by16)

-gl

1

sin*

(4.2)

with h Planck's constant divided by 2ir. Apparently, the effect of a screening
length in the potential is to add the term (ft/AD)2 in the denominator. At small
scattering angles (4.2) reduces to
2

e4
c

2

z^

2

I

(4.3)

Let us compare this expression with M0ller- and Bhabha-scattering in the
centre-of-momentum frame. At small scattering angles we have, approximately,
_.e 4 (2g 2 e + mlc 2 ) 2
1
(4A)
<TM0-tr BH ~p g i e + m 2 c z ( 2 g e e S i n 0 / 2 r
where gee equals the magnitude of three momentum of an incident particle.
Here we have used (3.6), (3.7) and (3.16) to rewrite (3.5) and (3.17). We now
note that with the choice f = (2g2e + meC2)/2(gee + m2c2) the cross-section for
potential scattering (4.3) becomes identical to the cross-section for M0ller of
Bhabha scattering (4.4), if AD tends to infinity. Hence in the case of M0llerand Bhabha-scattering we may account for the effect of screening by setting
the cross-sections for these processes at small scattering angles equal to
n* f^~2
2

_i_ —.2„2\2

g e + mW

j

{(2gM sin 0/2T

The following two mathematical identities hold true
I f (1 - cos x){sin2 ! + (ft/2g„AD)2}-2 sin x dx
(4.6)
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and
g [ (1 - cos x) sin" ! sin x dx = 5 ln(l + cotg2 0/2),

(4.7)

where we have suppressed the arbitrary constants of integration. We now
introduce a minimum scattering angle, 0minr setting 0 = 0 and 0 = 0 min in the
right-hand sides of (4.6) and (4.7) respectively, and identifying the logarithmic
terms. This then leads to the connexion
cotg(0min/2) = (2geeAD/ft).

(4.8)

Replacing gee by its root mean square value, one obtains a minimum scattering
angle. e min independent of particle momenta. Hence, the cut-off parameter,
defined in (3.13) as A :=cotg(0 min /2), can be written as the ratio of two

lengths 19 - 20 )

A=2AD/*«,

(4-9)

where

signifies a thermal wavelength characteristic for M0ller_ («*«*) and Bhabha
(e+e~) scattering. An analogous result with ~kep'- = ft/VgX can be derived for
electron-proton scattering.
With the determination of A the relativistic Landau equation has been
completely specified. In the following section we will examine some properties of this equation. Since the magnitude of the Coulomb logarithm plays
such an important role in deriving and using the Landau equation, we will pay
attention to the numerical value of In A in appendix A. In particular we then
consider the leptonic plasma of the early universe.

5. Properties of the Landau collision term
The relativistic Landau equation has been obtained as a certain approximation of the relativistic Boltzmann equation. One may wonder whether
this approximative equation is, in a specific type of problem, less complicated
than the original one. It will turn out that the derivation of the conservation
laws and the H-theorem is easier in the case of the Landau equation, but that
the use of Landau collision brackets yields no advantage.
Let us go back to the property (2.11). Summing this equation over i and j
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we get
N

N

Interchanging the dummy indices i and j at the right-hand side gives

2S
i=1

j=1

SS/Ä(ÄÄ)

(5 2)

-

Taking then one half of the sum of (S.I) and (5.2) gives the symmetrical
expression

gggg/*Ci.(fi,/j)d«,
(5.3)
With the choice P^μ = 0,1,2,3) for <ft we thus find

li J ?./ p ' C L ( / i ' / i ) d W l = 0 -

(54)

Taking in (2.11) m-,c for ifc and summing with respect to j we directly find
O.

(5.5)

The properties (5.4) and (5.5) of the collision terms of the Landau equation
can be employed to arrive at the balance equation for energy-momentum
(13.12) and the conservation law of rest mass (13.2) respectively, in the same
way as in the case of the relativistic Boltzmann equation21).
The non-negativeness of entropy production is found even easier. The
argument follows closely that of Klimontovich in the non-relativistic case6).
Consider the expression for the entropy production a given by (14.12) and
replace the Boltzmann collision term C{fi,fi) by the Landau collision term
Cdfhfj). It then reads
a = -kBc g g j ln{(2irft)3/i}CL(/;, /,) d«,,

(5.6)

an expression which equals the left-hand side of (5.3) if one takes
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-k B c ln(2irft)3/i for ifc. Hence

a??

7

M

x /if,Wi, da>, do* da»! dwj.

(5.7)

This expression implies that the entropy production is never negative :
(5.8)
This is the H-theorem in its local formulation.
We shall now introduce Landau brackets. To that end, we insert into (5.3)
the expansions of the distribution functions fk(x, pk) around local equilibrium
fk(x, p*) = A 0) (x, p k ){l + €<pk(x, pk)}.

(5.9)

Here e(e = I) is a book-keeping parameter and fi0) is the local Jiittner
distribution function
fSKx, pk) = (2irftr3 exp{(m^k(x) - pW^VksTix)}

(5.10)

with μ^x) the chemical or thermodynamic potential of species k, eq. (14.3).
The right-hand side of (5.3) then becomes

-Ml/ (Ä-

+ 0(£2),
while the left-hand side with the help of (2.13) can be written as

J) J) / ; f c f

(5.11)

(5.12)

where £uj(<p) denotes the linearized Landau collision integral, denned by
(5.13)
We now introduce, in analogy to the Boltzmann bracket (II 5.1), the Landau
bracket

M, *k: = en2 g g j SuiWM? dft>i,

(5.14)

with n the total particle density. With the help of (5.11) and (5.12) the Landau
bracket can be written as

x /f»/f» Wi, do* dwj do>5 da;.

(5.15)
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The expression (5. IS) shows that the Landau bracket is symmetric
(5.16)

[*,9]L = [V,WL,

linear
[fc A,<p, + A2<p2]L = A.ty, <p,]L + AzWr, <p2]L

(5.17)

and positive-semidefinite if the arguments are real and identical:
(5.18)

[*,*]L>0.

The Landau bracket thus shares the basic mathematical properties of the
Boltzmann bracket22). Hence we may conclude that the Onsager reciprocal
relations derived for the relativistic Boltzmann equation (paper II) constitute
equally well a property of the relativistic Landau equation. Finally one may
deduce from (5.15) the expression

»id«j.

(5.19)

which can serve as a starting point for the calculation of transport
coefficients.
Let us compare the bracket (5.15) with the Boltzmann bracket, given by22)

- <Pi(p'i)} x / W W ü da, dwj dw|dwJ.

(5.20)

This form of the Boltzmann bracket can be derived under assumption of the
symmetry relation (2.3). With (2.8) one sees that the Landau bracket is
precisely the approximation of the Boltzmann bracket up to second order in
aSj. In fact, we could alternatively have derived (5.15) directly from (5.20).
In section 3 it was shown that the relativistic Landau equation is equivalent
to the relativistic Boltzmann equation in the dominant term approximation.
The same holds true for the brackets (5.Ü9) and (5.20): despite their different
mathematical form they will give exactly the same results if one retains only
terms containing the Coulomb logarithm, In A. This observation makes it an
easy task to calculate the expressions for the (partial) brackets related to the
Landau bracket (5.19). As shown in the preceding article, the Boltzmann
brackets are sums of two-fold integrals Ifahio-u)- Each of these integrals
contains a factor of the form
J
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s

i

n

©öd®* μ = l , 2 , . . .

(5.21)

(see V 5.16). Writing cos 0« = 1-2 sin2(0i,/2) we can develop Qg with the help
of Newton's binomium,

kY~2)k\si"2kf1

ff (p @ii)sin@iid€>

«*

«-

(522)

We recall that the differential cross-sections that we consider here contain a
factor g(®ij) sin"4(®ij/2), with g(®ü) a function which remains finite over the
domain of integration. Consequently, only the term with k = 1 in (5,22) gives a
contribution proportional to In A. In the dominant term approximation we
thus get
(5.23)

Q^μAij(Pij),

where Aj,(Pj,) is the function defined in (2.28). This result provides a way to
obtain from the partial Boltzmann brackets directly the corresponding Landau
ones. We only have to replace the average cross-sections Qft by aAy. We then get
rlzWilK2(zk)K2(Zi)]

x(c/k B T) 2 i -' + 1 [ + A + 6
(mk+ni|)c

x Ki+h(cPkllkBT)Ak,

(P k l ),

(5.24)

where now also AuiPu) should be taken in the dominant term approximation.
Since, as noted above, in the dominant term approximation the Boltzmann
brackets are equal to the Landau brackets, substitution of (5.24) into the
expressions (5.14), (5.17), (6.8), (6.10), (7.6) and (7.7) of article V, immediately
yields the Landau brackets.
The same results may also be found starting from (5.19). However, the use
of derivatives of trial functions, as is required by (5.19), is a disadvantage.
Therefore, the direct calculation of the Landau bracket is more complicated
than that of the Boltzmann bracket.
This concludes our discussion of the relativistic Landau equation. In a
following paper we will consider the transport coefficients of an electronpositron plasma in interaction with a radiation field.

Appendix A
The magnitude of the Coulomb logarithm
The Coulomb logarithm is a function of two lengths: the Debye length and a
thermal wavelength. The Debye length is defined by (4.1) in terms of ther111

modynamic quantities. The thermal wavelength, however, is defined by
(4.10)-or its analogue-as a function of the mean square relative momentum
g|. We shall now rewrite g|.
In the region of validity of the Boltzmann theory one may neglect pair
correlation. The probability to find a particle of constituent i with threemomentum in the range (p» p,+dp,) and a particle of constituent j with
three-momentum in the range (p,-, p, + dp,-) at the same place is thus given by
(nr'/idpOOir'fidpi).

(A.I)

Choosing the local restframe as reference frame, the covariant form of (A.I)
reads
(c~WUaPih

düliXc-VU ß p% du),).

(A.2)

For the calculation of g | we will use the zeroth order distribution functions
/i 0) and ff\ We then get

Ü = c-2nTxnJlUaVß J/W'pTpfeä da>, du,.

(A.3)

The relative momentum g„ is related to the total momentum P,, through the
connection gf; = Ffj/Py, where Fα is given by (V 2.20) in the form
Fa = iiplpjyf - mW*4}112-

(A-4)

This gives
go = {(PTPh)2-m?m]c4}/P?

(A.5)

for the expression to be inserted into (A.3).
We now consider two particular cases: electron-proton and electronelectron collisions. We restrict the discussion of electron-proton collisions to
the domain where kBT < mpc2. This implies that the total momentum P e p is
dominated by the rest energy term mpc. A good approximation to glp is thus
provided by the expression
glp = {{plPpyf - mlmlc4}lm2pc2,

(fcBT < mpc2).

(A.6)

Inserting (A.6) into (A.3) we get
1%, = c-^WUaU^F^F.pys

- m2emlc4FaeFpß)lmlc\

(A.7)

with
Ff •••(-:=|pf...pf/Pd«to

n = 1.2,...

(A.8)

The first few functions of this type are listed in the appendix to paper IV of
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this series. Substitution of (IV A.2) and (IV A.4) into (A.7) yields

i£ = 3mlcHfe? + W + Akz:%z?),

(A.9)

with Zk := m*c2/fcBT. Furthermore, Hk is the reduced enthalpy of species k
defined as
fik := K3(zk)/K2(zk),

(A. 10)

where K3 and K2 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind. Since
kBT < ntpC2, we may use the asymptotic formula23)
lip~l+|zp l + - --.

(A.11)

Neglecting terms of order z p ' we so arrive at the expression

One thus obtains for electron-proton collisions the characteristic thermal
wavelength
*ep = 3-I/2*cZc(Zefier"2 (Zp§> 1).

(A.13)

Here Xc denotes the electron Compton wavelength hlmec.
As a next example we consider electron-electron collisions in the full
temperature range. Now the masses of the colliding particles both are equal to
me. The expression (A.5) then reduces to (the asterisk distinguishes between the
two colliding particles)

as may be verified with the help of (2.16). Using (IV A.2) and (IV A.3) we find
as mean square value
g I = i(kBT/c)2{(Zeße- 1) 2 -Z 2 }.

(A.15)

Hence the characteristic thermal wavelength for electron-electron collisions
is given by
* « = 2mXczt{{zefit - I)2 - Ze2}-"2.

(A.16)

This result is equally valid for electron-positron and positron-positron collisions. The expressions (A.13) and (A.16) combined with (4.1) enable one to
calculate the Coulomb logarithm for relativistic plasmas.
It turns out advantageous in view of the following to derive (A.15) also in a
slightly different way. Inserting again (A.14) into (A.3) we may write with the
help of (I 3.23) and (I 3.25)
™ß - c2MTaMf%

(A. 17)
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where T?'"* and M^** are the zeroth order energy-momentum tensor and
the zeroth order mass four flow of an electron gas, respectively. Substitution
of the expressions (I 3.29) and (I. 3.30) yields
£ £ = kiknTlcHz.eJc1)2

- z2}

(A. 18)

with ee the specific energy. Since we have the relation

between the specific enthalpy and energy of an ideal gas we again arrive at the
expression (A.15). The intermediate result (A.18) is useful in finding the
quantummechanical generalization. This will be done in appendix B.
As an example of the use of these formulae we consider the electronpositron plasma in the leptonic era of the early universe. The plasma then
results mainly from pair creation in the primordial photon gas: 2y-+e+ + e~.
We assume the electron-positron pairs to be in chemical equilibrium with the
photons. The chemical potentials pt* and μe- may then be set equal to
zero24)*. The particle densities of the electrons and positrons are then given
by (I 4.3)
ne+ = nt = (irWcZ^Kziz,),

(A.20)

where we added a multiplication factor 2 corresponding to the two spin states
of the electron or positron. Insertion of (A.20) into (4.1) yields
)

^j

*cz e {ziK 2 (z e )r" 2

(A.21)
TABLE I

The Coulomb logarithm of
the
electron-positron
plasma for various values
of z* = mtc2lkBT
In A
0.01
0.1
1
2
5
10
15
20

3.1
3.1
3.3
3.6
4.9
7.2
9.6
12.0

*This implies that the plasma is slightly degenerate. The effect of the degeneracy may be
neglected. See appendix B.
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2

with a := e ftc the fine structure constant. We thus find, using (4.9), (A. 16)
and (A.21)

lnA =2.34+iln[{(z e |g-l) 2 -2^/ 2 ^K 2 ( Z e)].

(A.22)
2

In table I the Coulomb logarithm is given for values of ze = mtc lkBT up to 20.
At values of ze greater than 20 the electron-positron plasma has practically
been annihilated25).

Appendix B
Quantummechanical correction
In the foregoing appendix we have neglected the degeneracy of the primordial electron-positron plasma. Here we will calculate the effect of the
degeneracy on the Coulomb logarithm in the extreme relativistic (ER) limit. It
will turn out that this quantummechanical correction is of the order of only
some percents.
We may restrict our discussion to the extreme relativistic case, since the
most important difference between Boltzmann and Fermi-Dirac statistics is in
the region where kBT > mec2. This can be shown easily in the following way.
Consider the zeroth order distribution function for a fermion gas of constituent k with zero chemical potential, μ^x) = 0:
/f(x, pk) = (27rft)-3[exp{Pei7(1(x)/kBT(x)} + 1 ] 1 .

(B.I)

If for all values of pfl^ the function exp(ptl/A1/kBT) is much greater than 1,
the distribution function (B.I) reduces effectively to the Jüttner form (S.10)
with μ^x) = 0. Since the lowest value which the energy p$Uß can have is
given by the rest mass energy nikC2, we can conclude that the quantity
exp(mkc2/kBT) is a measure for the degree of degeneracy. The highest degree
of degeneracy occurs when the exponential takes its lowest value, i.e. in the
extreme rtlativistic limit T-»o°.
Quantummechanically the Debye length of the electron-positron plasma is
given by the Thomas-Fermi formula26)

The number densities ne+ and ne- are related to μe+ respectively ft»- through
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the formula

^ * * ' 2 [ e x p { ( € " ^ > / f c » T > + u " 1 de

m,.c2

<B3)

valid for an ideal relativistic gas of fermions with spin \"). Inserting (B.3) into
(B.2) and taking μe* = ^ - = 0 one finds

A52 = 5* (Äcz.r2 j ' ^ f f i e* dx.

(B.4)

In the extreme relativistic limit this integral expression reduces to28)
x = ^ ( * c 2 . r 2 ! (ER).

(B.5)

o
Hence we cbtain
(QM).

(B.6)

In the same limit the classical expression (A.21) becomes
AD = (W8tt)1'2*c2e2-"2 (CL),
2

(B.7)

29

since z K2(z)-»2 for z^0 ). Dividing these two expressions we get
= (12/ir 2 )" 2 =l.l0, (ER).

(B.8)

Thu& we have found that the quantummechanical correction to the Debye
length is of the order of 10%.
The quantity g^ can be calculated quantummechanically by inserting into
(A.3) the zeroth-order distribution function (B.I). In the case of electronelectron collisions we then obtain in analogy with (A. 18) the expression
) 2 -z 2 j,

(B.9)

with ee the specific energy of a degenerate ideal electron gas, given by27)
oo

meMe=

J

„ W

[CXp{(e

~^ f c e T > + * ] ' d e -

< B1 °)

In the extreme relativistic limit with μ e = 0 the electron number density (B.3)
reduces to
(B.ll)
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while the energy density (B.10) becomes
90

—^ dx
o

Here £(x) denotes the Riemann £ -function30). Hence
«Jc 2 = (7«4)/2f(3))2äl = 3.16ze-1 (ER).

(B.13)

In this way we find for the mean square relative momentum the asymptotic
expression
gn = i(fcBT/c)2(3.16)2 (QM).

(B.14)

Since zefie-*4 for z e -»0 29 ), the corresponding classical value following from
(A. 15) is
2
I£
9.00 (CL).
(B.15)
Hence the ratio of the quantummechanical and the classical thermal
wavelength is given by
*ä M ft« L = 3/3.16 = 0.95 (ER),

(B.16)

a correction of the order of 5%.
The cut-off parameter A changes by the quantummechanical calculations
(B.8) and (B.16) according to the ratio
= 1 1 6

( £ R )

( ß

j?)

For the Coulomb logarithm in the quantummechanical and classical cases
formula (B.17) yields the connection
(ER).

(B.18)

Since in the extreme relativistic limit lnA CL = 3.1, the quantummechanical
correction to the Coulomb logarithm is of the order of 5%, that is small
enough to be omitted.
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The kinetic theory of hydrodynamic modes is developed for a relativistic plasma. Using the
Chapman-Enskog method in the case of plane wave disturbances a set of equations is derived
describing, on a microscopic basis, the behaviour of small amplitude, low frequency waves.
Diffusion and thermal modes, Alfven and magneto-sound waves are discussed.

1. Introduction

There exists a tight connection between the relativistic Boltzmann theory
for a plasma and relativistic magneto-hydrodynamics. This connection is
brought about by the Chapman-Enskog expansion procedure. In this procedure one assumes1) that in the hydrodynamical restframe both the collision
term and the magnetic force term produce changes in the distribution functions on a time scale small compared to a macroscopic time. On the other
hand the electric field term is treated on the same level as the streaming term,
since the high electrical conductivity of hot tenuous plasmas will allow only
small electrical fields. In this way one arrives at a kinetic description of
magneto-hydrodynamical phenomena in a relativistic plasma.
A magneto-hydrodynamical phenomenon of particular interest is constituted by the small amplitude, low frequency oscillations. In relativistic
magneto-hydrodynamics2'3) one obtains these hydrodynamic modes through
linearization of the complete set of equations governing the macroscopic
evolution of the plasma, i.e. the equations of change, the equation of state and
the Maxwell equations. Here we will go into more detail by presenting the
kinetic theory of hydrodynamic modes based on the above-mentioned
Chapman-Enskog expansion procedure. In particular, we will concentrate on
the hydrodynamic modes that can propagate in a plasma: the Alfven waves
and the magneto-sound waves. Taken together these waves are called
hydromagnetic waves.
In the case of a neutral gas the non-relativistic kinetic theory of sound
propagation has originaiiy been developed by Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck,
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and Foch and Ford4). The generalization to the relativistic regime has been
given by Guichelaar, van Leeuwen and de Groot5-6), who, for a one-component gas, calculated the speed of sound, the space attenuation coefficient
and the dispersion in the speed of sound5). Next Guichelaar applied the
method to a relativistic multi-component mixture and so arrived at an
expression for the space attenuation coefficient which included the effects of
diffusion and thermal diffusion7).
In the case of charged particles the kinetic theory of hydrodynamic modes
is much more complicated due to the occurrence of electric and magnetic
fields. Nevertheless, it provides a useful tool for the description of hydromagnetic waves. In fact, using the kinetic theory we will link the space
attenuation coefficient of hydromagnetic waves to the entropy production in
the plasma. Thus we discover that the kinetic description confirms the
statement8) that dissipation can be described in terms of entropy production.
Furthermore, we will find a hitherto unnoticed dissipative effect for magnetosound waves (see a next article).
The paper is set up as follows. In section 2 the Chapman-Enskog method is
applied to plane wave disturbances. Then a global equilibrium state is determined satisfying the requirements of the Maxwell equations. In section 3 the
linearized Boltzmann equation and the functions describing the deviation
from the equilibrium state are considered. These deviation functions have to
satisfy two conditions. One condition is the Landau-Lifshitz condition and
fixes the hydrodynamical four-velocity. The other condition is obtained with
the help of the Maxwell equations and introduces phenomena such as
magnetic pressure and magnetic stress into the description.
In section 4 we expand a number of physical quantities into power series in
the frequency of the waves. We then find a hierarchy of transport equations.
The zeroth order equation of this hierarchy is solved in the same section.
Next, in section 5, we derive the well-known expressions for the phase
velocity of hydrodynamic modes. In section 6 the variations of the thermodynamic quantities corresponding with these hydrodynamic modes are
determined. Then, for hydromagnetic waves, the first order equation is rewritten in such a way that the connection with the Chapman-Enskog method in
transport theory becomes evident. This is done in section 7.
The final section of this paper is devoted to the electric field that accompanies a hydromagnetic wave. It turns out that the electric field depends
in a complicated way on the transport coefficients. The paper closes with an
appendix in which the transport coefficients are defined with respect to
particle four-flows (the 'particle diffusion formalism'). The energy transport
and dissipation of hydromagnetic waves are treated in two subsequent
papers.
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2. The equilibrium solution
We consider again an N -component mixture of ionized or neutral particles
with charges q, (i = 1 , . . . , N ) , moving in ah electromagnetic field represented
by the Faraday tensor F1"1. The relativistic Boltzmann-equation for the
one-particle distribution functions /,(*, Pi) reads, according to (1.2.1)*,
i = c-lqiF>"pivdfildp^ + 2 C(/i,/,), i = 1 , . . . , N.

(2.1)

Here pi1 is the energy-momentum four-vector of a particle, c the velocity of
light in vacuo and dß'-=(c~xdldt,dx) the space-time derivative. [We use the
metric g"" = diag(l, - 1 , - 1 , -1)]. The collision term is represented by C(/,,/,).
Its precise form is given by (1.2.2), but will not concern us here.
As was pointed out in section 1 of paper VI, the first term of the right-hand
side of (2.1) describes the effect of an averaged Lorentz force field. The
Faraday tensor F"" must obey the macroscopic Maxwell equations (Gaussian
system)
aMF"" = -(4ir/c)Q 1 '

(2.2)

d ^

(2:3)

and
= 0,

where F"" is the dual of F1**, defined as
F^:=le^xFitA>

(24)

with e*""1* the Levi-Civita permutation symbol in four dimensions (eol23 =
+ 1.) Q* is the total charge four-flow defined as
o),,

(2.5)

with do),:=d3pi/p?.
It turns out useful to split the Faraday tensor in an electric and a magnetic
part with respect to the hydrodynamical rest frame. Let U" be the hydrodynamical four-velocity. With u* := Wie we can write

F" = («"£> - u 'En - e""*a

(2.6)

F"" = («"B" - «"B") + e ^ H ^ i ,

(2.7)

and

* References to one of the preceding articles of this series 9I0) will be referred to by a Roman
numeral.
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where E | l :=-F l "ii 1 . and B":=-F |11 'ii^ The Lorentz-frame in which u*
reduces to (1,0,0,0) is the local restframe. In this frame the four-vectors E*1
and B" reduce to E» = (0,E) and B" = (0, B), where E is the electrical field
strength and B the magnetic induction or magnetic field strength in the local
restframe.
Our purpose is to describe the propagation and dissipation of hydromagnetic waves in a relativistic plasma. Hydromagnetic waves are, by
definition, small amplitude low frequency waves propagating by the stresses
in the magneto-fluid. We treat these waves as plane wave disturbances around
the equilibrium state. We begin by setting
/•(*, p.) = f?(Pi){l + eXi(Pi) exp(ik"xe)}, i = 1

N,

(2.8)

where ka is a wave four-vector and the functions Xi(Pi) describe the small
deviations from equilibrium for each species. The book-keeping parameter e
(e = 1) distinguishes between the constant equilibrium quantities and the small
oscillating quantities. Finally, the distribution functions /?q(p,) have to be
global equilibrium solutions of the set of equations (2.1M2.7). In order to
obtain these solutions we assume that the plasma in the equilibrium state is
locally neutral,

g n,qi = 0.

(2.9)

Here n< is the equilibrium particle density of species i*. Furthermore, we
suppose that the electric field vanishes in equilibrium. With these two
assumptions we expect that the set of equations (2.1)-(2.7) allow a global
equilibrium solution. We next write

B"(x) = B& + €B? exp(ifc • x),

E"(x) = «Ef expflfc • JC),

(2.10)

where the various four-vectors are constant in space as well as in time. [We
will frequently use the notation a-b'= a |i b^] We equally set

Wix)= U5 + eU$ exp(ik -x).

(2.11)

Such a description is only meaningful as long as the frequency of the wave is
much smaller than the mean collision frequencies of the plasma. The wave
can then be characterized by the single amplitude four-vector U$.
We now determine the equilibrium solution. By inserting (2.8), (2.10) and
* Here and in the following we often denote equilibrium state variables without a subscript
zero. Thus we write for example n„ p, p instead of mo, po and po.
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(2.11) into (2.1M2.7) we get up to order e°

'Z /T).

(2.12)
(2.13)

with «ff := t/tf/c. An obvious solution of (2.12) is given by the Jüttner global
equilibrium distribution functions
(2.14)

with m, the restmass of a particle of constituent i, fcB Boltzmann's constant, T
the kinetic temperature in equilibrium and K2 a modified Bessel function of
the second kind. It remains to be verified that the solution found also satisfies
(2.13). Insertion of (2.14) into '2.13) yields

2

(2.15)

i=1

an equation which is trivially fulfilled in view of the condition of electrical
neutrality (2.9), which we assumed to hold.
We thus have found an equilibrium solution that satisfies both the transport
equations and the Maxwell equations. This solution corresponds to a physical
situation, in which all relevant macroscopic quantities (such as I/ft and Bft)
are uniform in space and time. Such a situation is an idealization, but it will
give a good description of disturbances with characteristic length and time
scales small with respect to variations in the macroscopic state variables").

3. Basic equations
We now turn our attention to the oscillating quantities. We insert again
(2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.1)-(2.7), but now equate the coefficients e1. With
the help of (2.13) and (2.14) we then obtain the set of equations

i = l,.-.,Nf

(3.1)
(3.2)

ifcMFf = 0,

(3.3)

where &,j(x) is the linearized collision operator given by (1.2.16) with /} 0 )
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replaced by / Jq. Furthermore, the following abbreviations have been used:
Bg-:=_ € ^ M o K Box,

(3.4)

Ff1 := (u$E\ - u'oEt) - €^(u Ol ,B 1A + ulltBOx).

(3.5)

From the antisymmetry of F"" it follows that E ^ = 0 and consequently the
orthogonality relation
EfM0(1 = 0

(3.6)

holds. With (3.6) we deduce that the quantity FrwoM in the second term at the
right-hand side of (3.1) is made up out of two contributions,
F f W o ^ B o ^ + Ei,

(3.7)

where H|"-= Uflc. By definition Ffuof, represents the electric field as viewed
from the global restframe, i.e. the Lorentz-frame in which uOtl reduces to
(1,0,0,0); the contribution Bo"«^ is due to the magnetic field and will play a
decisive role in solving the linearized transport equation (3.1).
The wave four-vector k* which appears in the left-hand sides of (3.1), (3.2)
and (3.3), can be split up in a time and spacelike part
fc(1 = (w/c)«» + Kii^,

(3.8)

where the frequency <a and the wave number K are defined with respect to the
global restframe as
Wc)==kV

K^-ArM-)"2,

(3.9)

Here Aft" is the projector
(3.10)
The space-like unit vector n*\ defined as n*1 := K"lAg"fci-, gives the direction of
propagation of the wave in the global restframe, where it reduces to (0, n),
and has the properties
n \ =-l,

n"H«v =0.

(3.11)

Insertion of (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.1) yields
i{(w/c)(p, • uo) + K(P, • n)}Xi = - {k9Tylq,(Ei

• pi)

+ c-xqiBPpiv{dXill>Plt + ( M T ' I M - 2 #i(x),

i = 1, • • •, N.

(3.12)

This form of the transport equation will be our starting point in the next
section. The four-vector Uf is not yet specified. We will fix the hydro124

dynamical four-velocity by means of the Landau-Lifshitz condition (1.5.1)
= T^l/,,

(3.13)

where p is the total mass density, e the specific energy and T'" the material
energy-momentum tensor. In the presence of a plane wave disturbance we
have, analogously to (2.11), [pe + e(pe)i exp(ifc • x)] instead of pe and [Tg" +
eTfexpOk • x)] instead of T»". The Landau-Lifshitz condition then yields,
neglecting terms of the order e 2 and higher,
pe27r + <pe),Uff = Ttf'U,r + T n / * ,

(3.14)

1

where 7 T = peuftuS-pAtf ' with p the hydrostatic pressure in equilibrium
(=nk B T). Since u*1^ = 1 implies uSuxμ = O or dff"Hi^=M^, we can derive
from (3.14) the condition

phur^frT^i/s,

(3.15)

1

with h '•= e + pp" the specific enthalpy of the plasma in the equilibrium state.
The energy-momentum tensor T f may be defined according to (1.3.26) in
terms of the deviation functions x< as
(3.16)

2
i=1

Hence the velocity amplitude vector U1 is a function of the deviations xi- [As
(1.3.36} shows, the quantity phUf is the amplitude of the oscillating energy
four-flow in the global restframe.]
We now consider the linearized Maxwell equations (3.2) and (3.3). Insertion
of (3.8) into (3.2) and (3.3) gives with (3.5) and (3.7) the linearized Maxwell
equations in the form
KWcXBJPui* + ED + iK{-HS(E, • n ) - n ^ ^ d i f c B u + uuBOk)}
= -(4TTIC)Q\

(3.17)

and
u + K { - « 5 ( B , • n) + BS(Ml • n)- u\(B0- n) + n(l
(3.18)
Here the four-vector 4S l B| A = -FTu0^ represents the amplitude of the
induced magnetic field in the global restframe. Through contraction of eq.
(3.18) with «or one discovers that this vector stands orthogonal to nv:
(B, • n) = 0. We thus have instead of (3.18)
(Wc)45AB1A = -

K{B5(«, •

n)-uKB0- n) + n^^uotEt,,}.

(3.19)

In the approximation that Ef may be neglected, the right-hand side of (3.19)
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reduces to a convection term, i.e. the magnetic lines of force are then
"frozen" into the fluid.
From (3.2) with the help of the antisymmetry of F f one easily deduces the
conservation law of electric charge
M2?(X) = O-

(3-20)

This conservation law may alternatively be derived by multiplying the transport equation (3.1) by qic/f/p?, integrating with respect to p, and summing
over i = 1 , . . . , N. Hence we may conclude that (3.20) does not constitute an
independent condition on the functions x>: any solution of the transport
equation already satisfies the conservation law of electric charge. We will use
this information in the following way. Substitution of the expression (3.8) for
the wave four-vector k11 into (3.20) yields, with (3.11), the connexion
(w/c)(uo • Q,) + KH^'QU

= 0.

(3.21)

Here c~\u0 • Qi) represents the charge density in the global restframe and
A$"Q\v the current density. As this expression shows, the charge density can
be written, for non-vanishing frequency a>, in terms of the current density.
Consequently, it is sufficient to determine only the current density from the
Maxwell equations. The charge density then follows automatically from
(3.21).
The determination of the current density proceeds as follows. With the help
of the projector Aft" one easily deduces from (3.17) the equation
i(ü)/c)(B5"« v + Ei) - iKti^^Uo.BiK = - (4ir/c)AS"Q1(1.

(3.22)

Using (3.19) one can eliminate the four-vector Bf. A straightforward calculation then leads to a final expression for the current density in the form
l

+ E,„).

(3.23)

The tensor P"" is defined as
P^^-AP + iKcloifW + nW).

(3.24)

The second term at the right-hand side of (3.24) has the form of a scalar times
a projector. The first term is due to the displacement current in the Maxwell
equations, and plays a role if |xc/o>| becomes of the order unity, i.e. if the
phase velocity of the wave approaches the velocity of light. Since Qf is a
function of *,-,

Qf (X) = 2 Qfi IP M? d<o„

(3.25)

the relation (3.23), derived from the Maxwell equations, is a subsidiary
condition determining the deviation functions x,126

We thus have found that the set of equations (3. l)-(3.3) can be reduced to
the smaller set (3.12) and (3.23). Furthermore, the solutions x> are chosen to
satisfy the subsidiary condition (3.15).
4. The hierarchy
We will solve eq. (3.12) by the method of successive approximation. To that
end we can either take the frequency w as a given quantity and expand the
wave number K into the power series
K = f K(n)(ftl/C)B

(4.1)

n=1

or take the wave number K as given and expand the frequency as

(

",

2

(4.2)

n=1

where K(0) = 0 and oi(0) = 0, because in the limit of low frequency, respectively
low wave number, the frequency o> must be proportional to K. If both
expansions are possible, we have the relations
(1)
W

= C/K(I),

<O(V1)2=-W<V2\

etc.

(4.3)

The expansion (4.1) is appropriate for waves that are excited by a source of
fixed frequency. The frequency must then be treated as real, while the
wavenumber, taken as a function of the frequency, will be complex due to
dissipative processes in space. We thus have K = (2ir/A) + ia with A. the
wavelength and a the space attenuation coefficient. If the absorption length
2ir/a is sufficiently large with respect to X, we can consider a as a small
quantity with respect to 2ir/\, and the method of successive approximation
will give good results. The expansion (4.2) on the other hand is appropriate for
waves that arise from an initial disturbance and decay in time. In particular
this expansion is unavoidable for waves with vanishing a»(I>, since then KU>
goes to infinity as follows from (4.3). Because we are interested here primarily
in hydromagnetic waves with a non-vanishing phase velocity we will choose
the former possibility. So we write
»(Pi) = S Xf'(P.XWc)", i = 1 , . . . , N,
n=0

= 2 Q^(o./c)", Ef = 2 EP^tolcy,
n=1

f, ^ilY,

n=1

t?

(4.4)

n=0
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Here we have used Q\0)|1 = 0, as follows from the Maxwell equations in the
form (3.23). We have also taken Ef" = 0, since a non-vanishing electric field
would produce, by Ohm's law, a non-vanishing current density Q\0)M. Finally,
we have set U$= Uf>>l, in consistency with the fact that the fluid velocity
does not depend on o>. Insertion of these expansions into (3.12) yields a
hierarchy of equations for xiB) by identification of equal powers of ale:

0 = - c-tqflrpwlknTdxPlBpt + Ulß}+kBT £ «,(*«),

(4.5)

- i{(p, • HO) + K«XPi
- c-'qiksTBS'p^x^ldpf

+ kBT j | ^(x< 0 ),

(4.6)

-i{(p ( - no) + K(1)(pi • fOlkeTy^-iK^pj • n)fcB7xJ°>
= qf(Pi • EP) - c-^TBVpybxFlapt

+ ksT 2 ^(^(2>), etc.

(4.7)

i=1

The solutions xiB) of these equations must obey the condition Ut = U1m. As
(3.1S) and (3.16) show, this requirement implies that
= O, n = 1,2,...

(4.8)

which is nothing but the Landau-Lifshitz condition (II.2.27). This observation
will be helpful in section 7. Furthermore we demand that the current density
AlFQiv satisfies the subsidiary condition (3.23). In fact, by expanding the
tensor P1"" into the power series
..

f

(4 9)

with
P«v* : = _ Ajxv + KW(A$v

+

„^„M^ pd),«, : = 2Ka)Kir>(A$" + n"!!"),

(4.10)

we can write this subsidiary condition in the concise form
Q?)(t = i(c/47r)P(1)(ll'Bo^uf + i(c/4ir)P(0""'EV1!, etc.,

(4.11)

with

: = g W | ^rp/^i111/?1 dw„ n = 1.2,....

(4.12)

As (4.11) shows, the current density is primarily determined by the magnetic
field.
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We will now determine the zeroth order deviation functions xi0). Multiplying (4.5) by /jqxS0)/p?> integrating with respect to p, and summing over
i = 1 , . . . , N we find the identity

0 = £ 2 f xT'W*)!? d«.-

(4.13)

i = 1 j=1 J

Here we have employed (1.2.31), (III.A.2) and the property B8"uOv - 0 following from (3.4). Consequently, #/0> is a summational invariant, i.e. xiO) =
ai + ßyPf, where a, and ß μ are independent of p,. A suramational invariant
may now be written as a linear combination of the eigenvectors of the
linearized collision operator with eigenvalue zero. There are N + 4 eigenvectors of this kind corresponding to the N + 4 quantities conserved during
collisions: the N - 1 independent particle number fractions, the total particle
number, the energy, and the three components of the momentum. These
eigenvectors g<^ (k = 1
N +4) can be taken in such a way that their
components gyo,- (i = 1 , . . . , N) read
(k = 1, . . . , N - 1 ) ,

g(k)i - &ki ~ X,

g(N+2)i = - Pi • J.

g<N+3)f = ~Pi'

g(N),= l ,

m,

g(N+l)i = Pi ' «0,

g(N+4)i = - Pi • n,

(4.14)

where xk'-=njn is the number fraction of constituent k and where two
additional space-like orthogonal unit four-vectors are introduced that are
orthogonal to n** and uff. (Cf. also ref. 7.) Instead of (4.14) we will use a
different set of eigenvectors $<*) which are specific combinations of the g<^.
The *(«,, are defined as
xk),
*(N)i = n-infi^\

(k=l,...,N-l),

(4.15)

(fceTrVi' I/o- mifci),

(4.16)

(y-

l)(fcBT)-'(p. • Uo - mfa)},

>(*+2)i = - (kBTpKr"2(Pi • 0,

(4.17)
(4.18)

= - {kBTptirm(Pi • m),

(4.19)

= - (kBTpft)-iy2(p, • n).

(4.20)

Here y is the quotient of the specific heats at constant pressure (c p ) and
constant volume (cB), and h is the reduced enthalpy ft/c2. This new set of
eigenvectors has simple properties with respect to the inner product
q

= 2 U?(p,)<fc(p.)/? da>.-,
i=1

(4.21)

J
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-,t •

/••

* being the complex conjugate of ifc. One has for <$<io|-(p • n)$w) and
*(k) | (P • Ho)#(i)> the following (N+4)x{N + 4) matrices:

- ( P • n)<P<i>>
0i0
0
0
0
0
0 10

0
0
0
0
0
€

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

<**> I (

0
0

O

0
0
0.

fa(5x5)

(4.22)

with the matrix elements £ and vkl given by
£ = (ykBTnlph)}'\

vki = (fa - xk)x,.

(4.23)

These inner products follow from the integral theorems in the appendix of
paper IV. Furthermore the relation12)
(4.24)

ywith z, := miC2lkBT, has been used.
In terms of these eigenfunctions the solution of the zeroth order equation
may be written as
N+4

g ,

(4-25)

an expression which satisfies the zeroth order equation (4.5), provided that we
impose the condition
N+4

(4.26)
!t=N+2

One may easily verify that this solution also satisfies the requirements
Qf" = 0 and U? = Uf*. If we decompose the fluid velocity vector U$ along
I", m" and n" as
U? = C/,r + Umm» + Unn\

(4.27)

the coefficients eik) (k = N + 2, N + 3, N + 4) are given by
e(N+2) = (phlkBT)Ub

e(N+3) = (phlkBT)Um,

e{N+4) = (phlkBT)Un,

(4.28)

as follows with (4.26). The remaining coefficients will be determined in the
next section by considering the first order equation (4.6).
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5. The phase velocity
In first approximation the phase velocity of the waves is given by
V : = O > ( 1 ) = C/K(1).

(5.1)

The quantity V can be determined from the solubility conditions of the first
order equation (4.6). These conditions may be found as follows. Multiply both
sides of (4.6) with iV and insert the expression (4.25) for xi0). With (5.1) we
obtain
N+4

{V(p. • Mo) + c(p, • n)}kBT 2 «w*c«i = JVq,(p, • E?')
l

+ iVkBTjt^X(\

i = l,...,N.

(5.2)

Since the operator X, defined by (i?<f>)ii:=2j=i i£,(<M> is hermitean, the following relation holds for an arbitrary vector i/f = (»/»i,.., i/»N):
= 0.

(5.3)

When we take/the inner products of the left- and right-hand sides of eq. (5.2)
with $ ( |), we get, with (5.3), the solubility conditions
N+4

\k) | (P ' Ho)$(|)> - C(0(k) I - ( P

= -iVc- 2 Be-QVre*a»/3pf,

I= 1 , . . . . N + 4 ,

(5.4)

where a partial integration is carried out in the term containing B&"- Note that
1 1
the term due to the electric field EV * has disappeared. This is a consequence
of the condition of electrical neutrality (2.9).
One may verify that the subsidiary condition (4.11) implies that

/
W

1

(

I

)

2

g

B0)(Bo • n)}
l- K (BO • nfl + Bf{(U, • Bo) + K^(B0
(1)2

• n)(U, • n)}],
(5.5)

with B o : = (-BSBoμ)1'2. Without loss of generality we now suppose that in the
global restframe the magnetic field Bo lies in the plane through m and n and
makes an angle 8 with the direction of propagation n. We then have
1

1

Bo = Bdm" sin 0 + n* cos 6).

(5.6)

Insertion of (5.5) into (5.4) yields with (4.22), (4.23), (4.27), (4.28) and (5.6) the
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solubility conditions in the form
g « ( w ( « H - * ) * V = Ot 1 = 1 , . . . , N - 1 ,

(5.7)

e(N)V = 0,

(5.8)

e(N+i>V - e(N+4)Cs = 0,

(5.9)

e(N+2)V{l - v\( V~2 cos 2 e - c"2} = 0,

(5.10)

e(N+3, V{1 - cos 2 0 v2A(V~2 - c"2)} + e(N+4)V sin 0 cos 0 «i( V~2 - c"2) = 0,
(5.11)
- e<N+iA+ e(N+3)V sin 0 cos 6 u A (V~ 2 - C"2)
+ e(N+4)V{l - sin2 0 t)2A(V"2 - c"2)} = 0.

(5.12)

Here we introduced the relativistic sound velocity c s and the relativistic
Alfven .velocity «A according to
c s :=( 7 k B Tn/ P Ä) 1/2 ,

«A:=(B§/4irph")I/2.

(5.13)

The first two conditions, (5.7) and (5.8), imply V = 0, thus corresponding to
modes with vanishing phase velocity. In the next section we will show that
these modes represent perturbations in the N - 1 independent particle fractions and in the specific entropy at constant pressure. The remaining four
solubility conditions (5.9)-(5.12) refer to the hydromagnetic waves. By eliminating the coefficient e(N+i) with the help of (5.9), we can write, using also
(4.28), the last three of them in the form
U,{V2(1 + ßti ~ v A cos2 0} = 0.

(5.14)

Um{V2(l + ß i c o s 2 0) - «Acos 2 0}+ Un sin 9 cos 0(t>A~ V 2 0 A ) = 0,

(5.15)

Um sin 0 cos 6{v\-

V2j3?0 + Un{V2{\ + ß\ sin2 0) - c\- v\ sin2 0} = 0,
(5.16)

with ßA:=WA/c. If U|7*0, it follows from (5.14) that the phase velocity is
given by
V = ±«ACOs0(l + o2Ar1/2,

(5.17)

the well-known result for pure Alfvin waves propagating at an angle 0 with
respect to the direction of the magnetic field. The factor (1 + fliT1'2 is due to
the displacement current in the Maxwell equations and guarantees that the
phase velocity never exceeds the velocity of light.
In case Ui = 0, !/„,# 0 and U„* 0 we arrive at the expression for the phase
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velocity by equating the determinant of (5.15) and (5.16) to zero. We so find
(I + ßtiV4 - {d(l+ ß\cos2e)+v\}V2+videos2

d = 0.

(5.18)

The solution of this quadratic equation in V2 is
Vl = i d + ßfr'{(Cs(l + ß2A cos2 0) + ti A]
± [{c2(l + ß2Acos2 0) + Ü 2 A} 2 -4C 2 » 2 A (1 + J32A) COS2 0)]1'2}
= i d + ß2A)-'{[c?(l + ß A cos 2 6) + «A]
± [{eld + ß A cos 2 0) - o2A}2 + 4C2W2A sin2 0]1'2}.

(5 19)

"

The waves corresponding to (5.19) are known as magneto-sound waves. The
solutions given by the upper sign (V+) are called the fast mode and by the
lower sign (V_) the slow mode. We now note the following. We may rewrite
(5.18) as
(V 2 -c 2 ){V 2 (l + ß A )-t) 2 ACos 2 e}= V 2 « A sin 2 0(l-ß 2 )

(5.20)

with ß s :=c s /c. Thus, except when the right-hand side vanishes, one may
conclude that V2 exceeds the greater of c\ and t>^ cos 2 9(1 + ßiT 1 and that Vis less than the smaller of c 2 and i> A cos 2 0(l + ßA)~1. Within a macroscopic
context the expression (5.19) has been derived earlier by Khalatnikov13),
Zumino14) and Harris2).
The magneto-sound waves have a longitudinal (compressional) component
U„ and a transverse component Um. The relation between these two velocity
components follows from (5.15) as
Un _

Um

(1 + ßA COS2 0 ) V2 - V A COS2 ß

(vl-ßW2) sin »cos»

•

KD Zl}

-

With the help of these equations it can be shown that if the direction of
propagation n is parallel to Bo (0 = 0, IT) we have a pure longitudinal wave
with phase velocity equal to the sound velocity V = ± cs, and a pure transverse Alfven wave with phase velocity V = ± wA (1 + ß A)~"2- In the case
0 = 7T/2, i.e. n perpendicular to Bo, only the fast mode has a non-vanishing
phase velocity given by V = ±(d+ V2J01I2(1 + ß2fd~m. This pure longitudinal
mode compresses both the plasma and the magnetic field. These results are
analogous to those obtained in non-relativistic magneto-hydrodynamics15).

6. Hydrodynamic modes
In the previous section we have encountered the non-propagating modes,
the pure Alfven waves and the magneto-sound waves. Here we will consider
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the variations in the thermodynamic variables resulting from these various
hydrodynamic modes.
Thermodynamic quantities of interest are the particle densities, the energy
density and the entropy density. Their variations in zeroth order are, apart
from the factor exp(ifc • x), given by
(6.1)
(6-2)
N

(ps)f :=

(6.3)
i=1

with pi the thermodynamic potential in equilibrium. The last expression
follows from (1.4.8) with (1.4.5). It turns out useful to introduce also the
variation sf in the specific entropy

Here p?l):=SiLimi(ni)(10) represents the variation in the total mass density,
while s is the specific entropy in equilibrium, given by
Tps

=ph- ^,

(6.5)

the so-called Euler relation.
The variations in the intensive thermodynamic quantities are less trivial.
The pressure for a system outside equilibrium is, by definition, the same
function of the state variables as in the equilibrium state. Hence the variation
in the pressure is given by
(6.6)
where 7 T is the variation in the temperature. Analogously the temperature
outside equilibrium is defined in such a way that the specific enthalpies hi
have the same functional dependence on it as in the equilibrium state. This
implies

(ph)f =

nfc.1T.

(6.7)

Here we have used (4.24) to obtain the last term. Finally, the variation in the
total enthalpy density is given by
(6.8)
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By eliminating now the variation T f one obtains from (6.6M6-8) the variation
in the pressure in terms of the variations in the particle densities and the
energy density:
P f = 2 MBT - (7 - l)miJiiKni)P + (7 - D(p<0f •

(6.9)

The variation in the temperature then follows from (6.6) as
nkBTf> = (7 - 1 ) { 2 (fcBT - mifti)(ni)f° + (pe)H.

(6.10)

The thermodynamic quantities (6.1M6.4), (6.9) and (6.10) are sufficient to
characterize the different hydrodynamic modes.
In order to calculate (n,)(i0) and (pe)T one has to use the integral theorems of
the appendix of paper IV of this series. Furthermore, the identity (4.24) is
needed to derive the additional integral theorem,
jg (c/fcBT) J (pi • H0)2(pi • Uo - mi/I,)/?" do»; = p — ^ γ - ph,

(6.11)

which plays a role in determining the variation of the energy density.
We first consider the non-propagating modes which according to the previous section correspond to a disturbance of the type xiO) = SjLi e(k)#(k)i. Here
the coefficients e^) (k = 1 , . . . , N ) can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence we may
associate with every term k a specific hydrodynamic mode. In particular, the
N - 1 modes given by e(k)n~m(8ki - xk) (k = 1 , . . . , N - 1) have the properties
I/2

(n f )f = e,k,n- (8fa- - xk)m, nf: = 2 (n,)f = 0,
(6.12)

- Xkph),
so that
p f = 0, T f = 0.

(6.13)

Consequently, these modes may be called diffusion modes. They are characterized by variations in the particle fractions at constant pressure and temperature. The mode given by x f = eiN)n~m[(y - \)ly]m(kBTy\Pi • Uo- mfo)
yields, using (6.11),
m

ll2

(n,)f = - e(N)n- [(y - l)ly] n„
ll2

2

n f * 0,

f = elN)n- [(y - l)lyY' (p jh\-ph).

(6.14)
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Hence we have
= e ( W ) ir w [(7-l)/y] U 2 T.

(6.15)

Furthermore, one easily derives with (6.3) and the Euler relation (6.5) the
connection
(ps)f = emn-m[(y - l)ly]mT-l{p - ^ - Tps),

(6.16)

so that with (6.4) it follows that

We so find that this mode corresponds with a variation in the temperature and
in the specific entropy at constant pressure. It is called the thermal mode or
entropy waveltr).
We ne::t turn our attention to the hydromagnetic waves. The zeroth order
deviation functions are then given by
l m
U{y
mpp, • I/o- mrfc,)}-(k
mrfc)}-(kBBTy\Pi
Ty • U,). (6-18)
X?? = c-lKmU
n{y + (7 - l X ffeeeem

Here use has been made of (4.17), (4.26), (4.28), (5.1), (5.9) and (5.13). One
may verify that the term (kBTr'(Pi • 170 does not contribute to (ndf* and (pe)?\
Hence, in a pure Alfven wave (Um = U„ = 0) there are no perturbations of the
above mentioned thermodynamic quantities.
For a magneto-sound wave (l/i = 0) we arrive at
p

p

(6.19)

so that
p f = c-IK(1)[/nyi!fcBT,

T f = c-'^Uniy

- 1)T.

(6.20)

Furthermore one finds
f

(6.21)

In a magneto-sound wave the hydrostatic pressure is perturbed, while the
specific entropy remains constant. These results are in full agreement with the
macroscopic theory16).
From now on we no longer consider the non-propagating modes. Their
description in higher order requires the alternative expansion (4.2).
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7. The first order deviation functions
The distribution functions /iO)(x,pj): = /F{l + xiO)exp(ik -x)} behave like
local equilibrium distribution functions in several respects. In the first place
the collision terms Sfli C(/iO),/5O)) vanish, since \f} is a summational invariant.
Secondly, in zeroth order, no irreversible processes appear, and the results
correspond, on a macroscopic level, to those obtainable by using the zeroth
order conservation laws and balance equations that do not take into account
the effects of dissipation. We thus expect that the first order deviation
functions xi" will bring into play the thermodynamic forces and their conjugate fluxes. In order to make this clearly visible we will first carry out a
drastical rewriting of the first order transport equation.
Substitution of (6.18) into (4.6) yields
x [ c - V ' I M T J C B T + (7 - l)(p. • I / o - m M - (Pi • U,)]
)
ivdX? ldpt

+ kBT £ 2e<x(I>). (7.1)
i=1

Taking the inner product of the left-hand and right-hand sides of this equation
with Aft"piv we find the relation
iphUt = iyknTriK^Unn» - BS'QZ

(7.2)

to be compared, using the eqs. (2.9) and (6.20), with the equation of motion
(1.3.42). With the help of (7.2) we can rewrite the left-hand side of the first
order equation (7.1) as
-(y-

l)m(h, + ( Pi - Uo){{y - 1) - (phy^ksTtiMp,

• H)K (1 V Un
^

(7.3)

where the quantity Q,- is given by
Q,:=- W e 2 - [ y k B T -(y-

D m ^ l c ^ p , • Uo) + c" 2 d-y){pi • I/o)2 (7.4)

and the effect of the angle brackets is to make a tensor traceless-symmetric.
We now introduce two vectorial space-like thermodynamic forces
F» exp(ifc • x) and Ff exp(ik • x), where
F$:=iK(*{(y-\)-(phrlykBTn}c-'Unn»,

(7.5)

Ft := -iK(I)2(p/i)-IyfcBT(nmi/i1 -pfc)c-'C/„«' i .

(7.6)

Note that
0.

(7.7)

l =1
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With (7.3), we may then write the first order transport equation (7.1) in the
form
(m,hi - p , - UoXpi • Fq) + 2 (x,- 8e)pfc{(Ff - Fft) + (q, -

^

i=1

r + »CBT 2 W ) ,

i = 1,..., N.

(7.8)

i1

This set of equations is equivalent to the set of linearized transport equations
(II.2.24). The second term of the left-hand side of (7.8), however, has a
different appearance due to our definition (7.6). We have defined Ff in such a
way that F f + q,-EV)'1 is the thermodynamic force conjugate to the particle
instead of the mass diffusion flow of constituent i. The latter has been used in
our formalism up till now. This has the advantage that the results also apply
to plasmas in which massless particles play a role. The details of the "particle
diffusion formalism" are given in the appendix.
Since we have identified now the first order equation as the linearized
transport equation (II.2.24), and both (sets of) equations are supplemented by
the Landau-Lifshitz condition, we can also identify their solutions. We thus
obtain according to (II.2.28):
xWpi) = Af(pi)Fv

+ 2 Af(Pi){(Fj(1 - FNlL) + (q, - qN)E%}
i=1

ll

+ Cr(Pi)iK \niLUu)

- Di{Pi)iKinUn + xi W p i ) ,

(7-9)

where the unknowns At, Af, Cf and D, have to satisfy the integral
equations of the first Chapman-Enskog approximation (article II, section 2)
and xi-HOM is the solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to (7.8).
This observation will prove to be essential for the determination of the space
attenuation coefficient of the hydromagnetic waves.
In paper II the homogeneous solution vanished as a consequence of the
conditions of fit (II.2.25, II.2.26). Here we have as condition of fit that the
current density QV'" must satisfy (4.11). This condition of fit, however, does
not influence A'I'AOM directly, as can be shown as follows. According to
(II.2.33) xi'AoM is a summational invariant. Hence it can be written as a linear
combination of the eigenvectors (4.15M4.20). One may verify that the linear
combination that satisfies the Landau-Lifshitz condition (4.8) is given by
N+l

d*)*tt).
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(7.10)

and that it has the property
0.

(7.11).

Hence the homogeneous part of the solution x\n does not contribute to the
current density QV)(1(#(1))- The condition of fit (4.11) thus constitutes a
restraint only upon the inhomogeneous solution. In fact it will be shown in the
next section thai (4.11) fixes the electric field EV)(i.
The coefficients d(io (k = 1 , . . . , N + 1) can be determined from the solubility conditions of the second order transport equation (4.7). For our purpose
it is sufficient to know that the coefficients dik) are purely imaginary. This can
be proved as follows. Define the quantities

Nfi J ":=cJprxV 1 7f l de»,, i = l , . . . , N ,

(7.12)

which are related to the particle four-flows Nf, given by (A.1). Multiplying
both sides of (4.7) with c/TVp? and integrating with respect to p, yields
(u0 • N<',>) + K(1)(n • NJV) + K(2)(n • Nff) = 0,

i = 1 , . . . , N.

(7.13)

One may verify that XI'HOM does not contribute to (n • NiV). Hence (n
purely imaginary as follows from (7.5), (7.6) and (7.9). Furthermore it will turn
out that K(2) is purely imaginary too. Thus we may conclude from (7.13) that
Re(«o • N^V) = 0. Since only the homogeneous solution contributes to
(«o • N\li), we may write

j (p,

ir = 0-

i = 1 , . . . , N.

(7.14)

Insertion of (7.10) into (7.14) shows that the coefficients d{k) must be purely
imaginary, i.e. Re XIVIOM = 0. This observation will be used in the following
article.

8. Electrical resistivity
It follows from (7.9) and (7.11) that the current density QV)M can be written
as a linear combination of thermodynamic forces. We then arrive at the
generalized version of Ohm's law. Since we now use the 'particle diffusion
formalism', we encounter in this law the new thermo-diffusion coefficients \%
and the new diffusion coefficients 1% defined by (A. 12). In analogy with (A. 16)
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one thus obtains

with the coefficients of electrical conduction <rd given by
N-l

N-\

(8-2)
The latter expression follows from (A. 18) and (A. 19) with the condition of
electrical neutrality (2.9). The symbol Ed indicates summation over the directions || (parallel), ± (perpendicular) and t (transverse). We recall that for an
arbitrary space-like four-vector X* these directions are denned by the orthogonal right-handed triad of four-vectors XBl\ Xl>l and X"1, where Xll(i :=
- Bö2B{f(Bo • X), X x " = X* - X«*1 and X* :=Bö1BS"Xv. [See (II.4.7).]
The generalized version of Ohm's law (8.1) permits us to obtain the
magnitude and direction of the first order amplitude vector EV)fl of the
electrical field. To that end we introduce the electrical resistivity tensor (or'1)'"'
defined by
~ 1 ) t Bö 1 ß^, (8.3)
with the coefficients of electrical resistivity given by

(8.4)
It then follows that
EV)M = ( « T V (Qft - Q$).

(8.5)

where Q^" denotes the current density due to the thermodynamic forces:

%%

- Fit) + 2 g TfäFir,

(8-6)

with the electro-thermal coefficients <£?„ defined as
^u,-={qi-qN)T-%

(8.7)

in analogy to (II.6.12). As (8.5) and (8.6) show, the last quantity that one has to
know in order to determine EV)/4 is the total current density QVV. The total
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current density, however, follows simply from the condition of fit (4.11):
Q(,1)(1 = i(4ir)-IBoPTO|U'Ut,„

(8.8)

where the transverse hydrodynamical velocity four-vector UT is given by
UT = U,(cos e m ' - s i n en") + ( - Um cos 0 + Un sin 0)1".

(8.9)

Substitution of the expression (4.10) for the tensor P ^ " yields with (8.9) the
result
Q(,I>(1 = i(4irrlB0[U,{K(I)2 sin fl cos 0 b£ - (K 0 ) 2 COS2 0 - l)|*}
+ (-UI-IXK(1J2-1)H,

(8.10)

1

where b$, f and I" form a right-handed triad of orthogonal space-like
four-vectors defined by
H := BölB$ = sin 0 m" + cos 0 n μ ,
£ ' 1 : = - c o s 0 m ' l + sin0n'\

(8.11)

The electrical field E ( ' ) ( i is now completely specified. The formulae show,
however, that in general E\l)IL depends on many parameters. Nevertheless in
specific cases one may arrive at definite conclusions.
If, for instance, we consider magneto-sound waves (l/( = 0), the total
current density reduces to
QV>(1 = i(417)-'B0(- I/, • £ ) ( K ( 1 ) 2 - 1)P,

(8.12)

l)|l(t

so that Qi
= 0. Furthermore, if we restrict the discussion of the magnetosound waves to a binary mixture (N = 2), then the thermodynamic current
density (8.6) is given by simple expression
d

= 2 (r (q, - q 2 r W - Ft) + 2 TfaFf.

(8.13)

Insertion of (8.13) into (8.5) yields with (8.12) for the diffusion driving force,
occurring also in (7.8),
DV)P: = EY* + (q, - q 2 )" '{Ft - Ff)
= (<r~V QV x M + (o--')tQ(,l)"1 + </»lFl!{' + «/»xFf +

tfF*,

(8.14)

where we have introduced the coefficients

I,}.

(8.15)
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Here UV'1* may be considered as a generalized electrical field. From (8.14) it
follows that EV)(i affects the diffusion in an essential way. In particular, we
can consider in a plasma a pure sound wave propagating with phase velocity
c<, and it || Bo, i.e. the closest analogue of a sound wave in a neutral gas. One
may verify that the generalized electrical field then is given by ^"Fff and not
by (q\ - qiTl(Ff - FS) as would be the case when EV)fl = 0. Consequently the
damping of this sound wave will differ considerably from the damping of a
sound wave in a neutral gas.
Finally we turn our attention to the pure Alfven waves with Um = U„ = 0.
Since the thermodynamic forces are proportional to Un, the thermodynamic
current density Q ^ now vanishes. The total current density then reads,
according to (8.10),
Q(,1)(1 = iBoUtv iV/4ir){( 1 + ßti tg 0 b Jf - ?}.

(8.16)

Here we have inserted Kct)2 = ( c V A c o s 2 e ) ( l + ß2A). [Cf. (5.17).] With (8.5) we
thus find the expression

= iBotWWLU + ßl) tg 0 bS - vie - VmH,

(8.17)

where the so-called coefficients of magnetic viscosity are defined by
V

2

' )

d

,

d = ||,l,t.

(8.18)

These formulae show that for ß*<\ ECi1)M and Qi"" are inversely proportional
to Bo. Moreover, we can conclude that the components of E{\)lL and Qil)fl
alongfrfe1go to infinity, whenever the phase velocity C/K(1) of the Alfven waves
goes to zero (0 = ± or/2). Since it will turn out that the mean Joule heating,
which is responsible for resistive damping of Alfven waves, is proportional to
2(QV* • E'I"), one may conclude that in this situation dissipation is no longer a
small effect with respect to propagation. Dissipation of hydromagnetic waves,
however, will be treated in two following papers.
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Appendix

Particle diffusion formalism
The particle four-flow of component i in a mixture of N constituents reads

The total particle four-flow then is
(A.2)
Suitable particle diffusion flows may now be defined as
(A.3)
i=1

where Xj denotes the number fraction riiln of component i. So far we have
used the mass diffusion flows given by
N

ir^Mf-CiM", 2 i r = o,

(A-4)

where Mf'=m;Nt and c,- is the concentration pip of component i. For
massless particles the latter diffusion flows are, of course, inadequate.
However, the "mass diffusion formalism" can be maintained by assigning the
massless particles formally a non-vanishing mass, which, in a later stage and
at the appropriate places, is set equal to zero again.
The two formalisms can be connected in the following way. The particle
diffusion flows 1$ can be written as a linear combination of the mass diffusion
flows If:
i = l,...,N.

(A.5)

Since there are only N — 1 independent diffusion flows, we can also write
,N-l,

(A.6)

where the (N - 1) x (N - 1) matrix Ay is given by
Ay : = m J\8i, - x.) + m N'XJ.

(A.7)

Conjugate to If we may define the new thermodynamic force Xf\ given by
Xf := miXS1 = Ta"(m^i/T) + q^ + mih,X$.

(A.8)
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•K

The space-like driving forces A**Xw are not independent. In fact, with
(II.2.22) it follows that
|

A'-Jfu = (pin) j | cA"X„ = 0.

(A.9)

Hence we may prove the connection 4 ? ( X r The generalized form of Fick's law of diffusion thus becomes
N-l

N-l

N-l l N-l
Nl N
N- l

, j § AikJäAKXj" 4 -Xün,
jE( jj j§

i =I , . . . , N - l ,

(A. 10)

where we have used (II.4.19). We recall that £ d indicates summation over the
directions ||, 1 and t. We may rewrite this expression as
N-l _
SΜ I in,** j
i=1

^
A N /i

\ A . 11^

with the new transport coefficients corresponding to the particle diffusion
formalism defined by
Nrl

_

_

(A.12)
Here A | is the transposed matrix given by
A^ : = A« = mT\Sij We thus see that the new transport coefficients are related to the old ones
through the matrix transformation A.
Similarly, we define a new conduction current density f $ as
*$

: =

Q" - ( 2 n-qi^N^n) = g ( 4 -

^N)!?,

(A.14)

where Q1* is the total electric current. The relation with 1$, defined by (II.6.6),
is given by

Combination of (A. 11) and (A.14) yields the generalized version of Ohm's law
in the particle diffusion formalism:
(A. i
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If the temperature, pressure and composition of the plasma are uniform, this
linear law reduces to
(A. 17)
d

in analogy to (II.6.13). The electrical conductivities ä d are given by

In a locally neutral plasma we have I § = J§, as follows from (A.15). In that
case we must have
<rd = <rd,

(A. 19)

where crd are the electrical conductivities defined by (II.6.14).
Finally, we have to define a new heat flow /£. This can be done according
to

i

(A.20)

so that the difference between the heat flows in the two formalisms becomes

The difference between the diffusion flows is given by
mjf -If

= mMp^M" - n^N*),

(A.22)

so that

fS - 2 mM? = 1 5 - 2 hilt.
i=1

(A.23)

i=1

Hence, the reduced heat flow has not changed. Thus we easily obtain
Fourier's law of heat conduction:

S S ;

f&^ S I f t ä f n

<A.24)

with the new transport coefficients

f£=C

läqi = N2l%Al

(A.25)

It follows that the Onsager relations are invariant under the matrix transformation A:
1fd

qi

• _ id A T _ A id _ . fd
« qjAjj — Ajjl j q — • I iq,

H H l

AjiiAl = : fff.

(A.26)
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Here we have adopted Einstein's summation convention. The transport
coefficients lfh 1% and 1% will turn out to be useful in describing a plasma in
interaction with a radiation field.
In paper IV of this series we have given the expressions for the transport
coefficients. In the coefficients of diffusion quantities ßj«. defined as

J

(A.27)

occurred, with T* := (p£ UJkBT). Now define new quantities ßkr according to
(A.28)
It then follows that ß'kr is given by
ßl = -(clnkBT) J (Jt, - WPiffik.T'kf'P do*.

(A.29)

One may verify that the simple replacement
Pßkr^nßl

(A.30)

in the expressions and equations of paper IV, yields the approximate transport coefficients in the "particle diffusion formalism".
With this appendix, and in particular with the last replacement, we can
easily switch from one formalism to the other.
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An expression is derived for the mean energy flow of hydromagnetic waves in a relativistic
plasma. It is shown that this wave energy flow satisfies a balance equation which relates the space
attenuation coefficient of the waves to their entropy production.

1. Introduction

In the preceding paper we have derived a hierarchy of transport equations
describing, in various orders, the deviation of the distribution functions from
the global equilibrium state for the case of plane wave disturbances. In
particular we solved the zeroth order transport equations and, with the help of
the first order ones, we arrived at the well-known relativistic expressions for
the phase velocity of hydromagnetic waves. Here we will carry on the
program with a consideration of energy transport and dissipation.
The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce, in section 2, the
concept of energy transport, and derive a general expression for the energy
flow of hydromagnetic waves. In section 3 we calculate this energy flow in
lowest order for Alfven and magneto-sound waves. Next, in section 4, the
second order transport equations then enable us to derive an energy balance
equation. The dissipation of hydromagnetic waves is described by this equation in terms of entropy production. We thus arrive on the macroscopic level
at a physical description different from the one that treats dissipative effects
by means of additional terms in the equations of relativistic magneto-hydrodynamics1). The decomposition of the entropy production into a sum of
products of irreversible fluxes and conjugate forces is carried out in section 5.
2. The wave energy flow
Hydromagnetic waves redistribute energy in a plasma. However, the direction of energy transport does not always coincide with the direction of
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propagation of a wave. In order to circumvent boundary problems we tacitly
assume that the wave packets have infinite transverse width. Then the energy
can flow unhindered, apart from dissipation, in any direction.
Before we can derive the energy transport of hydromagnetic waves, we
have to introduce the Minkowski energy-momentum tensor Tfä of the electromagnetic field
TTf?:= (4ir)-'{F'VF«' + {gT^F«*},
M

(2.1)
1 1

where F " is the Faraday tensor and g " the metric tensor, given by g*v =
diag(l, ~\, - 1 , -1). The Faraday tensor can be split into an electric part and a
magnetic part as is shown by the expression (VII 2.6*). When we insert this
expression into (2.1), we arrive at the well-known result
2g"")( - EaEa -BaBa)
+ r u " ) - F/F/ - BW],

(2.2)

with the Poynting four-vector &"1 defined by
^

x

.

(2.3)

Here u"( = U^c) denotes the dimensionless hydrodynamical four-velocity,
while E* and B'1 represent, according to (VII 2.6, 2.7), the electric and
magnetic field in the local restframe. Furthermore e1"1"* is the Levi-Civita
permutation symbol in four dimensions (eom= +1).
The energy-momentum tensor consists of an equilibrium part T&o and an
oscillating part Tfftexp(ik • x). [We will frequently use the notation
a - b: = a"M As follows from (VII 2.10, 2.11) one has
(2.4)
and
Tfö, = (47r)-'{H&Mr +-II5U?)B§ + (HfoiS - km2Bo • B,)
v
+ (ATTICWS U& + !f\u%)- BSB \ - B 0Bt}

(2.5)

STS: =-(c/4ir)e'i'"tAUo,EuBoA.

(2.6)

with
We now define the Maxwell stress tensor with respect to the global restframe:
MCo": = -A&,T$ASK,

(2.7)

with dff":=g'"'-Hguo. The equilibrium part of the Maxwell stress tensor
»References to one of the preceding articles23) are indicated by a Roman numeral.
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follows from (2.4) as
Mfift = Afi"(B3/8ir) + BSBSl4ir,

(2.8)

while the amplitude tensor of the oscillating part, according to (2.S), reads
MH8, = ( 4 i r r W ( - Bo • Bi) + B&4fixBu + BgAS*Bu}.

(2.9)

As (2.8) shows, the magnetic field in equilibrium exerts an isotropic pressure
Bo/8ir in all three directions and carries a tension Bll4v along the magnetic
lines of force.
In the following it will prove convenient to have introduced also the total
stress tensor Mft," of field and fluid according to
Mtt^Mft-P11",

(2.10)

with

P*":=4rr rt 4j'.

(2.H)

Here T1"1 denotes the material energy-momentum tensor and P**" the material
pressure tensor. [See (I 3.10).] If we write P"" = P/r + l T exp(ik • x), we
have
p = nkBT,

(2.12)

and
4j',

(2.13)

where TT is given by (VII 3.16).
The oscillating non-equilibrium quantities such as the Poynting flux
ypexp(ifc -x) have mean zero over a cycle. In order to find a mean energy
transport unequal to zero, we have to introduce quantities that behave
differently. For instance, consider the products of the real parts of two
arbitrary oscillating quantities A exp(i k • x) and B exp(i k • x). These products
have the property
Re{A exp(i k • x)}Re{B exp(i k • x)}
= ^Re{A*B + AB exp(2i Re k • x)}exp( - 21m k • x).

(2.14)

According to (VII 3.8, 4.1) we may write, up to second order in talc,
k" = u8(w/c) + n(1{K<l)(a)/c) + K^W/C) 2 }.

(2.15)

with a> the frequency of the wave in the global restframe and K 0) the
coefficient related to the phase velocity V by K(1) = C/V, where c is the
velocity of light in vacuo. Since the coefficient K(2> will turn out to be purely
imaginary (see 4.14), we find the following expression for the time-average of
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the product (2.14)
Re{A exp(i k • x)}Re{B exp(i k • x} = \Re(A*B) exp(2an • x),

(2.16)

a:=iK(2)(Wc)2-

(2.17)

with

Here we can take K ( I ) > 0 . The quantity a may then be called the space
attenuation coefficient. [We recall that n" reduces to (0, n) in the global
restframe, so that (n • x) then becomes ( - n • x).]
We now note that the energy transport of hydromagnetic waves through a
space-like three-surface element, represented by the four-vector d 2 *\ may be
defined as the time-rate at which the field and fluid on one side of this surface
element do work on the field and fluid on the other side4). Since the force
acting on the surface element follows from contraction of the total stress
tensor with d ^ , the rate dP at which work is done by the hydromagnetic
wave is given by
dP: = -Re{(Mf(5f) - Pf)exp(i k • x)} dSß Re{U,, exp(ik • x)}.

(2.18)

Here we remark that Uf represents the three-velocity of the fluid in the
global restframe. The time-average of the energy transport dP reads
dP = - W d ^ exp(2an • x),

(2.19)

1

where W* is defined as
,

(2.20)

as follows with (2.16). Consequently W exp(2an • x) is the mean energy flux
of hydromagnetic waves or wave energy flow. The exponential describes the
decrease of the wave energy flux due to dissipative processes.

3. Alfven and magneto-sound waves
The expression for W 1 can be rewritten as follows. The real part of the
pressure tensor P f is, according to (VII 3.16), given by

Re P f = c g 4r4o" J PuPi^Re jtf/Pd«,.

(3.1)

The deviation functions xi satisfy up to first order the relation Re \t = X?\
(VII 7.9, 7.14) show. In this approximation one so finds with (VII 6.18)

Re P<T = - pPAP,

p? = V'lU„ynkBT,

as

(3.2)
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where pT represents the zeroth order material pressure due to the longitudinal part of the hydromagnetic wave. [See (VII 6.20).] Inserting (2.9) and
(3.2) into (2.20) we obtain
Re{(4irpf - Bo • Bi)l7? + (B, • 17,)B&+(Bo • U,)4ffAB,J. (3.3)
This expression for the wave energy flow exactly agrees with the macroscopic
result4). The induced magnetic field AtB\K, which appears three times in (3.3),
satisfies up to first order
n

= V-'(l7nB|f - Bo cos # l/f).

(3.4)

Here we have used (VII 3.19) and the fact that EV)(1 is purely imaginary. [See
paper VII section 8.] With this result the wave energy flow W* has been
completely specified. For instance, if we decompose W along the space-like
orthonormal four-vectors P, m11 and n*, introduced in section 4 of VII, the
various components of the wave energy flow are given by

(-1.

W)

= IV"1 U,U.(ynkBT + ^j,

(3.5)

(-m-W) =ty-x\umUnynkBT+ fyu2, sin # cos #
- ( - Um cos d + U„ sin #)(U m sin # + U» cos # } ] ,

(3.6)

( - n • W) = iV-'lufankvT
+ 4ir
~{U2tcos2 d + (-Umcos&+Ua sin
L
(3.7)

Here Ü1, Um and Un are the components of Ut along P, m* and n" (see VII
4.27) and -d is the angle between the direction of propagation n and the
direction of the magnetic field Bo in the global restframe. It will turn out that
the component (— n • W) is one of the quantities that determine the space
attenuation coefficient a.
The coefficients Ui, Um and U„ are not independent, but related to each
other by the solubility conditions (VII 5.14-5.16). We distinguish between
pure Alfven waves (Ut^0, Um = Un = 0) and magneto-sound waves (LT, = 0,
l/m5*0, l/n^O). Hence the wave energy flow three-vector W always lies in
the plane through m and «: ( - 1 • W) = 0. For the pure Alfven waves (Ui^ 0)
one arrives at the expression
W>L =

i

2V-lp(iU2vlzosVW,

(3.8)

where b&'•=•sin dm 11 + cos dn" (VII 8.11) denotes the direction of the magnetic field and vA:=(Bll4irp(i)m is the relativistic Alfven velocity. The phase
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velocity V of these Alfven waves is given by (VII 5.17) as V =
±v A cos d ( l + ßlr" 2 with ß A :=u A /c. With the help of this expression we may
write the energy flow for pure Alfven waves in the form
(Bo/4ir)}l72uA(l + ßAT"2bo,

(3.9)

where we used ßlph = BlIAir. We may interpret xhis result as follows. The
Alfven waves transport an energy density equal to iC~2{ph + (Bo/4ir)}LT2 along
the magnetic field lines with a velocity given by uA = ±uA(l + ßA)~"2. Their
propagation, however, is in the direction of n with a velocity given by «A
cos •&. Since •d is the angle between A and the magnetic field lines, the phase
velocity is just the projection of the energy transport velocity uA on the
direction of propagation.
The magneto-sound waves (l/i = 0) have, according to (3.6) and (3.7), an
energy flow given by
= ty-lpb[{UmUncl - v\{- Um cos Ä + Um sin tf)(Um sin fl
+ 17. cos ü)}m*+ {Uld + vA (- I7m cos # + Un sin d » 1 1 ] .

(3.10)

Here cs:=(ynkBTIp(i)V2 is the relativistic sound velocity. This expression
shows that in general also magneto-sound waves transport energy in a
direction different from the direction of propagation n. A discussion of this
phenomenon for the non-relativistic case may be found in reference 4.
For future convenience we will now rewrite the component ( - n • W) of
the wave energy flow as a quantity proportional to the phase velocity V. To
that end we note that the coefficients Um and U„ are related to each other
through the connection
U2nc2s + vA (- Um cos # + U„ sin #) 2
= V2{(UI + I/2,) + ß A( - Um cos # + Un sin d)2},

(3.11)

as follows by multiplying eq. (VII 5.15) with Um, eq. (VII 5.16) with Un and
adding the two resulting equations. Hence the component ( - n • W) for
magneto-sound waves can be expressed as
U- Um cos ti + Utt sintf)2}.

(3.12)

For the pure Alfven waves we may write
(~n-W) = llPhV(l + ßl)Ui,

(3.13)

as may be verified from (3.7) using the expression for the phase velocity of
Alfven waves.
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4. Energy balance equation
We will now derive an energy balance equation for the wave energy flow
W* exp(2an • x). To that end we will make use of the second order transport
equations (VII 4.7). First, however, we have to consider the concept of
entropy production.
According to (I 4.16) one may define the entropy production a by
N N

:=fc

r

BC g2 2S JI Re{*
^ R e f r exp(i kk • x)}]/?" dw,.
tr :=fcec
Re{y,- exp(i k • x
x)}.2y[(Re{Y

(4. ]

Hence the time-average of <s is given by ä exp(2an • x), where the quantity ä
is denned as

ä -Mk*c Re g g | x'&Mf? dcoi,

(4.2)

or, in terms of the inner product (VII 4.21), as
(4.3)

where the effect of the linearized collision operator !£ on an arbitrary set of
functions <p,(p,) is given by
(4.4)

Expanding now ä into the power series
ä = ä<0) + ä° W e ) + äm(iolcf + • • •

(4.5)

one easily verifies that äm = ä(1) = 0, using that x?y is a summational invariant.
We thus find up to second order
ä = ä(2)(Wc)2,

(4.6)

with
w

J

0

)

0

)

(4.7)

Here we need not take the real part of the inner product, since the first order
deviation functions x!" are purely imaginary. [See (VII 7.9, 7.14).]
It will be shown in the next section that the quantity ä(2) can be written as a
sum of products of flows and conjugate forces. Here we will use the
expression (4.7) for ä(Z) to derive the above mentioned energy balance
equation. This derivation proceeds as follows. Take the complex conjugate of
the second order transport equations (VII 4.7) and multiply both sides with
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. One so finds the equation
-i{( P i • uo)+ K(1)(Pi •

ckBTX(0> j | ^ ( x ' 2 * ) , i = 1, • • •, N. (4.8)
One now rewrites the left-hand side of this expression with the help of the
first order transport equations (VII 4.6):

= qjC(pi • E

?,,(X ( 1 ) ),

i= l,...,N.

(4.9)

Next we insert (4.9) into (4.8), multiply the resulting equations with /fq/p° and
integrate them with respect to p.. We then sum over i = 1 , . . . , N and taking
the complex conjugate we obtain
2Ttr(2) + Q\l) • E(1)* = i KmckBT(xm | ( - p • n)Xm) + B(r«iMQß.

(4.10)

Here use has been made of the expressions (VII 2.9), (VII S.3), (VII 6.18) and
the identity (II 2.31). The quantities QV)(l and Qf0", which appear in this
equation, are the first and second order electric current densities, defined by
(VII 4.12).
Consider now the two terms of the right-hand side of (4.10). From the
matrix (VII 4.22) and the expression (VII 6.18) for the zeroth order deviation
functions x?} one may derive the result
m

|(-p

• «)x(0)> = 2V~lUlynkBT.

(4.11)

The other term of the right-hand side contains the electric current density
Q\2)(1, which has to satisfy the subsidiary condition (VII 4.11). Consequently
we have
BFUtoQft = i ( c / 4 i r ) B r u . , , { P » U u + i W ) K } ,

(4.12)

where the tensors P<0)"" and P0'"" are given by (VII 4.10). The peculiar thing
now is that the subsidiary condition (VII 4.11) also implies that the second
term of the right-hand side of (4.12) can be written in terms of the current
density OT":
i(c/4ir)BS"Hl(1P«»EV)K = Q\l)* • E\l) = Q\l) • E\l».

(4.13)
l)(1

m

The second equality follows from the fact that both Q\ and E\ are purely
imaginary. [See (VII section 8).] Hence this term precisely equals the second
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term of the left-hand side of (4.10). A short calculation involving the expression P 0 * " = 2(c/V)K(2)(^Vr+ n"n") now leads to the final result
+ (Bll4ir){U2, cos2 # + ( - Um cos # + Un sin

tf)2}],

(4.14)

(2)

implying that the unknown coefficient K is related to the entropy production.
Further it follows that K(2) is purely imaginary, sinceCT(2)is real. We have used
this property several times before.
Comparison of (4.14) with (3.7) shows that we may write alternatively
(4.15)
or, with (2.17) and (4.6),
Ta = 2a(-n-W),

V>0.

(4.16)

We can rewrite the last equation in the form
Täexp(-2an-x)=-v"-{Wexp(-2an-x)},

V>0,

(4.17)

valid in the global restframe. Here 7 denotes the nabla operator. Hence the
entropy production times the temperature equals minus the divergence of the
wave energy flow. This demonstrates that the eqs. (4.14M4.16) constitute
different forms of the energy balance equation (4.17).
As the form (4.16) shows, the space attenuation coefficient a can be
calculated by considering the entropy production ä. In macroscopic theory
this method has been employed by Landau and Lifshitz in the case of a
non-relativistic neutral gas5) and by Guichelaar in the case of a relativistic
one6). Here the connection between attenuation and entropy production has
been derived from the microscopic transport equations. We thus have shown
that the kinetic theory of hydrodynamic modes leads to the macroscopic
description of absorption in terms of entropy production.
5. Entropy production
We conclude this paper with the elaboration of the entropy production. To
that end we have to introduce the various oscillating fluxes that accompany a
hydromagnetic wave. Define the quantities

j'tof? q dü>„ « = 1,...,N,

(5.1)

and

Nf:=gNn,
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(5.2)

>
i

which, multiplied with the factor exp(i k • x), represent the different particle
fluxes. The (amplitudes of the) particle diffusion flows now follow, according
to (VII A.3), as
x,Nf,

(5.3)

where x; is the fraction njn of component i. In the same way we can define
the (amplitude of the) heat flow by
IS-LTSTuA^-(ph/n)N<f,

(5.4)

where we have used the expression (VII A.20). Combination of (5.3) and (5.4)
yields the expression

H - g mm = l/ST.^S" - £ mfoNtu

(5.5)

for the reduced heat flow. Finally the (amplitude of the) viscous tensor II1"1
reads according to (I 3.16)
with

P. : = c j | J H7kBT - (y - DmMc^p, • 17«) + (y (5.7)
Here the expression for the non-equilibrium hydrostatic pressure is obtained
by generalizing (VII 6.9). We can split off from the viscous tensor the
traceless part
(5.8)
where II:= -(n£/3) is the so-called viscous pressure. One easily verifies that

<nn=(pn

(5.9)

n^-iP^-pi.

(5.10)

and
Note the difference between the expressions (III 3.3) and (5.10): in normal
transport theory the quantity p\ vanishes as a consequence of the conditions
of fit (II 2.25, 2.26).
The zeroth order deviation functions x?} do not contribute to the above
defined fluxes. Hence, if we develop these fluxes into power series in (We),
we can write

it = fi'^(Wc) + • • •, i% = fs,1* = y
<n<"> = <n(1""'>(a)/c)+ • • •,

n = n " W c ) + • • •,

(5.ii)
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where the first order quantities are given by
do>j,

= - c | j | (rnjh, - p, • l / W p ^ / P d»i,

- g rrii

= cg J

(5.12)

(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)

as follows from (5.3), (5.5), (5.9) and (5.10). Here the quantity Q, is denned by
(VII 7.4).
Let us now return to the expression (4.7) for the entropy production. The
first order deviation functions x?\ which occur in this expression, have to
satisfy the set of transport equations (VII 7.8). With the help of this set of
equations we can write äa\ using also the Landau-Lifshitz condition (VII
4.8), as a sum of products of the first order irreversible fluxes and their
conjugate forces:

2T«r(2) = - ( f y* - g m.h.f?}")*Fq, - g /|I)fl*{(Fifl - FNtL) + (q, - qN)E\uJ
n*i

K(1)<nMU1(,> + n ( 1 ) * i K ( "U n .

(5.16)

Here the vectorial driving forces F% and Ft are defined by (VII 7.5) and (VII
7.6) respectively. With this result we conclude the general discussion of
energy transport and dissipation of hydromagnetic waves. In the next paper
we will calculate the space attenuation coefficient, making use of the expressions (3.12) and (3.13) for the component of the wave energy flow in the
direction of propagation, the energy balance equation (4.16) and the expression (5.16) for the entropy production.
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Expressions are given for the space attenuation coefficient of hydromagnetic waves in a relativistic
plasma. By taking into account all transport processes known from the Chapman-Enskog procedure
a hitherto unnoticed dissipative effect is found. A comparison is made with the attenuation of sound
waves in relativistic neutral gases.

1. Introduction
In 1971 Weinberg published an expression for the attenuation coefficient of
sound waves in a simple relativistic neutral gas1). Next, Guichelaar and
co-authors, who independently derived the same result2), also gave the
generalization to multicomponent mixtures3). Moreover, they considered the
relativistic theory of sound both from a macroscopic point of view and within the
framework of relativistic Boltzmann theory.
In the preceding two papers") we have applied the latter kinetic method to a
relativistic plasma. But, in addition, we succeeded to derive the connection
between the kinetic and the macroscopic methods. Hence we can calculate now
the attenuation of hydromagnetic waves using only expressions that refer to
macroscopic phenomena. To that end we give in section 2 a summary of results
obtained so far. In particular, some expressions are mentioned needed to write
the entropy production of hydromagnetic waves in terms of transport
coefficients. Next, in section 3, we consider volume and shear viscosity and
derive final expressions for the entropy production due to these transport
phenomena. In section 4, diffusion, heat conduction and their cross-effects are
treated. Special attention is then paid to the case of a binary mixture of charged
particles. Such a mixture may be encountered in astrophysical applications, and
it is relatively simple to describe, since it exhibits an additional symmetry.
Having determined, for all transport processes, their contribution to the
entropy production, the final expressions for the space attenuation coefficient
can easily be written down. This is done in section 5, where three different cases
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are considered in some detail: pure Alfven waves in general, magneto-sound
waves in a binary mixture of charged particles and pure sound waves in a
multi-component mixture of neutral particles. In the case of magneto-sound
waves a new dissipative effect due to the interplay of electrical and heat
conduction shows up. Finally, in section 6, we discuss the range of validity of the
expressions for the attenuation coefficient. To that end a short calculation of the
ratio of two plasma parameters is carried out in the appendix.

2. Linear laws
In articles VII and VIII* we have derived a number of results which will
enable us now to calculate the attenuation of hydromagnetic waves in a
relativistic plasma. In particular we arrived at the relationship (VIII 4.16)
between the space attenuation coefficient a and the mean entropy production <x
of a hydromagnetic wave:
Tα = -2anIL WM, V > 0.

(2.1)

Here T is the kinetic temperature, W the wave energy flow and n" the
four-vector that reduces to (0, n) in the global restframe with n the direction of
propagation of the wave. Furthermore, V is the phase velocity, which must be
chosen positively in order to get a non-negative value of a. Hence the coefficient
a is determined by the ratio of Tα and the component (-n' 1 W (l ) of the wave
energy flow along the direction of propagation n. [We use the metric g*1" =
diagd, -1,-1,-1).]
Since we have already obtained in our previous article expressions for the
component (— n(1 Wμ), the main thing left to be done is the elaboration of the mean
entropy production ä. This will prove to be rather cumbersome, but it is a
necessary step in arriving at useful expressions for the space attenuation
coefficient a.
Let us list some basic results of the articles VII and VIII. We recall that
hydromagnetic waves can be characterized by a fluid velocity amplitude vector
Ut, which can be decomposed as
U1 = WL + Umm'L + Ulln\

(2.2)

where, just like n", I" and m*1 reduce to purely spacelike vectors, ( 0 , 0 and
(0, m), in the global restframe. The three-vectors I, m and n constitute a
right-handed orthonormal triad and are chosen in such a way that the magnetic
field in equilibrium Bo lies in the plane through m and n. The angle between B o and
* References to one of the articles of this series4'5'6) will be referred to by a Roman numeral.
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n is denoted by 0. Then the waves satisfying U^ 0, Um = Un = 0 turn out to be
pure Alfven waves, while in the case t / | = 0 , Um^O, U^0 we deal with
magneto-sound waves.
The component (-^Wμ) of the wave energy flow can be written in terms of
Uh Um and Un. In the case of magneto-sound waves we have, according to (VIII
3.12),
( - / W „ ) = \pdV{{U2m + V2m) + ß\(-Um cos 0 + Un sin 0)2}

(2.3)

and in the case of pure Alfven waves we find, according to (VIII 3.13),
(-n'1W(1) = |p/JV(l + ß2A)U7-

(2.4)

Here p is the total mass density (in equilibrium) and h is the so-called reduced
enthalpy (in equilibrium), denned by h := h/c2 with h the total specific enthalpy
and c the velocity of light in vacuo. Furthermore, we have ß A ; = vjc with t>A the
relativistic Alfven velocity, defined by uA := (Bo/4irpJi)"2.
As is derived in section 4 of paper VIII, the mean entropy production <J is in
lowest approximation given by
Ö- = ä (2) (ü)/c) 2 ,

(2.5)

with a) the frequency of the wave in the global restframe. According to (VIII
5.16) the quantity ä{2) occurring in this expression can be split into a scalar,
tensorial and vectorial part,
(2.6)
with
(2.7)

Tα?': = i

(2.8)

Tα? := - ^
i(l

- FNlL) + (q, -

(2.9)

Here K ( I ) := (c/V) and i : = V - l . Furthermore, the vectorial driving forces F%
and F ? are defined by (VII 7.5) and (VII 7.6) respectively, and can be written as
UnM'\
Ft = iK(I)2(7 - l)y{(ph/n) - mMc^U«n»,

(2.10)
(2.11)

with y the quotient cplcv of the specific heats, kB Boltzmann's constant, n the
total particle density (in equilibrium) and y the abbreviation
y : = {ykBTnl(y - l)ph}.
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(2.12)

Furthermore m, is the mass of a particle of component i and ht the specific
enthalpy of this component. As is shown by (2.9), the total diffusion driving
forces include the effect of the first order electric field E(i1)fl.
For the definition of the various first order fluxes contributing to the mean
entropy production we refer to section 5 of paper VIII. Here we remark that they
are defined in such a way that they lead to the well-known linear laws. For
instance, by inserting (VII 7.9) into (VIII 5.13) the reduced heat flow I™»2{li mihjljl)|1 can be proven to satisfy Fourier's law (VII A.24) in the form

J m ^
Jj

[f

+ % itiiFt11 - Fit)+ (ft (2.13)

Here 2 d indicates summation over the directions || (parallel), 1 (perpendicular),
and t (transverse). [These directions are defined for any space-like four-vector
X" by the orthogonal trial X*1 := -Bö2B&(BJX„), X 1 ":=X' 1 -X I I ( ' and
X"1 := BöiBS'X„ where B& is the magneticfieldin equilibrium given by (VII 5.6)
and B?" is the Faraday tensor in equilibrium, given by (VII 3.4).] Furthermore,
the transport coefficients f£} and 1% (d = ||, 1, t) occurring in this linear law are
defined by (VII A.25). Similarly the diffusion flows f^, defined by (VIII 5.12),
satisfy Fick's law (VII A. 11) in the form

i=l,...,N-l,

(2.14)

where the transport coefficients 1% and l\ are defined by (VII A. 12). [Note that
the fluxes have to be multiplied by {(We) exp(i kaxo)}, where k" is the wave
four-vector, in order to obtain the right dimension as well as the oscillating
behaviour. The same applies to the forces.]
As is shown by the linear laws (2.13) and (2.14) in connection with (2.10) and
(2.11), it is useful to give expressions for the mutual orthogonal four-vectors ndM
(d = ||, I , t). One may verify that this triad satisfies
n"" = H cos e,
n^ = T sinfl,

(2.15)

ntfl = P sin 0,
where
bg := BölB% = m" sin 0 + n" cos 0,
f : = - m " cos e + n* sinfl.

(2.16)

[See (VII 8.11).] In the global restframe the four-vectors fcg, {•" and P reduce to
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(0, bo), (0,1) and (0,1), where b0, € and I form a right-handed triad of orthonormal
three-vectors, just like I, m and n. The interplay between these two triads, the
one connected with the direction of propagation n and the other with the
direction of the magnetic field b0, is responsible for the above-mentioned
difficulty in the elaboration of the entropy production ä(2> in the case of a plasma.
For that reason we will treat separately the terms ä(s2) and <r(,2), due to scalar and
tensorial transport processes, and the term CT(V2) due to vectorial transport
processes.
3. Viscosity
We first consider the scalar entropy production äf\ As is indicated by (2.7)
this contribution to the total entropy production is due to the phenomenon of
volume viscosity. The linear law that governs the volume viscosity follows by
insertion of (VII 7.9) into (VIII 5.15) and reads
n ( 1 ) = iTrvK(I)un,

(3.1)
7

with Tjv the coefficient of volume viscosity, defined by (III 3.9) ). Hence we find
with (2.7)

T<r? = hy*Ul

(3.2)

Consequently, only waves with a significant longitudinal component Un are
damped by volume viscosity.
The shear viscosity affects all hydromagnetic waves, since without a
perturbation of the hydrodynamical velocity field there is no wave at all. The
contribution of shear viscosity to the entropy production, however, has, in the
presence of a magnetic field, a complicated structure, since the shear viscosity is
a tensorial phenomenon. In paper III of this series we have analysed this
tensorial character with the help of a coordinate system in which the positive
x-axis is situated in the direction of the magnetic field. It is convenient to use here
the right-handed triad of orthonormal three-vectors &0, | and ( (see 2.16). By
identifying the direction of the x-, y- and z-axes with b0, £ and 1 respectively, we
can easily transfer the results obtained in paper III to the case considered here.
To that end we first decompose the fluid velocity vector Ut along the
directions of this triad*
U? = (-17, • bo)bg + (-17, • I-)? + Ur.

(3.3)

Since we have
nß = b$cos 0 + ^ sine,
* We will frequently use the notation a • b = a ^ .
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(3.4)

as follows from (2.15), the decomposition of U? yields for the traceless gradient
tensor iK(1)<n(tU1„> the expression
iKW(n»Uiv) = iK(1)[cos 9(-U{ • bo)<Mo,>
+ {cos 0 ( - U , • & + sin 0(-U, • bo)}<bo>l&>
+ sin Ö(- U, • £)<^„> + U,{cos 0<bO(X> + sin 0<£J „>}].

(3.5)

The gradient tensor possesses, for hydromagnetic waves, no component
proportional to <^ !„). From the scheme below formula (3.27) in paper III we can
derive, with the help of this expression, that the traceless viscous pressure tensor
(nWliV), defined by (VIII 5.14), is given by
n<I)|UF = iK(1)[cos 0(-tf,
+ {cos 0(-U,
+sin 0 ( - u , .
+ Ü,

s

i

n

0

{

2

T

,

}

+ Ü, cos 0{2t,3<bgr>- 2Tj5<b8O}],

(3.6)

where the coefficients TJ,, . . . , TJ5 are the coefficients of shear viscosity, defined in
(III 3.23-3.27). These coefficients are chosen according to the scheme proposed
by Hooyman, Mazur and de Groot8). The tensorial entropy production (2.8) now
follows by employing the mathematical identity
<a"b*X^d,> = i(a • c){b • d) + i(a • d){b • c) - \ ( a • b)(c • d).

(3.7)

In the case of magneto-sound waves ((J| = 0) we thus arrive at the expression
Tä?> = k(1)2[cos 0 ( - U , • boKcos 0(-U, • bo) - sin 0(-U, • ^ T J ,
+ {cos 0(-U, • ?) + sin 0(-U, • bo)}2T]3
+ sin2 0(-Ut - £)2(2T,2-iT,,)],

(3.8)

while in the case of pure Alfven waves we obtain
T ä P = 2K(I)2U2{T,3 COS2 0 + (2TJ2 - T),) sin2 0}.

(3.9)

We observe that only the coefficients TJI, TJ2 and T)3 play a role in these
expressions: the other coefficients have, according to (III 3.26, 3.27), the
property TJ,(B0) = - T ? J ( - B 0 ) (i = 4,5) and, therefore, cannot contribute to the
entropy production, which is invariant under a reversal of the magnetic field.
Note that both results are identical if the magneto-sound wave reduces to a pure
Alfven wave, i.e. if 0 = 0, (-17, • ba) = 0 and ( - U , • 0 = Um.
We will now rewrite the expressions (3.2), (3.8) and (3.9) in their final form. In
the case of pure Alfven waves it suffices to insert K ( " 2 = (c 2 /«icos 2 0)(1 +
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(see VII 5.17). We then find from (3.9) as final result
+ (2il2- tj.) sin2 0}.

L3

(3.10)

Since Um = U„ = 0 for Alfven waves, this quantity is proportional to the square
of the fluid three-velocity Uu defined by

Uh-iVl+Ul+Ub.

(3.11)

For future convenience we need to make this proportionality more explicit also
in the expressions (3.2) and (3.8) valid for magneto-sound waves. To that end we
consider the relation between the two velocity components Um and Un of a
magneto-sound wave. According to (VII 5.21) this relation can be written as
Um_

Un~

PAO -

ß2) sin 8 cos 0

n

V z - u A ( l - ß 0 cos'0'

K

.-

'

with ß := (K01)"1 = Vic. Furthermore, we may deduce from (VII 5.20) that
( V 2 - c & V 2 - v\(\ - ß2) cos2 0} = V2»A(1 - ß2) sin2 0.

(3.13)

These two equations can be used to derive the four relations
U m {V 2 - «2A(1 - ß2)}/«2A(l - ß2),

sin 0 ( - U , • b„)

cos 0(-U, • b0) = Uttc2s cos 2 0/V2,

(3.14)
(3.15)

cos Bi-Ui • £) = -UmV2/t;2A(l - ß \

(3.16)

sin 0(-l7, • | ) = U n ( V 2 - cfcos 2 0)/V2.

(3.17)

Finally it follows from (3.12) and (3.13) that the relation between the longitudinal
component Un and the fluid three-velocity [/, is given by
Ul _ V 2 {V 2 -« AU-β 2 ) cos 2 0}
I7i

G

( 3 1 8 )

'

where we abbreviated
G := V 4 - v \ { \ - ß 2 ) c l c o s z 0 .
(3.19)
With the help of these last two expressions we can rewrite the scalar entropy
production (32) in the final form
JG-1 V 2 {V 2 - v\(l - ß2) cos 2 0}.

(3.20)

In the same way, using (3.12)-(3.19), we arrive at the final expression for the
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tensorial entropy production (3.8) of magneto-sound waves

x f c2 cos2 0(2c2 cos2 6 - V*^n, + ( V a - c2cos2

Ö) 2 (2T} 2 -|T,,)}

We thus have eliminated in (3.2) and (3.8) the components Un, (-Ui • b0) and
(-Ui • g) and obtained two expressions proportional to U}.

4. Diffusion and heat conduction

We now proceed to determine the vectorial entropy production. It will turn out
that even in the absence of a magnetic field this vectorial contribution differs
from the corresponding expression in the neutral case. This difference is due to
the occurrence in a plasma of an electric field. In the case of hydromagnetic
waves this electric field is, in first order, given by (VII 8.5),
E«>» = (fr-'riQ^i - QFI),

(4.1)

where (tr"1)'"' is the electrical resistivity tensor, defined by (VII 8.3,8.4), Q(,'v the
total electric current density and Qp'11 the current density due to the thermodynamic forces F£ and Ft (i = 1,..., N), see (VII 8.5). Since E^ is such a
complicated quantity, the total diffusion driving forces Dj1)(1, defined by
(Ft - Fft) + E^,

i = 1 , . . . , N - 1,

(4.2)

are functions of many parameters. Consequently, it only makes sense to write
the vectorial entropy production in terms of these parameters in specific cases.
We will consider two of these cases: the pure Alfven waves and. for a Wn?ry
mixture (N = 2), the magnetosound waves. But first we will split off the
contribution of the electric field to the entropy production from the other terms.
For any pair space-like four-vectors K* and L" the following rules of
calculation hold:

(4.3)
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Using these rules one may verify, with the help of the Onsager relations f?q = 1%,
the expression (4,1) for the electric field and the linear laws (2.13) and (2.14), that
the vectorial entropy production (2.9) satisfies
Tä(v2) = 2K(i)ic-\y - 1) 2 U 2 |(1 - y)2(fqqcos2 0 + Vq\ sin2 0)
N-l

- 2(1 - y)y 2 (mjh, - ntNhNX'lq cos 2 0 + lfq sin2 0)
N-l N
N--1l

1
y (Mijh; ~ fnnh^Mtfiih; — ntjifhNX'ii cos~ 0 + I ,•. sin' 0) *

i=1

P\
j=1

J

( )(1

- M * + O F + 2P (Q^ • DHv'XAQ?" - Qf).

(4.4)

The last term of the right-hand side may be considered as the influence of the
electric field on the entropy production. It is interesting to consider this influence
for a vanishing magnetic field. The hydrodynamic waves then reduce to pure
sound waves with phase velocity cs:= (ykBTnlptiy12. [See (VII 5.19.] The
entropy production due to vectorial transport processes thus reads for Bo = 0:

Tα? = kclcsfc;\y - 1)2U2{(1 - yfl'l- 2y(l - y) 2 ("»ih, ~ mNhN)f\q
N-l N-l

2 X {mih, -

mNhN)(mjhj - m N h N )

-\Ql?*-Q{P).

(4.5)

Here we have used that in an unmagnetized plasma the perpendicular transport
coefficients reduce to the parallel ones and that Q\l)IL = 0, as follows from (VII
8.12). Theright-handside of this expression consists of two terms. The first term
is the one we also encounter in the case of a mixture of neutral gases3). The
second term including the parallel coefficient of electrical conductivity a"
represents, for a vanishing magnetic field, the contribution of the electric field to
the entropy production. Note that this term is negative, since Q(F* • Q(F < 0- One
may verify with the help of (VII 8.6, 8.7) that for a binary mixture (N = 2) we
have
Q<!>* . Q«> = -o*(clctfc:\y

- 1)2U2{(1 - y)2(l!Vll.)

- 2 y ( l - yXntifc, - m2hjl\q + y 2 (m,h, - m2hj%}.

(4.6)

Hence for an unmagnetized binary plasma the vectorial entropy production
reduces to
- y)2X«,

(4.7)

where we introduced the coefficient \" := T"'{f^- (f^/'li)}- Since an analogous
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simplification takes place in the presence of a magnetic field, we will discuss its
origin shortly hereafter within the context of magneto-sound waves.
We now turn our attention again to the general expression (4.4). In the case of
pure Alfven waves we have no longitudinal component of the hydrodynamic
velocity LT,: Un = 0. Consequently, the thermodynamic forces F£ and F?
(i = l , , . . , N ) vanish so that Q(p)fI = 0 and the vectorial entropy production only
consists of the Joule heating:

Tα? = -\Q^(<T-\vQr

= -4(QV>* • EV).

(4.8)

We can further elaborate this result with the help of the expression (VII8.16) for
the current density and the expression (VII 8.17) for the electric field of a pure
Alfven wave. We then arrive at the result
!nsin2 0},

(4.9)

where the coefficients of magnetic viscosity TJ'J,, and TJ„ are defined by (VII8.18)
as Tjm := {c2(o-~')d/4'jr} with (o-~')d the coefficients of electrical resistivity (VII
8.4).
Finally we consider the case of magneto-sound waves in a binary mixture
(N = 2). Such a mixture exhibits only one independent diffusion flow IV^ which
is directly related to the electric current density through the relation I\m =
(qi-q^'QV 1 1 - Hence the vectorial entropy production (2.9) can be written

-

m>hl

~ m 2 h 2 Q ( , 1 ) 4 * F q ( t - kQV'*' By),

(4.10)

where the generalized electric field DV)(l is defined by (4.2). As is shown by (VII
8.14), one can derive that UV'11 satisfies
(4.11)
d

where the coefficients i^ are defined by (VII8.15). [Here we have added the term
including Q',1*1, which is omitted in (VII8.14), since Q ( , * = 0 for magneto-sound
waves.]
We now observe that Fourier's law (2.13) for a binary mixture reduces to
,

(4.12)

where the coefficients ^td are the electro-thermal coefficients, defined by (VII
8.7) as <£d, := (q, - qdT~xi%. Here we have used the Onsager relations fd, = fdq
(d = ||, _L, t). Insertion of (4.11) into (4.12) yields, with (VII 8.15), the alternative
expression
m,h,-m2h2(

„ j

( 4

,3)
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where new coefficients of heat conduction appear, given by

1

A := T - ' ^ + 4W+ i\q+\

(4.14)

Hence the coefficients i//d form, apart from a minus sign, the proportionality
factors between the total current density QVV and the reduced heat flow
accompanying it. Moreover, we note that in case of vanishing current density,
QV^ = 0, the linear law (4.13) reduces to
J ^ = 2 TA d F$\

(4.15)

d

The coefficients Ad thus constitute the coefficients of thermal conductivity as
usually defined9), i.e. with respect to the heat flow f y)(* when the electric current
density vanishes.
With the help of (4.11) and (4.13) we can write the vectorial entropy production
(4.10) in the form

Q\1*) + («r"V(Q{ l u * • QVU)}.

(4.16)

We now recall that, according to (VII 8.12), the electric current density for
magneto-sound waves is given by Q(,1)fl = i(Bo/4<Tr)(-l/, • | ) ( K - 1)P. We so
find with the help of (2.10), (2.15), (3.12)-(3.19) the final expression for the
vectorial entropy production of magneto-sound waves in a binary mixture
(1)2

Tα? = |(c/V)2l7?G-'[{V2(l + ßl cos2 0) - v\ cos2 0}
x {(y - 1)2(1 - y)2T(A» cos2 0 + Ax sin2 0)}
+ 2VVA(1 - ß 2 ) sin2 0(7 - 1)(1 - y)phßö'c^
,

(4.17)

where t/m is the perpendicular coefficient of magnetic viscosity (see above). This
final expression is the generaHzation of (4.7) to the case B o * 0. Comparison of it
with the right-hand side of (4.4) shows that a drastic rearranging of terms and, at
the same time, a considerable simplification has taken place. The explanation of
this rather surprising phenomenon is that in a binary mixture the electric current
density uniquely fixes the diffusion flow. As a consequence, no diffusion can take
place if the electric current density vanishes. Such a situation occurs, for
instance, in an unmagnetized plasma and has the effect that only the heat flow
Jq"*1 contributes to the vectorial entropy production, as is shown by (4.7).
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\:

S. The space attenuation coefficient
The expressions obtained in sections 3 and 4 constitute the elements, which,
combined, yield the total entropy production of a hydromagnetic wave. This
total entropy production determines, according to (2.1), the magnitude of the
space attenuation coefficient a. Hence we can now easily derive final expressions for this coefficient. This will be done for the case of pure Alfven waves
(A) and for the case of magneto-sound waves in a binary mixture (B).
Moreover we will consider the attenuation of pure sound waves in a relativistic mixture of neutral particles (C), since the corresponding attenuation
coefficient can be used in theories of galaxy formation').
A. Pure Alfven waves. The phase velocity of pure Alfven waves is given
by V = ±t>Acos 0(1 + ßjO""2. With the help of this expression we can derive
from (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) that the connection between total entropy production and attenuation coefficient for Alfven waves reads
TcJ(2)(Wc)2 = apüvA |cos 0|(1 + ß])mUl

(5.1)

Further it follows from (3.10) and (4.9) that T<r<2> is given by
T<f <2) =

2 «.* ™3flK* + 0 AH7!* COS2 0 + (2T)2 - T),) sin2 0}
i cos2 e + (1 + ßtfvl

sin2

fl}].

(5.2)

Hence the space attenuation coefficient for pure Alfven waves is found to be
« = 2 ^ | c o s 0|' ( 1+ ß2*)""2«1 + ß AX"3 C O S 2 e + 0-Vi ~ v.) sin2 0}
Lsin 2 0.

(5.3)

with the so-called coefficients of kinematic viscosity defined by
vx := (ptt)-\„

i = 1,..., 5.

(5.4)

This result shows that for 6 = 0 the damping of Alfven waves is determined
by the coefficients v3 and T ^ . Since these coefficients depend on the magnetic
field strength, strong magnetic fields can influence considerably the
mechanism of attenuation. As remarked earlier (VII, section 8), for 0 -» ±ir/2
the expression (5.3) diverges so that the damping becomes infinitely large. Our
description of the attenuation of Alfven waves then becomes inadequate.
B. Magneto-sound waves in a binary mixture. The expression for the
attenuation of magneto-sound waves in a binary mixture is of a more
complicated structure. With (2.1), (2.3) and (2.5) we can derive that for these
waves the connection
= apfiV{(U2m +U2J + ßl(-[/,

- £ft,

V > 0,

(5.5)
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holds. By making use of (3.12), (3.16M3.18) we can rewrite this connection in
the form
T ä ( V / c ) 2 = apbV(U2m + U & l + G-'ß2AV2(V2 - c 2 cos2 0)}, V > 0, (5.6)
with G given by (3.19). As follows from (3.20), (3.21) and (4.17), the quantity
Tä(2> in the left-hand side of this expression is given by
*<2> = \{clV)\U2m + U*>G-X[{V\1 + PACOS 2 0 ) - t>2Acos2 0}
x {(y - if (I - y)2T(A» cos2 0 + A x sin2 0)

+ 2VVA(1 - ß2) sin2 0( 7 - 1)(1 - y)phBöxcifil

+ (V2 - a { ( 2 ^ f f " ^ cos2 0 7,3 + V ^ l - ß V i i } } (5-7)
Combination of these two results yields the final expression for the space
attenuation coefficient of magneto-sound waves in a binary mixture:
p 4 ( l + ßTO - vId cos2 0}-'[{ V2(l + ßI cos2 0) - vI cos2 0}

a =

x |(T/ph)(7 - 1)2(1 - y)2(A» cos2 0 + \ x sin2 0)

c 2 cos 2 0(2c 2 cos 2 0-V 2 )4
5

+ 2Vt)A(l - ß 2 ) sin2 0 ( 7 -1)(1 - y ) B ö W
+

(V2- c^-fito-f2*

cos2 0 ,3 + V2d - ß^i}\

(5.8)

This expression differs, apart from the relativistic corrections, in various
aspects from most results used in treatments on magnetohydrodynamics. One
difference originates from the incorporation of electro-thermal effects10) implying the introduction of the new coefficients of heat conduction (4.14). A
second difference is the occurrence of transport coefficients that depend on
the magnetic field strength such AL. XX and v3. Finally, the term including the
transport coefficients t//1 has, to c w knowledge, never been found before. As
is shown by (3.13) this term only contributes if V2 differs both from c\ and
from vA (l - ß2) cos2 0. This behaviour is easy to understand when one recalls
that t//1 describes a cross-effect between the electric current density and the
heat flow. The solution V2 = c\ corresponds to the pure sound wave pro172

pagating parallel to the magnetic field. This pure sound wave has, according to
(VII 8.12), vanishing electric current density. In the same way the heat flow
vanishes if V2 = v\(\ - ß2) cos 2 0, since then we deal with a pure Alfven wave.
We conclude the discussion of relativistic magneto-sound waves with the
remark that the the term in the right-hand side of (5.8) due to heat conduction
can be rewritten by making use of the perfect gas property
_
c c ( 7 - D = nkB/p.

"" (5.9)

To that end one first deduces with the help of the expression for the sound
velocity c 2 = (yk^Tnlpti) the relation
(5.10)
which one then inserts into (5.8). It is easy to see that the expression for the
space attenuation coefficient, which one so obtains, constitutes in several
ways a generalization of the non-relativistic result derived in a macroscopic
way by Sirotina and Syrovatskii11).
C. Sound waves in neutral gases. In mixtures of neutral particles there are
no charge flows: QV)(l = QjP" = 0. Furthermore, the presence of a magnetic
field does not influence the transport phenomena. Hence the total entropy
production of sound waves in a neutral gas is given by

77r<2) = \{clcsfUl[c;\y
N-l N-l

2 2

- 1)2{(1 - y ) 2 ^ -2y(l - y) g (m^ - mNhN)iiq

jhj - m N h N )ii, j + ^T) + t)v I,

(5.11)

as follows from (3.20), (3.21) and (4.4). [Here we have suppressed in the
notation of transport coefficients a number of indices that have no meaning in
a neutral gas.] Since the component of the wave energy flow (-n • W) now
reduces to (-n • W) = \pficsU2m this total entropy production satisfies the
connection

(5.12)
The space attenuation coefficient of sound waves in a neutral gas is thus given
by
-y)2f^-2y(l-y)21
i=1
N-l N-l

- mNhN)l,j t + ^v + vA-

(5.13)

This expression is, although slightly different in appearance, identical to the
one derived by Guichelaar3). In the case of a binary mixture of neutral
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particles we can write (5.13) as follows:

x {(l - yxrlq/fn) - yCm.h, - m2hdf+h

+nJ,

(5.14)

where again we have introduced the "true" coefficient of heat conduction
}.

(5.15)

We can also introduce the diffusion coefficient D and the thermal diffusion
coefficient DΓ, which are defined by
(5.16)
with Xi and x2 the number fractions of the two constituents. In terms of these
phenomenological coefficients the space attenuation coefficient of a binary
mixture reads
a -

2c\ph

^ ^

"

^

h

]

(5.17)

where kT := (TDT/D) is a thermal diffusion factor. For the derivation of this
result one needs the relations (7 - l)y = (cjc)2 = (ykBTnlph) (see 2.12). We
note that in the non-relativistic limit the expression (5.17) reduces to the one
obtained by Köhler12).
It is interesting to compare this attenuation coefficient to that of an
unmagnetized plasma (Bo = 0). One may verify, using (4.7), that in that case
the sound waves are damped according to the formula
2c

Comparison of (5.17) and (5.18) shows clearly that in an unmagnetized binary
plasma, contrarily to the situation in a neutral gas, there is no attenuation due
to diffusion. As is explained in the previous section, this phenomenon arises
from the intimate relationship between diffusion flow and electric current
density in a binary plasma.
6. Conclusion
With these expressions we conclude the kinetic theory of hydromagnetic
waves in a relativistic plasma. As starting point for this theory we have used
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the relativistic Boltzmann equation. We thus have tacitly assumed that the
magnetic field does not interfere with the process of a collision. As is shown
in the appendix, this means that the magnetic field must be weak enough in
order that the Alfven velocity can satisfy the inequality
{vJc)2<(.2Ps:hJph),

(6.1)

where peK is the enthalpy density of the electrons and ph the total enthalpy
density. According to this inequality the Alfven velocity «A should be less
than the speed of light.
For stronger magnetic fields one must use a "magnetic" collision operator,
which includes the influence of the magnetic field on the collision process.
However, if such a modified collision operator again has N + 4 linear independent collision invariants, then the expressions for the space attenuation
coefficient that one would obtain in this case are identical to those derived
here. The only difference is that the transport coefficients then have to be
determined using the magnetic collision term. In non-relativistic theory this
property of the magnetic collision operator has actually been found, since the
dependence of the non-relativistic collision term on the magnetic field can be
described satisfactorily by a modification only of the Coulomb logarithm1314).
It thus seems justified to present here the expressions for the attenuation
coefficient a without restricting their applicability to the region where

(vjc)2<{2pehjph).
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Appendix A
The use of the Boltzmann collision term presupposes that the magnetic field
has no influence on the process of a collision. This means that the Larmor
radius of colliding particles must be large with respect to the two-particle
correlation distance, i.e., with respect to the Debye length AD. One can define
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a mean Larmor radius r L for singly charged particles through
rL := ( c ^ / e ^ o ) " 2 , where p 1 is a mean square three-momentum. As is shown
by (VI A. 12), a good measure for p 1 in the case of electron-proton encounters
is constituted by the formula p 7 « (JcBT/c)2zefie, where h e is the specific reduced
enthalpy of the electrons and ze := (m e c 2 /k B T) with me the electron mass. We
may also use this expression in the case of an electron-positron plasma, as
may be verified by comparing (VI A. 12) and (VI A. 15). The Debye length
being given by Xf/ := SJUi (4irnkqilkBT), with qk the charge of component k,
we arrive for a locally neutral plasma (n{ = n2, qi = - q 2 = e) at the condition
(rL/AD)2

(A.1)

which must hold in order that one may neglect the effect of the magnetic field
on the collision process. Since ß \ = (Bo/4irph), we can rewrite this inequality
in the form

ßl<(2pehjph),

(A.2)

where pehe is the enthalpy density of the electrons. Hence, for strong
magnetic fields, such that ß2A becomes comparable with the ratio (pehjph), the
Boltzmann collision term is no longer valid.
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General expressions are derived for the transport coefficients related to the vectorial transport
phenomena in a plasma. As an example, the electrical conductivity of the cosmological fluid is
calculated.

1. Introduction

The aim of the present paper is to illustrate how the formalism of the preceding
articles can be used to obtain concrete numerical results. As an example, we
choose the electrical conductivity of the cosmological fluid of the early universe.
The paper has been set up in the following way. In section 2 we give the general
formulae for all transport coefficients related to the vectorial transport phenomena
in a plasma. In this same section we also cast the linear algebraic equations
determining the transport coefficients into a symmetric form. In section 3 these
general results are used to calculate the electrical conduction of a locally neutral,
three-component plasma in the presence of a magnetic field. In this particular case,
one component of the system is supposed to consist of neutral particles. In section
4 we consider the special cases of a positron-electron-photon and a
proton-electron-photon mixture. Moreover, we give the electrical conductivity of
a four-component system composed of electrons, positrons, photons and protons.
We then are ready to discuss, in the final section 5, the electrical conductivity
of the cosmological fluid for three successive stages in. the development of the early
universe: the lepton era, the plasma era and an intermediate stage which we shall
refer to as the annihilation era.
The article ends with a number of appendices. Appendix A is concerned with
some details on the derivation of the expression for the electrical conductivity of
a positron-proton-electron-photon mixture. This expression is needed for the
annihilation era.
The remaining appendices B, C and D supplement the main text by explicating
the calculation of the lowest order collision brackets pertaining to Compton-,
Moller-, Bhabha- and Mott scattering.
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2. Symmetrization of the Lorentz force matrices

In article II of this series* we showed that, in the presence of a magnetic field,
those transport coefficients which characterize the vectorial transport phenomena
in a plasma satisfy certain symmetry relations, the so-called Onsager relations. In
contrast to the situation encountered in the corresponding nonrelativistic context,
the Onsager relations were found to be valid in only one specific system of
reference. This particular frame, defined by the condition that with respect to it
there is no net energy flow, has been named Landau-Lifshitz system.
We also recall (section 3 of article IV) that not only the exact, but also the
approximate vectorial transport coefficients obey the Onsager symmetry relations.
Nevertheless, the actual calculation of an approximate transport coefficient starts
at a stage in which this symmetry is hidden. In fact, the algebraic equations
underlying the expressions for the transport coefficients have a matrix of
coefficients which is asymmetric due to a Lorentz force term. What we will do first
in this section is to bring this matrix on a symmetric form, with the help of the
Landau-Lifshitz condition. The symmetry of the transport coefficients thus
becomes manifest throughout all of the calculation. In practice this has the
advantage that fewer matrix elements have to be calculated.
At the same time we switch from the mass diffusion formalism to the particle
diffusion formalism, which is better suited to the treatment of massless particles
such as photons or neutrinos. (The relationship of these two formalisms are
discussed in the appendix to article VII; in agreement with the convention adopted
there, quantities in the particle diffusion formalism will be supplied with a tilde.)
Let us consider the functions bJlf\B) (/ = 1 , . . . , N; j = 1 , . . . , N - 1;
s=0,,..,p)
introduced in (IV 3.29), with B the magnetic field strength. These
functions determine the/rth approximation to the diffusion coefficients in the mass
diffusion formalism and satisfy the linear algebraic equations (IV 3.32)

k = \,2,...,N;

y= 1,2,...,#-1;

r = 0 . 1 , . ..,p.

(2.1)

Here the collision brackets bklrs are defined in (IV 3.13). Moreover, we abbreviated
(2.2)

where 5kl is the Kronecker delta and q, is the electric charge of a particle belonging
to species / (/ = 1 , . . . , N). Further p, n and h refer to the total mass density, the
total particle density and the total specific enthalpy, respectively, while kB is
* References to one of the preceding articles of this series1'2) will be indicated by a Roman numeral.
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Boltzmann's constant and T denotes the kinetic temperature. Finally, the quantities ß'kr and ßkr occurring in (2.1) and (2.2) are defined by (IV 3.12) and (IV 3.28).
As is shown in paper IV, the matrix dklrs describes the effect of the Lorentz force
due to the magnetic field. Hence we may call dklrs the "Lorentz force matrix". It
is easy to see that the second term of (2.2) is asymmetric with respect to the
simultaneous change of the indices (k, I) and the indices (r, s). (Since at nonrelativistic temperatures the hydrostatic pressure nkBT is much smaller than the
enthalpy density ph, which then tends to the rest mass energy density pc2, with
c the velocity of light, this asymmetry is a purely relativistic phenomenon.)
In contrast to dkln, the collision bracket bUrs is symmetric. We may show this
property by writing bUn first as a linear combination of the vectorial brackets b'kirs
and b'klm defined by (V 6.1) and (V 6.2), respectively
(2.3)
(lyi/A
\
From the expressions (V 6.1) and (V 6.2) one can deduce, with the help of an
elementary symmetrization procedure3), that the partial brackets have the properties

Kir, = bfcr,

b"Un = b'klsr.

(2.4)

Using (2.3) and (2.4) one easily concludes that the collision brackets satisfy the
symmetry relations
'
bklr, = b,ksr.

(2.5)

This is one of the basic properties underlying the Onsager reciprocity relations.
We will now use the Landau-Lifshitz condition to get rid of the above
mentioned asymmetry of the Lorentz force matrices. To that end we need the
following properties:
ß'k0 = 3nk/n,

ß'ki = 3pkhk/nkBT,

tß*o = 0> i = h...,N-\,

(2.6)

(2.7)

jt=i
N

N

Ä

e

£ «o. I***e = O.
k=1

(2.8)

f=1

which are given by (IV A.8-A.10) and (IV 3.15). Here pk, nk and hk are the mass
density, the particle density and the specific enthalpy of component k. It follows
from these properties that the set of equations (2.1) is dependent, as may be seen
by setting r = 0 and summing over k. Consequently, we may throw away one of
the equations characterized by r = 0, for instance the one with k = 1, and replace
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it by the Landau-Lifshitz condition in the form (IV 3.33)

£ I ßl+H"KB) = 0, j = l,2,...,N-l.

(2.9)

Next, we perform the replacements
pßl-^nßl,

bf/\B)-*ßjl"\B),

(2.10)

in order to pass on to the particle diffusion formalism. [See (VII A.29, A.30).] We
then arrive at the following independent set of equations:

£
k = \,2,..*,N;

j=\,2,...,N-l;

r =0 , l , . . . , p ,

(2.11)

of which the solutions B^p)(B) determine the pth approximation to the diffusion
coefficients /"§ (IV 3.30, 3.31):

/|<p> + i/|p) = lnkjiT f t PJ2KB),

(2.12)

A r = l r= 0

£

W

(2.13)

k=\r=0

Here we have used the replacements (2.10). The identity (2.7) reads in the particle
diffusion formalism
; £ # o= 0, i = l , . . . , J V - l ,

(2.14)

so that one may write alternatively
(2.15)

t

i^i">(0),

(2.16)

t=l+irOr =O

where we have introduced new quantities y^\B),
k = l,2,...,N;

defined by
r= 0 , 1 , . . . , p .

(2.17)

In order tc utilize these alternative expressions one must rev/rite the set (2.11) in
terms of the new unknowns y*?. The complex matrix of coefficients pertaining
ISO

to the set of equations which one then obtains is still asymmetric. But since
does not contribute to the diffusion coefficients (2.15) and (2.16), we eliminate this
coefficient to obtain the smaller set of equations

r = 0,

k = 2,,..,N;

r = 1 , .. . , / > ,

k = \,..,,N

(2.18)

with
N

nk T

d ß i + \

rf

Z

w.
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as may be verified with the help of (2.6) and (2.8). The new Lorentz force matrix
eMrs so obtained can be written, according to (2.2) and (2.6),
nk. T
ekl,s = lAlß'lj + , - "T^- (<llß'ks+lßb+qkßi+\

ß'lcr)

which, in contrast to dklrs, turns out to be symmetric:
e

klrs — elksr •

(2-21)

Let us now return to the transport coefficients. Combining (2.IS) and (2.18) yields
the expressions
NN
k=l+SrOl=l+S]O
X

S

f,\bkirs

r = 0J = 0 \

+ — eki,s)yJk{,pXB)yik'>)(B).
Pc

(2.22)

)

Since the matrix [bklrs + i(pc)-'2tew,J is symmetric with respect to the simultaneous
change of the indices k and /, and r and s, the right-hand side of (2.22) is invariant
under the interchange of the indices i and j . Hence, not only the exact, but also
the approximate diffusion coefficients satisfy the Onsager reciprocity relations.
This result, noted already at the end of section 3 in article IV, is thus found back
here on an algebraic level.
In a similar way we can determine the pth approximation to the diffusion
thermo-coefficients 1*,. Using ßk0 = 0, eq. (IV 3.16), one can verify that these
coefficients are given by
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N

F

p

f L £ ßkry'lr\B) •

(2.23)

A=lr=1
N

p

y T ßkry^\0),

(2.24)

*~1r=1

where the functions y'k?\B) are again the solutions of (2.18).
Next, we can rewrite the set of algebraic equations (IV 3.14) describing the
phenomena of heat conduction,

ts

{

t(bklrs +

jceklr^ynB)^p-%r,

r=0,

k = 2,...,N;

r = \,...,p,

k = \,...,N.

(2.25)

Here the Landau-Lifshitz condition has been used in the form (IV 3.18). In terms
of the functions ykpXB), the pth approximation to the coefficients of heat
conduction T',* reads
*=lr=l

t=1r=1

as follows from (IV 3.20, 3.24). Similarly, and finally, the thermal diffusion
coefficients tfq, defined by (VII A. 12), are given in the pth approximation by the
expressions:
(2.28)
_

(2.29)

Note that for p = 0 the right-hand sides vanish, since y$ = 0 (k = 2,..., N) due
to the fact that ßk0 = 0(k = 2,..., N). It is now simple to show that the right-hand
sides of (2.23) and (2.28) yield identical results. Thus we arrive at the reciprocity
relations

2

/ 5 " . ^ ='I 00 * < H | , 1 , / ; U = 1 , 2 , . . . , A T - 1 ,

(2.30)

for the pth approximations to the vectorial transport coefficients.
3. Electrical conduction of a ternary plasma
Consider a locally neutral, N component plasma in which the pressure,
temperature and composition are uniform. In such a system the electrical
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conduction current is given by Ohm's law (VII A. 17),
(3.1)
where d = | , -L, t stands for parallel, perpendicular or transverse to the magnetic
field. The electrical conductivities <fd are
JV-I N-\

^= I I *$.
/=J

(3-2)

y=1

where we introduced "partial electrical conductivities" given by
^'=(9.-?ivX^-rfj.

(3.3)

Note that the simple relation (3.2)-(3.3) between electrical conductivities and
diffusion coefficients is valid only in a locally neutral system, i.e., when

£ «,<?, = 0 .

(3.4)

i=1

In general, also the thermal diffusion coefficients come into play (cf. VII A. 18).
In the following section we will study a positron-electron-photon and a
proton-electron-photon system. It is the aim of this section to specialize our
general results so as to be applicable directly to both of these systems.
Let the figures 1, 2 and 3 stand for the component with positive charge
(e+ or p), the electron (e~) and the photon (y). The charges then are given by
qi

= e, q2=-e,

q, = 0,

(3.5)

so that

Hence,

For a ternary mixture (N = 3), eq. (2.15) yields for the zero-order (p = 0) diffusion
coefficients

£y(0) + i/f' = \nksT X ßiy$\B).

(3.8)

Now supply all transport coefficients occurring in (3.7) with a superscript (0) and
substitute (3.8) into the right-hand side. This leads to
(3.9)
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The coefficients ß are given by
töo = 3 X t (x,-Ä„),

(3.10)

[cf. (IV A. 10), (VII A.28) and (VII A.7)]. Local neutrality implies, for the
particular ternary mixture that we are considering, that the numbers of positively
and negatively charged particles are equal, and so are the particle fractions, i.e.,
(3.11)

JC,=X2.

Formally, this can be verified by substituting the charges (3.5) into the condition
of local neutrality (3.4). The /T^ thus are found to be

A> =

fö>=3*,x3,

(3.12)

so that the electrical conductivities (3.9), with (VII A. 19), reduce to
y^))

(313)

The coefficients y are the solutions of the algebraic set of equations (2.18). In the
present case this set reduces to

«ooW
PC

(^Bn- I fi u .

*=2,3.

(3.14)

J

It thus follows that
np

v

D(B)

'

with D(B) the determinant of the (symmetric) matrix of coefficients figuring in
(3-14),
D(B) ••= Ä2200&3300 - 6§3flO + (Bjpc)\e\m

-

enooe3m)

o - 2^300*2300 + ^aoo^oo) •

(3-16)

Using that blm = —b'km (V 8.12), the brackets bkm can be expressed in terms of
singly primed brackets b'klo0 only. We so find, with (2.3) and (2.4),
b2100 =•• («pA: B r)- I n 1 (/i 1 6; 2 0 0 + «3ÄJ3OO),

(3.17)

*>23oo = - (npfceD-'n.^oo,

(3.18)

63300 = (nfktJT^n^b'am

(3.19)

+ b'noa).

The Lorentz force brackets ekl00 follow from (2.6) and (2.20),
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= - 3x,e(pÄ - 2Plh2)lph,

(3.20)

jph,

(3.21)
(3-22)

where e equals the charge of a positron (not to be confused with the mean energy
per particle which, elsewhere, has been denoted by the same symbol). As noted
earlier [cf. (2.13)] the parallel coefficient is found from the perpendicular and
transverse ones by setting the magnetic field equal to zero:
ff|(o)= 3 e

2 ^ i ^ .

(3.23)

We can now rewrite the results for the parallel, perpendicular and transverse
coefficients in their final form
(3.24)

(3.25)

where / is a fraction of partial brackets
f'=b'

Kb'

-\-b' )

(3 26)

and the quotient D(B)/D(0) is given by
\c )
,.(eB\

nyb 1200 + n1jbim
3kBT

V c ) n\b 1200 + n3jb2300

n3b2m \ ph

2p2h2 + 2(l -/)p 3 A 3 - ph
pn

This concludes the general part of the discussion of the electrical conductivities
of a locally neutral, ternary mixture with one neutral component.

4. Electrical conduction of a e+e~y, a pe~y and J e+pe~y mixture
As will be argued in the following section, which is concerned with the early
universe, the ternary e+e~y mixture is a suitable model if one wants to know the
electrical conductivity of the cosmological plasma in the lepton era, i.e. for the first
seconds after the big bang. For the same purpose, the ternary pe'y mixture may
safely stand as a model for the cosmological fluid of the plasma era, which lasted
some thousand centuries. However, to obtain reliable results for the period of fifty
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1
minutes between these two stages in the development of the universe, one must
use a four-component e+pe~y system.
In the forelying section we give the conductivities for these systems in terms of
a typical frequency to and various typical times t; <a is essentially a gyration
frequency and thus a measure for the magnetic fie'd strength, whereas the times
T are related to collision frequencies.
4.1. The e+e~7 system
Recalling that the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 denote the positively charged particle,
the electron and the photon respectively, and noting that the Compton scattering
is independent of the sign of the charge, we find that the brackets related to
positron-photon and electron-photon scattering are equal
^ 1 3 0 0 = "2300

= :

b'eyoo-

(4.1)

^

Hence the fraction / , eq. (3.26), gets the value \ so that the parallel electrical
conductivity (3.24) now reads
a I = 3«ee2fcBr/(ne/7^o + \nj>'^

(4.2)

with ne ••= «, = «2 the number density of the positrons or electrons and b^ •— b I200.
We have suppressed here-and we will suppress in the following- the superscript
(0) referring to the order of approximation of a.
Next we turn to the perpendicular and transverse conductivities. As is shown
by (3.25), both are dependent on the ratio D(B)/D(0), which in general contains
a real and an imaginary part. In the present particular case, however, the
imaginary part vanishes, as follows upon substituting the equalities
pA = Pihi, f = {,

(4.3)

into (3.27). The vanishing of the imaginary part of ß(ß)/£)(0) implies [see (3.25)]
that the coefficient characterizing the transverse electrical current, a\ equals zero.
We thus are left with the task of finding the coefficient of perpendicular
conduction, a1. In order to write the expression for this coefficient in a compact
form we first define
w ••= (eB/m?c),

(4.4)

where m* is given by
m*:=(mchc-kBT)lc2,

(4.5)

with mc the electron mass and he the specific enthalpy of the electrons. We recall
that ht = c2AT3(ze)/Ä2(re), where K3 and K2 are modified Bessel functions of the
second kind and re.-= mcc2/kBT. The combination m*c2 thus equals the average
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J
energy per electron. The quantity <o is the gyration frequency4) corresponding to
this energy. Furthermore, we introduce the auxiliary quantities
W6

^

"#

r

(4.6)
y }

which have the dimension of inverse time and are proportional to collision
brackets. They are a kind of collision frequencies. These frequencies are an
intermediate step towards the definition of the following two typical times:

The first of these times is characteristic for the time between two successive
collisions of electrons or positrons on the one hand and photons on the other. The
second time, however, being the inverse of a linear combination of collision
frequencies does not allow for such a simple interpretation. The perpendicular
conductivity a1 can now be found from (3.25) and (3.27). Collecting all results
we obtain for the three conductivities of a e+e~y plasma
ff« =

« e (e>*)T e ,

(4.8)
(4.9)

<7' = 0 .

(4.10)

The fact that the transverse electrical conductivity vanishes implies that under the
influence of a magnetic field positrons and electrons tend to move in the same
transverse direction, thereby producing no net electric current.
4.2. The pe~y system
The index 1 now denotes the proton component of the plasma, while the indices
2 and 3 indicate, as before, the electrons and photons. The brackets b[m and b'2m
occurring in (3.26) thus account for the effects of py and e~y scattering. As follows
from the equations (B.I6) and (B.I7) of appendix B, b\m can be neglected relative
to b'23QO. Hence, the fraction/, eq. (3.26), reduces now to b'imfb'2m. Consequently,
the parallel conductivity (3.24) becomes
(7» = 3«pe2/cBr/(np6^00 + « v 6^ 0 ),

(4.11)

with rtp := n, = n2 the number density of the protons or electrons. The contribution
of the term rtyb'^ resulting from proton-photon scattering can be neglected, here
and elsewhere, in the physical situations which we will consider in the next section.
Leaving out this term we obtain, using (D.I2),
»

3c

<T"=
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where ze~mec2/kBT. The quantity roi=(e2lmtc2) is the classical electron radius,
while In A is the Coulomb logarithm. It follows from this expression that the
parallel electrical conductivity of the pe~y system is not influenced by Compton
scattering. This is in contrast to what was found for a e+e~y system [cf. eqs.
(4.7)-(4-8)]- Just as for the e+e~y system, however, the photons do influence the
behaviour of the perpendicular conductivity. As follows with (3.27), using the
inequality/^ 1, we have

Here the mean free time T^, characteristic for pe + or pe~ scattering, is defined by
*kBT
Note that the parallel electrical conductivity can be written in terms of this mean
free time
ff» = « p ( e > * ) T p e .

(4.15)

One limiting case of (4.13), which occurs when the photons give the dominant
contribution to the enthalpy density (pju, > pjit and pyhy > pphp), is of particular
interest for cosmology. Then (4.13) reduces to

implying

g± = gB

(1 H-lX^y+^V '

-l=-"1

^T"^^2-

(l+aih^y + coh pe

(4 17)

-

(4-18)

The above results lose their validity when the mean free times differ too much.
In fact, in cosmology also the situation occurs that the photon free time xc/ is very
large compared to the proton free time x^, i.e., the photons are decoupled from
the protons and electrons. To obtain the conductivities in this case, one must
consider the binary pe~ mixture. The same results can also be obtained as a
particular case of (4.13) by putting pyhy equal to zero. W« so get
-',
where we used that pjie <§ pphp. It thus follows that
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(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)
Note that the transverse electrical conductivity (4.21) is positive, whereas (4.18)
is negative. This can be understood be realizing that the manoeuvre of putting pyhy
equal to zero entails a change in the definition of the hydrodynamic rest frame
with respect to which quantities like the electric field are defined.
4.3. The e+pe~y system
Finally we consider a e+pe~y mixture. The number densities of the positrons
and the electrons will now be denoted by n+ and «_, respectively. Because of the
condition of electrical neutrality the number density of the protons is then given
by np = n_ — n+. As is shown in appendix A, the parallel electrical conductivity
of this quaternary mixture can be written
_ll _

2n n
+ -

(e2/m*)fe + n ( e

2/w*)f

(4.22)

Here the times fe and f^ are defined by

(n+n)b'

+ nb'

+ nb'

and
V==3me*A:Br(n

+

* )fc/

.

(4.24)

We see that the parallel electrical conduction is determined now by two independent characteristic times, of which the previously defined times xe and x^ are
limiting cases.

5. Electrical conduction in the early universe

5.1. The standard big bang model
5.1.1. The lepton era
Nowadays, the universe is generally supposed to have started with some "big
bang", thereby entering a stage that was very hot and dense and contained a great
variety of elementary particles5). The strong interactions among these particles
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being barely known, it is hard to study the very first moments of the history of
the universe. We will start our considerations at the moment at which the
temperature had dropped down to the threshold temperature for the creation of
muon-antimuon pairs out of photons: 10 u K. This temperature defines the
beginning of a period which one calls the lepton era. The universe is then supposed
to consist of muons, antimuons, electrons, positrons, neutrinos, antineutrinos and
photons. In addition, it is postulated that there is a small fraction of protons and
neutrons. All of these constituents are believed to be in thermal equilibrium. As
the temperature drops below 10'2 K the muons and antimuons begin to annihilate,
and at 10 u K almost all muons will have vanished. The end of the lepton era is
characterized by the fact that the electrons and positrons begin to annihilate. This
is the case when the temperature has dropped to the threshold temperature for
the creation of an electron pair, 5.93 x 109 K. (This temperature follows by putting
zt-— mec2/khT equal to 1.) At this moment, only a few seconds have elapsed since
the big bang.
In the lepton era, the dominant interactions result from the weak and
electromagnetic forces. The cross-sections pertaining to the weak interaction,
however, are very small compared to those due to the electro-magnetic force. Since
mean free paths are inversely proportional to cross-sections, it thus follows that
the neutrinos and antineutrinos have mean free paths which are very large
compared to the mean free paths of the positrons, the electrons and the photons6).
Typical values for the weak and electromagnetic mean free paths, valid for a
temperature T equal to 10" K, are
/ w k «10cm,

/„.«lO-'cm,

(5.1)

respectively, a difference of eight orders of magnitude. It thus follows that the
particles that carry electrical charge interact far more strongly with the photons
and with each other than with the neutrinos. Hence, the electrical conductivity can
be determined, in good approximation, by treating the cosmological fluid of the
lepton era as a mixture of positrons, electrons and photons only. Such a system
has been considered in section 4.1.
5.1.2. The plasma era
We define the beginning of the plasma era by putting ze = 31.62 or
T = 1.88 x 108 K. At this temperature the positron-eSectron pairs have practically
been annihilated (cf. table I). Moreover, the neutrons have recombined with
protons to become helium or some other light element. All of these are ionized
as long as the temperature remains above 10* K. The plasma era ends when
electrons, protons and ions begin to recombine to hydrogen, helium, etc. at
4000 K. The plasma era lasts one-third of a million years.
As far as the electrical conductivity is concerned we may neglect, as in the lepton
era, the influence of the neutrinos. Since the fractions of helium nuclei and other
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light ions are small compared to the proton fraction, we may also neglect the
influence of these rarer components. Thus, the electrical conductivity can be
calculated by considering the cosmological fluid of the plasma era as a mixture
of protons, electrons and photons. This is the system we studied in section 4.2.
5.1.3. The annihilation era
When the temperature drops from 5.93xlO 9 K ( z e = l ) to 1.88 x 10" K
(ze = 31.62), a period of fifty minutes between the end of the lepton era and the
beginning of the plasma era, the protons cannot be neglected with respect to the
positrons or vice versa, as in the lepton or plasma eras. The electrical conductivity
of the cosmological fluid must then be calculated by considering it as a
four-component mixture consisting of protons, positrons, electrons and photons.
It is for this annihilation era that we will need the results of section 4.3.
5.2. The particle densities as a function of the temperature
In order to obtain quantitive results for these subsequent periods in the
development of the universe, we must know the number densities of the various
constituents of the cosmological fluid. Taking for the photon distribution function
the Bose-Einstein distribution we find for the number of photons per unit volume
ny{T) = l6nCO)(kBT)/hcf,

(5.2)

where {is the Riemann £-function and h is Planck's constant. Further, the number
density of the positrons is equal to that of the positron-electron pairs,
n+(T) = nJ,T).

(5.3)

It is reasonable to approximate the latter density by the classical expression (VI
A.20)
n^T) == Sia*KJzXkBTlhcY .

(5.4)

As time / progresses, linear dimensions of space grow proportional to /?(/), where
R(t) is the cosmic scale factor. Hence, the number density of the protons, np(/),
diminishes with a factor proportional to l//?(03- Since, however, the product
R(t)T(t) is constant in time7) (at least in the plasma era), the number density of
the protons is proportional to T(t)1. Consequently, its functional dependence
upon the temperature is the same as for the photons, see eq. (5.2). We thus may
write
(5.5)
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where e is a constant which commonly is assumed5) to be of the order of 10 8.
Finally, we have to specify the number density of the electrons. We choose it in
such a way that the cosmological fluid is locally neutral, i.e.,
(

p

(5.6)

With the expressions (5.2)-(5.6) we can calculate, for given temperature and
magnetic field, the electrical conductivities in various stages of development of the
universe.
5.3. The influence of the magnetic field
There is recent experimental material hinting at a possible primordial magnetic
field8). In an expanding universe such a magnetic field is, of course, time
dependent. This time dependence is determined by, among other things, the
geometry of the cosmological model that is studied. (For instance, it will be
different in a Robertson-Walker universe and a Bianchi-type VII universe.) This
fact complicates the behaviour of those conductivities that depend upon the
magnetic field: aL and a1. Since the incorporation of general relativity lies outside
the scope of the present work, we will not consider a1 and a1 in detail, but only
specify how strong the magnetic field must be, in various stages of the universe's
history, in order to be of significance.
First we recall that a1 and a1 depend on the magnetic field B through terms
of the type on. The gyration frequency co is related to the magnetic field via (4.4),
(o = 1.76 x \0\mJm*)B (s~'),

(5.7)

where B is to be measured in gauss. The temperature dependent factor (mjm*)
in this expression approximates (ze/3) if ze <^ 1, and 1 if z<. t> 1. This follows from
(4.5).
The characteristic times t depend on the collision brackets in question as well
as on the densities (5.2)-(5.6). These collision brackets are calculated in appendices B, C and D. Numerical results for the characteristic times thus obtained are
listed in table I below for a range of temperatures covering the first thousand
centuries. For the constant e = njnv which gives the number of protons per
photon, we have chosen 10~8. Moreover, we have calculated the ratio of the
number density (n + + «_) of the leptons to that of the protons. As long as
(n+ + n_) $> Mp, i.e. as long there is a relative abundance of positron-electron pairs
with respect to protons, the characteristic time xc (occurring in the ternary e+e~y
mixture) can be used instead of fe (occurring in the quaternary e+pe~y mixture).
In the same way, if (« + +«_)/n p becomes equal to 1, implying complete annihilation of lepton pairs, the characteristic time T^. can be used instead of fp.. We have
chosen this event as the beginning of the plasma era. It corresponds to a
temperature of 1.88 x 108K (ze = 31.62).
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From table I we now can conclude the following. In the lepton era the times
te and Te,. are that short that, for instance, in the middle of the lepton era when
the temperature equals 5.93 x 1010 K (ze = 0.1), the magnetic field strength B must
exceed the value of 108G (gauss) in order to influence the perpendicular
conduction. For values of the magnetic field below 108 G a)ie and COT^ will be much
smaller than unity, as follows with (5.7). At the end of the annihilation era
{T = 1.88 x 108 K) or the plasma era {T = 5.93 x 103 K) B must exceed 10 G and
10~6G, respectively, in order to be of importance.
Furthermore, it follows from table I that the plasma era (T < 1.88 x 108 K) can
be divided in two periods. During the first period the time T^ exceeds the time Tey.
Since the enthalpy density of the photons then dominates the other enthalpy
densities, the perpendicular and transverse electrical conductivities are given by
(4.17) and (4.18). This situation alters at a temperature somewhere below
5.93 x 106K (in case e = 10~8). From then on, in the second period of the plasma
era, the mean free time x^ becomes large with respect to the limit T^. The electrical
conductivities now are given by (4.20) and (4.21).
TABLE I

The temperature T, the typical times TC, TC, t r/ , f^, T^ and the lepton-proton fraction
(n + +n_)/n p for various values of the inverse temperature zc. The proton-photon
fraction c =nvjny equals 10~8
Base 10 logarithm of
2c

T(K)

("++"-)

*c

"P

0.10
1.00
3.16
5.62
10.00
12.59
15.85
19.95
25.12
31.62
39.81
56.23
(2)1.00
(2)3.16
(3) 1.00
(3)3.16
(4) 1.00
(4)3.16
(5) 1.00
(5)3.16
(6) 1.00

(10)5.93
(9) 5.93
(9) 1.88
(9) 1.05
(8)5.93
(8)4.71
(8)3.74
(8)2.97
(8)2.36
(8) 1.88
(8) 1.49
(8) 1.05
(7)5.93
(7)1.88
(6)5.93
(6) 1.88
(5)5.93
(5) 1.88
(4) 5.93
(4) 1.88
(3)5.93

-17.8
-16.6
-15.5
-14.5
-13.0
-12.5
-12.1

-17.8
-16.6
-15.5
-14.5
-13.0
-12.5
-12.1
-11.8
-11.4
-11.1

-17.5
-15.9
-14.7
-13.9
-13.1
-12.8
-12.4
-12.1
-11.7
-11.4
-11.0
-10.4
-9.5
-7.5
-5.5
-3.5
-1.5
0.5
2.5
4.5
6.5

-17.9
-16.9
-15.9
-14.9
-13.1
-12.0
-10.7
-9.0
-7.6
-7.4
-7.3
-7.0
-6.7
-5.9
-5.2
-4.5.
-3.7
-3.0
-2.3
-1.5
-0.8

-7.4
-7.3
-7.0
-6.7
-5.9
-5.2
-4.5
-3.7
-3.0
-2.3
-1.5
-0.8

8.22
8.13
7.62
6.83
5.25
4.26
2.99
1.36
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Fig. 1. The parallel electrical conductivity <T" of the cosmological fluid as function of the temperature
T. The proton-photon fraction e = npjny equals 10~8.

5.4. The electrical conduction
Finally, let us calculate the coefficient of parallel electrical conductivity, ok To
that end we use the expressions (4.22M4.24) pertaining to the quaternary e+pe~y
mixture. Fig. 1 then follows after insertion of the number densities (5.2)-(5.6) of
the cosmological fluid. The dotted lines indicate the transition temperatures
(z e = 1, ze = 31.62) between the various eras.
The behaviour of the electrical conductivity as exhibited in fig. 1 can be
interpreted as follows. In the lepton era, the conductivity is determined by
positrons, electrons and photons which interact via Bhabha- and Compton
scattering. The conductivity then assumes exceedingly high values between 1024
and 1021 s"1. For comparison, copper at T = 273 K. has a conductivity equal to
5.8 x 10l7s~l. In the annihilation era the strong decrease of positron-electron
pairs first makes that Compton scattering begins to dominate Bhabha scattering.
This implies that the conductivity becomes proportional to the electron-photon
fraction (n_/»y), as follows from (4.2) or (A. 17). Hence, during the period that
Compton scattering constitutes the determining factor the conductivity sharply
decreases in consequence of the annihilation process.
Next, when the minimum has been reached at T = 3.7 x 108 K, the protons start
to determine the conductivity. Since their contribution, which is influenced by
Mott scattering, is inversely proportional to the number density (n + + n_) of the
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leptons, as can be seen in eq. (A. 17), the conductivity quickly increases when the
positron-electron pairs further annihilate. The sudden increase stops when
(n+ + «_) becomes identical to the number density of excess electrons needed to
balance the charge of the protons. From then on, the parallel coefficient slowly
diminishes due to the temperature decrease in the plasma era.
Finally one can derive from fig. 1 that for the first thousand centuries after the
big bang relativistic cosmologists should use (Bianchi) models with high
conductivity9). This fact justifies the study of cosmological models in which the
electromagnetic term of the energy-momentum tensor contains a contribution
which is due only to a magnetic field (and not an electric field).
With this remark we conclude the discussion of the electrical conductivity of
the universe. With the example of electrical conduction we close, at the same time,
this series on relativistic Boltzmann theory for a plasma.
Appendix A. Parallel electrical conductivity of a e + pe"y mixture

>,

For the quaternary e+pe~y mixture, characterized by

1i = e, q2 = e, q3= -e,

(A.I)

?4 = 0 ,

one can easily show that, analogously to (3.9), the electrical conductivity in zero
order is given by

o^ + ioW^neW i (fa + ßlo-ßlKyW + yW-yW),

(A.2)

t =2

where the coefficients y^ satisfy the set of equations (2.18) with N = 4 and p=0.
Abbreviating
(A.3)
and employing the relation

ßl» + Ph>-ßlo= -3(W*K

(A.4)

valid for an electrically neutral mixture (x, + x2 = x3), one thus has

where the new coefficients yk can be obtained from the set of equations
4

[B
\
— ekm) yl(B)=-3xkqklpekBT,

k = 2,3,4.

(A.6)

Since we are interested in the solution of this set of equations in case B - 0, we
only need to consider the collision brackets bkm and not the Lorentz force matrix
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elements ekm. The various scattering processes being independent of the sign of
the charge, there are four independent lowest order partial brackets:
b'^-b'w,

(A.7)
(A>8)

* ; « > ' = ^400 = 63400,

Using now that b'km = b'im (2.4) and that b'k'm = -b'km, (V 8.12), we arrive at the
following six independent components of the symmetric matrix t?woo:

b2m = (npkBT)-\{(n+ + «_)6^oo + n ^ } ,

(A. 11)

62300 = *32oo = -(«pfcuTV V - 6 * » ,

(A-12)

624oo = 64200 = - (npKT)~xnjiyb'm,

(A.13)

63300 = («pfcB7r'n-{n+6^>o + V > ^ + nyb'^} ,

(A. 14)

63400 = 64300 = - (npkzTr'n-nyb'voo,

(A. 15)

64400 = («pA;Br)-1«y{(«+ + n_)6^o + njb'^}.

(A. 16)

Here n+ denotes the number density of the positrons and «_ that of the electrons.
Furthermore, the index p stands for protons and the index y for photons, just as
in the expressions (A.8)-(A.1O).
We will now set b^ = 0. This approximation is allowed in most cases because
the partial bracket 6^00 is very small with respect to the partial brackets b^ and
b^ (see appendices B and D). The set of equations (A.6) can then easily be solved
for B = 0. Inserting the solution into the left hand-side of (A.5) one obtains
rlK°> =

)6 peO oJ
Hence the parallel electrical conductivity results from two contributions, one
proportional to the "reduced" number density (2n + «_/(« + + «_)) of positrons and
electrons, and the other proportional to the number density n9 of protons.
Appendix B. Compton scattering
In this appendix we calculate the bracket related to electron-photon scattering.
In the differential cross-section for this process the following two invariants occur:

K = Püpyß,
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K' = p?pyß,

(B.I)

where p% and p'f are the four-momenta of an electron before and after a collision
with a photon that initially has four-momentum/^. As follows from (V2.21-2.23)
and (V 3.11), these invariants are alternatively given by
ic = 0(1 + ß)m2cy2c2, K' = ß(l + ßcos0)mly2c2,

(B.2)

where 0 «= 0^ is the scattering angle in the centre-of-momentum (CM) frame, and
where new parameters ß and y are introduced according to
y-=Q-ß1rm

0«fo/ß*

= QJm*c.

(B.3)

Here g^ is the relative four-momentum before collision, defined by (V 2.6), and
(cQc) is the energy of the colliding electron in the CM-frame, given by (V 2,17).
Hence, viewed from the CM-frame, the parameter ß is the velocity of the electron
divided by c, the velocity of light, and y is its energy in units of mtc2. The total
energy of the colliding particles can be written in terms of these parameters in the
following way:
cP := cP^ = c(öc + &,) = y(l + ß)mcc2,

(B.4)

where we have used (V 2.16, 2.17). In the CM-frame the differential cross-section
for Compton scattering reads10)

Insertion of (B.2) and (B.4) into this expression yields
a

"

-fr°Y

1 I" l+ß . 1 + ß cos 0

\y) 2(\ +

ßfll+ßcos0
+ ß cos 0

l+ß

(

2\1 i
ßQ.,2
y \l+ß

ö

1 I D

/ci I ' O2..41 "i i o

1 i o

. a I I•

(."•".)

where ro~(e2/mec2) is the classical radius of the electron. The transfer crosssection (VI 2.28)
A^ := (1 - cos 0 ) ^ sin 0 d 0

(B.7)

o
thus becomes for Compton scattering
1
A -(r°\
f13~^
1 + ^ , O+J8)2 2m1n l+^ +.
2
2
" \y) V+ß) L3l + ß
ß
2ß i~ß ßy\i + ß)

ßV

ßY

i-ß

ßVd + ßf •• ßW + ß)

1
l +ß
1
1
ln
+
ßY i-ß
ßY(\-ß)~2ßY

1 + 0I
T^ßj-

(B8)
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The quantities ß and y can be expressed in terms of the total energy cP, or,
equivalently, the dimensionless variable
y.= cP/kBT.

(B.9)

It follows from (B.3) and (B.4) that

with ze!=(mec2/fcBr). With the help of these expressions A^ can be rewrtten as a
function of y and ze instead of ß and y.
The vectorial bracket b^ needed in the main text can now easily be expressed
in terms of ze and an integral over y. Using (V' 8.11) and (V 5.16) we find
00

&*» = (kBT/cY[cn/2zlK2(zt)] tdy(y2 - z\)\2y)-> [yK,(y) + K2{y)]A^y, z e ).
(B.ll)
In general this integral will have to be determined by means of a numerical
integration procedure. In the nonrelativistic limit (ze > 1), however, the integral
can easily be calculated analytically. In this limit ß -4 1 and y & 1. Hence the
cross-section (B.6) reduces to

,„er2I±2**,

ß<l

(CM),

(B.12)

2
so that the transfer cross-section becomes independent of y and ze,

The bracket (B.ll) can now be calculated. Since y always exceeds zc, and z e > 1,
we also have ^ > 1 . Consequently, the Bessel functions in the expression (B.ll)
can be replaced by the first term of their asymptotic expansions11), which all are
given by

Introducing the new integration variable
u>=y~zt,
we find

00

0

z.>\,
for the nonrelativistic limit to the bracket (B.ll).
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(B.16)

Note that, apart from a numerical factor, the transfer cross-section (B.I3)
equals the Thomson cross-section <rT:=(8jr/3)rg. The bracket (B.I6) thus is also
directly related to Thomson scattering, in agreement with the fact that in the
nonrelativistic limit Compton scattering reduces to Thomson scattering.
In case of elastic photon-proton scattering we «imply have to replace in (B.I6)
the electron mass, contained in the factor rI, by the proton mass. We then obtain

an expression valid in the temperature region for which zp > 1. Hence, the effect
of photon-proton scattering is much weaker than that of photon-electron
scattering.

Appendix C. Meiler and Bhabha scattering

We will now calculate a bracket related to electron-electron, positron-positron
and electron-positron scattering. We introduce [cf. (VI 3.16) and (VI 3.7)]
ß-=gJQ»

y=V-ß2rvl

= QJmcc.

(C.i)

Here the index e stands for e + or e~. As follows from (V 2.17) and (V 2.18) and
the fact that the masses of the colliding particles are equal, the relative momentum
ga and the energy cQe are related to the dimensionless total energy y ••= (cPa/kBT)
in the following way:
(C.2)
Hence
ß = (y2-4zDli2/y,

y=y/2zt,

(C.3)

As is shown by (VI 3.22), the transfer cross-section for Möller- and Bhabha
scattering reads, in terms of y,

Aa-= AM0 = Am = (5 J g l z ^ l n A,

(C.4)

where r<, again is the ck "sical radius of the electron and In A is the Coulomb
logarithm.
Using (C.3) the transfer cross-section can be rewritten
(C.5)
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The partial bracket b'^, given by (V 8.11), now becomes with (VI 5.24) and (C.2)

x J dy(y2 - 4z2)2y{yKl(y) + K^y)}AJy% zt).

(C.6)

This expression, together with (B.I 1), can be used to calculate, for various values
of the inverse temperature ze, the magnitude of the parallel electrical conductivity
(4.2) for the lepton era. The Coulomb logarithm occurring in (C.5) must then be
derived from the formula (VI A.22)

tau -2.34 + i t a ^ ^ - lJ-z e j/z e 2 W|.

(C7)

The result of this calculation for the extremely relativistic temperature region of
the lepton era has been published earlier12).
For the annihilation era we must modify the expression (C.7), since it only
applies to the ternary e+e~y mixture describing the cosmological fluid in the lepton
era. To that end we replace the expression (VI A.21) for the Debye length of the
lepton plasma by the formula

-0

12

,

(C.8)

derived with the help of the general expression (VI 4.1) for the Debye length using
the number densities (5.2)-(5.6) pertaining to the quaternary e+pe~y mixture.
Here Xh--=(e2/kBT) is the Landau length and oL:=(e2jhc) is the fine structure
constant, while e is the proton-photon fraction. Combination of (C.8), (VI 4.9)
and (VI A. 16) yields

\nA =2.34 + iln[j(z e -|^L lj-z^j\z\K2{ze) + 2<(3)}J,

(C.9)

an expression applicable both to the annihilation and lepton eras.
Appendix D. Mott scattering
In this appendix we derive analytical expressions for the /-integrals pertaining
to Mott scattering and a related lowest order bracket used in the main text.
Moreover, we determine the magnitude of the Coulomb logarithm for Mott
scattering.
According to (V 2.19) and (V 2.20), the relative momentum gep of an
electron-proton collision can be written as a function of the total momentum /*ep
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of the same collision:
&p = F ep />-',

(D.I)

with

^P *= W% - <c2 - mpc2f - mlmyV12 •

(D.2)

In case of Mott scattering it turns out convenient to use, instead of P^ as
integration variable in the /-integrals, the dimensionless variable
u._fcifo

T)(P

me)

(D.3)

In the plasma era, when zp~mpc2/kBT>

104, we have, in good approximation,

u<zp.

(D.4)

We thus may write

tafep/*Br)~(u2-z2)"2,

zp>\,

(D.5)

as follows with (D.I) and (D.2).
Using ßcp = gep/iglp + m\c*)Xß and the asymptotic formula (D.5) we can rewrite
(VI 3.27):
Ap--=Auo = rl—^-^2\nA,

(D.6)

where we have assumed that the Coulomb logarithm ln A is large with respect to
unity, as is required by the dominant term approximation. With (D.3) and (D.5)
we find from (VI 5.24) for the /-integrals pertaining to Mott scattering

00

Uu(u2 - z\r \u

- z\

i

p(u, ze).

(D.7)

In the limit zp > 1, we can approximate the Bessel functions by the formula (B.14)
K2(zp)~(n/2zpyi2e-\

zp>\,

*,+/•("+ z p )~(*/2zp) 1/2 e-ve-",

(D.8)
z p ^>l.

(D.9)

We thus get with (D.4) the simpler form
Itm(<rep) = Iμ™2 ln A {zp-'+l/K2(.ze)}
(D.10)
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where we also used zt<$zr The integration with respect to u can easily be
performed with the help of l3)
ou

I

(D.ll)

We so obtain analytical expressions for the /-integrals for Mott scattering referred
to at the beginning of this appendix.
From (V 8.11), using (D. 10) and (D. 11), we can now determine the lowest order
bracket b^ figuring in the main text:

What remains to be done is to specify the Coulomb logarithm in this expression.
In analogy with (VI 4.9) this logarithm reads
ln/l=ln(2V^p),

(D.I 3)

where X^ is a thermal wavelength characteristic for electron-proton collisions. It
is given by (VI A. 10, A. 13)

However, the expression (D.I3) is no longer valid once the Landau length AL
exceeds the thermal wavelength (D.14)14). In that case the Coulomb logarithm is
given by the classical result
ln4=ln(3A D M L ).

(D.I 5)

One may verify that both expressions (D.I3) and (D.I5) give numerically identical
results for ze = (3/4a2) = 1.4 x 104. For zt> 1.4 x 10* one must use the classical
expression (D.I5).
We now insert the formula (C.8) for the Debye length AD and the expression
(D.14) for the thermal wavelength X^ into (D.I3). We then arrive at the result

In A = 3.24 + \\n{zJUtilK£z$

-^{zjK^

+ 2cC(3)}, ze ^ 1.4 x 104.
(D.16)

In the plasma era, i.e. when z\K2{z^ <^ 2cC(3), this expression reduces to
ln/1 =2.80 + iln{z^:3(ze)//i:2(ze)]-ilnc,

31.6<*,< 1.4 x 104.

(D.17)

In the same way insertion of (C.8) into (D.I5) yields an expression which in the
region of validity of the classical Coulomb logarithm reduces to
In/I = 7 . 5 7 - i l n e ,
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z e > 1.4x10".

(D.18)

With € = 10~8 the Coulomb logarithm for Mott scattering assumes, in the plasma
era, values between 13.77 (ze = 31.6) and 16.78 (2 e > 1.4 x 104).
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SOME ERRATA
In the forelying dissertation various mistakes and
printer's errors occur. Most of them can easily be recognized
as such, but some of them are more serious.
In chapter II a few indices are wrong: in formula (5.1)
G.f.: du) has to be replaced by G.f:
K K

K

X

du. . Furthermore section
X

X

6 of this chapter is not correct; the right treatment of the
generalized version of Ohm's law can be found in section 8 and
the appendix of chapter VII.
In chapter III we have forgotten to symmetrize the righthand sides of (2.45), (2.47) and (2.48). Moreover, the tensor
j 2 ^ in (2.12) should read w j 4 ^ , while <31U1> in (3.22) must
be changed into <d1 U 2> according to the scheme below (3.27).
In chapter IV the summations over r = 0,...,p are lacking
in the definitions (3.26), (3.27), (3.30) and (3.31). In (3.14)
the hydrostatic pressure nk„T has been divided by 2ph instead
of 3ph . Finally the minus sign between the two integrals in
the right-hand side of (4.11) has to be a plus sign.
In chapter V all errors occur on the same page: the last
sine function in (3.1) operates on the wrong angle: n k l must
be e. , . Furthermore, in defining the orthonormal triads in
section 3 we have erroneously omitted the minus signs that
follow from the specific metric we use.
The next five chapters are not yet carefully checked by
one of our colleagues. Hence there may be left some pitfalls
in this part of the dissertation. We only found small mistakes.
For instance, in chapter VI the factor 2/3 in formula (B.ll)
is the inverse of what it should be: 3/2. And in chapter VIII
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T
the transposed matrix A.. in (A.13) has to be defined as A..
Moreover the symbol U^ in (A.15), two formulas ahead, should
read I^ .
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Thie ie the way the world ende
Not with a bang but a whimper.
T.S. Eliot *

T.S. Eliot, The Hollow Man, in Selected Poeme, Faber
Paperbacks, p. 80.

TALES OF GODS AND GIANTS: A REPLY TO WEINBERG

In many primitive tribal traditions the telling of the
story of the creation of the world plays an essential role in
the ritual of initiation. The creation myth, being concerned
with the origin of all that exists, not merely relates
successive events in primordial times. It also expresses what
a people experiences as the meaning of life. In the last sense
our Big Bang theory is rather deficient. It only describes
the beginning in terms of physical concepts. Consequently,
it can only explain the present universe by referring to
properties of elementary particles and their interactions.
For a physicist that may be highly appealing. In general,
however, we feel a bit uncomfortable in this cosmological
world picture.
Steven Weinberg formulates in his charming book
"The First Three Minutes" this feeling as follows1*:
"...whichever cosmological model proves correct,
there is not much comfort in any of this. It is
almost irresistible for humans to believe that we
have some special relation to the universe, that
human life is not just a more-or-less farcical
outcome of a chain of accidents reaching back to
the first three minutes, but that we were somehow
built in from the beginning... It ie very hard to
realize that (the earth) is just a tiny part of
an overwhelmingly hostile universe. It is even
harder to realize that this present universe has
evolved from an unspeakably unfamiliar early
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condition, and faces a future extinction of endless
cold or intolerable heat. The more the universe
seems comprehensible, the more it also seems pointless .
But if there is no solace in the fruits of our
research, there is at least some consolation in
the research itself. Men and women are not content
to comfort themselves with tales of gods and giants,
or to confine their thoughts to the daily affairs
of life; they also build telescopes and satellites
and accelerators, and sit at their desks for endless
hours working out the meaning of the data they
gather. The effort to understand the universe is
one of the very few things that lifts human life a
little above the level of farce, and gives it some
of the grace of tragedy."
Reading these words for the first time I found them cheerless,
indeed tragic. In my imagination I saw Weinberg struggling
with the riddles of nature, but finding no answers that would
make him more enthousiastic about human life.
Clearly the scientific exploration of the outer world
has not offered us an adequate alternative for the creation
myths of our forefathers. Deeply in our hearts the spirit of
God still hovers over the abysmal waters. But we no longer
believe that such an image reflects an outer cosmic event.
Here depth-psychology provides an illuminating point of view.
The history which the myth relates refers to processes that
do not describe the origin

of the cosmos, but the origin
2)
of man's awareness of the world . In this sense creation
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myths reflect the creative spirit of our partly conscious,
partly unconscious psyche.
In some cases we may recognize this connection easily,
for instance if we consider the words of Simon Magus. This
2)
Gnostic philosopher of the first century declared :
"Fire is the origin of all creation because the origin of
creation is the desire to create, which comes into everything
which enters existence, and this desire to create comes from
fire."

Here Simon the Magician clearly meant his own fiery

nature which, according to the Acts of the Apostles, inspired
him to offer St. Peter money for the gift of the Holy Spirit.
Most creation myths, however, are so remote from our
present poetic imagination that it is difficult to attach any
meaning to them. Weinberg mentions in the opening chapter of
"The First Three Minutes" an example of such a myth which he
contrasts to the Big Bang theory. It is the Scandinavian
story of the primordial giant Ymir. The name Ymir refers to
the boiling noise of the sea driven wild by the storm. In
the VÖluspä, the famous "Sibyl's Prophecy" out of the Elder
Edda, Ymir is mentioned only once

: "Of old was the age

when Ymir lived; sea nor cool waves nor sand there were;
earth has not been, nor heaven above, but a yawning gap,
and grass nowhere."

In the Younger Edda, from which Weinberg

derived his account, the role of Ymir is much more pronounced.
So we learn that the fate of the giant ended in violence. Odin
and two of his brothers, sons of another giant Borr, slew Ymir,
and in his blood all the frost giants were drowned. The myth
then continues: "From the flesh of Ymir the world was formed,
from his blood the billows of the sea, the hills from his
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bones, the trees from his hair, the sphere of heaven from
his skull." Four dwarfs were needed to hold up the skull that
we now look upon as the sky
Ymir was the first victim in world history. He must have
been a huge, lazy being. A cow gave him milk, which made him
grow larger and larger. He thus comes close to what we may
call the original oneness. He contained the whole of creation,
but in a state of the deepest fusion. Only through killing
him the many facets of the visible world could be formed.
In physics this violent act of creation is reversed.
A physicist takes, so to speak, a part of Ymir's body in
order to construct the whole. For him the four dwarfs holding
up the sky are the four basic forces of nature: gravitation,
electro-magnetism, the weak and the strong force. Theoretical
physicists have succeeded to describe these fundamental
forces by theories that have the same mathematical form, the
so-called gauge theories 4 ). But in addition they try to
develop one unified theory that would account for all the
various known forces. Hence they still seek the original
oneness which the Norsemen conceived as Ymir.
One encounters the killing of a primeval being in
order to promote creation also in other creation myths. In
its most general form it reflects the experience that it is
not possible to create something without destroying something
else. Even in the book Genesis it is not clear whether God
summoned the cosmos really out of nothing, since the primordial waters were already there when God spoke his first
"Let there be".
This brings me to the idea of a male father spirit
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imposing the principle of form upon the female receptive
matter. At first sight it seems to be lacking in the Big
Bang theory: under very extreme conditions the contents of
the universe are supposed to have undergone several transformations without the intervention of a divine craftsman.
But one can still maintain that the primordial matter already
obeyed a higher principle, namely the laws of physics. In
fact it is one of the attractive aspects of the standard
model of the history of the early universe that it tries
to reconstruct this remote past with the use of physical
theories known to be valid in the present. In this respect
the Big Bang theory fundamentally differs from the dogmatic
assertions of Biblical creationists who argue that the
processes used by God in creation were utterly different
from the processes which now operate in the universe
A second more important motif in Genesis is that the
creation of m?n was intended from the beginning. This motif
again only applies to physics when reversed. Human life must
then be taken for granted and one wonders which constraints
our bare existence puts on the initial conditions of the
cosmos. Since not all the sceneries one may speculate about
include the possibility that human life could have been
developed on our planet. This is called the anthropic cosmological principle
In Genesis there is in first instance but one scenario .
In the beautifully composed first chapter of the Old
Testament, God creates heaven and earth, light and darkness
and all living nature. Then on the sixth day he decides to
make in his image human beings, man and woman, and he rests
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on the seventh: the world was finished. Strangely enough,
afterwards he began anew, kneaded an androgynous being out
of the dust of the earth and placed it in the garden of Eden.
In some Jewish traditions that first man, called Adam, was
as big as Ymir and covered the whole earth. That at least
explains why he felt so lonely that God took pity on him and
made him sleep. Out of the region nearest to Adam's heart
Gof formed a female partner Eve. Next Adam and Eve ate forbidden fruit and realized that they were man and woman knowing
good and evil. Because of that they were thrown out of the
garden of Eden.
Why did the Jews compose two mutually connected but
distinguishable versions of the creation of man? May be the
seven days of creation were God's original planning, while
the fall of Adam and Eve constitutes what actually happened.
The most plausible explanation, however, seems to me the
following. Both myths refer to different aspects of time:
the reversible and the irreversible one. Let us, for instance,
consider the commentary of the famous Church father,
St. Augustine, on the first creation story of the two.
According to St. Augustine the proceeding acts of creation,
outlined in Genesis 1, symbolize different steps of recognition
of the world

. The first day on which light was separated

from the dark corresponds to the knowledge in which the
human being recognizes himself in the image of the Creator.
St. Augustine calls this knowledge self-knowledge or morning
awareness. Then follows the knowledge of the firmament, of
the earth, of the sea, of the plants and of the beasts,
so that morning awareness gradually changes into evening
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awareness, i.e. knowledge of the things created. So, on the
sixth day, man discovers himself in his loneliness. He has
become aware of every aspect of the world but lost sight of
the whole 8 ).
Consequently, a darkness sets in out of which arises
the seventh day, the holy day of rest. That last day, the
Sabbath, is still observed by Jewish communities all over
the world. It begins shortly before sundown on Friday evening
and concludes shortly after sunset on Saturday evening. The
Sabbath thus follows directly the day on which, paraphrasing
St. Augustine, man has lost himself totally in scientific
affairs. Therefore it is not without significance to learn
that, in certain Kabbalistic traditions, after the Friday
evening prayers the men returned home to praise their wives.
In this instance the wife became for the husband the earthly
representative of the Shekhina, the feminine dwelling of
9)
God among the children of Israel . And in the same spirit
the Friday night was considered the proper time to perform
marital intercourse. In that way the divinity was aided by
Jewish couples to achieve on Sabbath a state of male-female
togetherness.
Clearly this process shows a reversible character, since
evening awareness must give way again to morning awareness.
The fall of Adam and Eve, however, may be considered to uave
occurred once and for all: paradise is lost forever. It was
an irreversible happening, a sudden painful awakening out of
the dream, an awakening, moreover, that still continues and
to which the natural sciences also contribute a lot.
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In the case of physics paradise may be found in the
imaginative world of alchemy, an interesting interpretation
of which was given in the ideas of the sixteenth century
alchemist Gerhard Dorn. For Dorn matter still contained something of God's creativeness. For instance in his treatise
"The Chemical Philosophy" he says

': "Gold is that divine

seed hidden in all materials, not only specially in metals,
but in all material objects, and it can be extracted or
brought out by cooking and then, as originally when God
created the world and had a creative effect upon matter, if
you extract gold in that way, you have that thing which
repeats God's creative work, you have a bit of that in your
hand. From the creativity stolen from God one can create and
transform things".
One can be pretty sure that the fruits of Gerhard Dorn's
research were more bitter than ours. He never extracted that
gold hidden in all materials. Nevertheless, he felt himself
participating in a mystery. Since we no longer dream about
matter as the alchemists did, our expectations are accordingly
different. Indeed, it could turn out rather disappointing to
£,eek the meaning of life in the highly complicated theories
of physics. With this more modest look at matter we may find,
as Weinberg did, that "there is at least some consolation in
the research itself". But in my opinion we should not discard
the tales of gods and giants. If these tales no longer apply
to the object of our research, they still apply (in a much
better sense) to the subject of our research, i.e. to ourselves.
A physicist does not live in a cultural vacuum nor in a
political one. Not every promising student of physics will
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have the opportunity to realize his ambitions. At the same time
elder physicists, who enjoy a steady job, no longer seem to
have the energy to do physical research. Both are faced with
unpromising situations. These are just two examples that show
the difficulty to cast the desire to know more about the
physical world in a socially acceptable form. More than the
successful physicist these people need to develop ideas,
feelings and concepts of themselves in order to find a new
orientation. The creation myths have always given expression
to the possibility that such a new orientation emerges out
of chaos. Subjectively felt, the finding of a satisfactory
relation to the world is as wonderful as the emergence of that
world out of the Big Bang.

Herbert van Erkelens, February 1983
(Thanks to Bob van Erkelens)
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Het nieuwe promotiereglement schrijft voor dat de titel
van het proefschrift ook in het Nederlands wordt weergegeven.
Mijn vertaling luidt: "Relativistische Boltzmann-theorie voor
een plasms'.
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SAMENVATTING

Het proefschrift behandelt de Chapman-Enskog-methode
voor transport- en golfverschijnselen in een relativistisch
plasma. De resultaten, die in deze Studie afgeleid zijn,
kunnen onder andere

worden toegepast in de moderne kosmologie.

In hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift wordt uiteengezet op
welke wijze de relativistische Boltzmann-vergelijking in het
geval van een plasma gelineariseerd kan worden. Met behulp
van de dan verkregen gelineariseerde transportvergelijking
worden vervolgens behoudswetten en een enkele balansvergelijking afgeleid. Tevens wordt een uitdrukking verkregen voor
de entropie-produktie in een relativistisch plasma. Op grond
van dit laatste resultaat wordt beargumenteerd dat de eerder
door Landau en Lifshitz gebruikte keuze van referentiesysteem,
corresponderend met het zogenaamde Landau-Lifshitz-formalisme,
de voorkeur verdient boven elke andere mogelijkheid.
In hoofdstuk II wordt de Chapman-Enskog-methode voor
transportverschijnselen verder uitgewerkt. Dit leidt tot
een aantal integraalvergelijkingen, die warmtegeleiding,
diffusie, schuif- en volumeviscositeit beschrijven. Vervolgens
wordt de aandacht gericht op de eerste twee van deze transportverschi jnselen, die een vectorieel karakter dragen.
Zo worden gegeneraliseerde vormen van de wet van Fourier
en de wet van Pick afgeleid. Bovendien wordt aangetoond dat
de tra-.isportcoefficienten, die in deze wetten optreden, alleen
aan de Onsager-reciprociteitsrelaties voldoen in het LandauLifshitz-formalisme. Tenslotte wordt elektrische geleiding
beschouwd.

In hoofdstuk III worden de lineaire wetten voor visceuze
verschijnselen afgeleid. Het blijkt dat de volumeviscositeit,
als scalair transportverschijnsel, niet beinvloed wordt door
een magnetisch veld. De beschrijving van de schuifviscositeit
daarentegen vereist tengevolge van de dan optredende Lorentzkracht het gebruik van vijf onafhankelijke transportcoefficienten. Door speciale combinaties te nemen van deze vijf
coefficienten wordt aangetoond dat de gevonden lineaire wet
voor schuifviscositeit volledig in overeenstemming is met het
algemene schema dat Hooyman, Mazur en de Groot binnen een
macroscopisch kader hebben afgeleid.
Hoofdstuk IV is gewijd aan een variatiemethode, waarmee
de integraal-vergelijkingen uit hoofdstuk II gereduceerd worden
tot eindige stelsels van algebraische vergelijkingen. Met behulp
van deze stelsels worden voor de verschillende transportcoeff icienten uitdrukkingen gevonden, die een bepaalde benadering vormen van de exacte uitdrukkingen.
In de daarop volgende twee hoofdstukken Staat de botsingsterm uit de relativistische Boltzmann-theorie centraal. Zo
worden in hoofdstuk V de gecompliceerde twaalfvoudige botsingsintegralen beschouwd die deze botsingsterm oplevert in de
bovengenoemde lineaire stelsels van algebraische vergelijkingen. Deze integralen worden via de invoering van twee
bijzondere referentiesystemen gereduceerd tot sommen van
tweevoudige, zogenaamde I-integralen. De I-integralen zijn
nog een functie van de differentiele werkzame doorsnede en
zij vormen een generalisatie van de bekende O-integralen uit
de non-relativistische Boltzmann-theorie. Hiermee is de
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berekening van transportcoefficienten voor een relativistisch
plasma in principe teruggebracht tot het invullen van de
desbetreffende differentie'le werkzame doorsneden en het
numeriek uitwerken van de zo verkregen specifieke
I-integralen.
In het geval van geladen deeltjes, die interacties van
het type Coulomb vertonen, divergeren de I-integralen echter,
zodat een afsnij-parameter nodig is om tot fysisch relevante
resultatsn te komen. Dit probleem wordt onderzocht in
hoofdstuk VI. De oplossing die wordt voorgesteld behelst de
introductie van een minimum-verstrooiingshoek. Deze hoek
brengt in rekening dat in een plasma de wisselwerking tussen
elektrisch geladen deeltjes wordt afgeschermd. De I-integralen
worden op deze wijze evenredig met de relativistische generalisatie van de Coulomb-logarithme. Tevens wordt aangegeven
dat in deze benadering de botsingsterm uit de relativistische
Boltzmann-vergelijking in feite gereduceerd wordt tot die van
de relativistische Landau-vergelijking.
In hoofdstuk VII keren wij terug tot de oorspronkelijke
transport-vergelijking om een kinetische theorie van golfverschijnselen af te leiden. Daartoe wordt de Chapman-Enskog
methode nu toegepast op kleine afwijkingen van de evenwichtstoestand die het karakter dragen van een vlakke golf. Dit
leidt opnieuw tot een gelineariseerde transportvergelijking.
Daar bovengenoemde afwijkingen een (oscillerende) elektrische
stroomdichtheid genereren, moet er apart voor gezorgd worden
dat deze stroomdichtheid voldoet aan een gelineariseerde vorm
van de Maxwell-vergelijkingen. Het blijkt dat met deze zoge221

naamde Maxwell-conditie typisch hydromagnetische verschijnselen

;

zpals magnetische druk en magnetische spanning in de kinetische
theorie worden ondergebracht.
De gelineariseerde transportvergelijking vormt samen met
de Maxwell-conditie en de met het Landau-Lifshitz-formalisme
samenhangende Landau-Lifshitz-conditie het basis-stelsel van
vergelijkingen. Dit stelsel wordt nu via een reeksontwikkeling
naar de frequentie van de vlakke golf omgezet in een hierarchie
van transportvergelijkingen en bijbehorende randcondities.
Deze hierarchie kan in principe opgelost worden via de methode
van successieve approximatie. Met behulp van de nulde- en
eerste-orde-approximatie in de hierarchie worden längs deze
weg uitdrukkingen gevonden voor de fasesnelheden van de verschillende mogelijke golfverschijnselen. Vervolgens worden de
met deze golven verbonden varieties van thermodynamische grootheden bepaald, waardoor de gevonden golfverschijnselen kunnen
worden gexdentificeerd als diffusieve- en thermische trillingen
zonder voortplantings-snelheid, en als Alfve"n- en magnetoakoestische trillingen (de zogenaamde hydromagnetische golven,
die zieh wel voortplanten). Tenslotte wordt een verband gelegd
met de eerder afgeleide theorie van niet-oscillerende transportverschijnselen.
In Hoofdstuk VIII wordt van de hydromagnetische golven
de dissipatie in een relativistisch plasma onderzocht.
Daartoe wordt eerst een concept van energietransport geintroduceerd dat het mogelijk maakt uitdrukkingen te vinden voor
de gemiddelde energiestroom van deze golven. De tweedeorde-approximatie in bovengenoemde hierarchie stelt ons
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vervolgens in Staat voor deze energiestroom een balansvergelijking op te stellen, waarvan de verlies-term herkend kan
worden als entropie-produktie. Het blijkt dan dat de ruimtelijke dempingscoefficient in principe bepaald kan worden
door de uitdrukking voor de entropie-produktie uit te werken
in termen van transportcoefficienten.
Deze algebraisch bewerkelijke stap wordt uitgevoerd in
hoofdstuk IX van dit proefschrift. Zo wordt voor drie gevallen
in detail nagegaan aan welke uitdrukking de entropie-produktie
voldoet, namelijk in het geval van Alfvdn-golven, in het geval
van magneto-akcestische golven in een twee-componentig mengsel
van geladen deeltjes en in het geval van zuiver akoestische
golven in een meer-componentig systeem van neutrale deeltjes.
Vervolgens worden op grond hiervan precieze uitdrukkingen voor
de ruimtelijke dempingscoefficient verkregen. Voor magnetoakoestische golven wordt daarbij een nieuw dissipatief effekt
gevonden dat een gevolg is van het samenspel tussen elektrischeen thermische geleiding.
Tenslotte wordt in het tiende en laatste hoofdstuk aan
het voorbeeld van elektrische geleiding gedemonstreerd hoe de
relativistische Boltzmann-theorie voor een plasma toegepast
kan worden in de kosmologie. Daartoe zijn uitdrukkingen afgeleid voor het elektrisch geleidingsvermogen van het kosmologisch plasma in het lepton-tijdperk, het plasma-tijdperk
en het tussenliggende, zogenaamde annihilatie-tijdperk.
Vervolgens wordt voor deze verschillende stadia van ontwikkeling van het heelal uitgerekend hoe sterk een eventueel
kosmisch magneetveld dient te zijn om wezenlijke invloed te
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kunnen uitoefenen op de elektrische geleiding loodrecht op de
magnetische veldlijnen. Als laatste resultaat wordt de parallelle geleidingscoefficient berekend die de grootte van de elektrische geleiding geeft parallel aan de magnetische veldlijnen.
Het blijkt dat deze coefficient in het annihilatie-tijdperk door
een minimum heengaat. Niettemin blijft het geleidingsvermogen
dermate hoog dat een Studie van kosmologische modellen, waarin
het elektro-magnetische veld alleen een magnetische bijdrage
bevat, fysisch goed onderbouwd lijkt.
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STELLINGEN

De warmtegeleidingscoefficient x> zoals gedefinieerd en berekend door
Weinberg voor het Xaatste deel van het plasma-tijdperk, is in wezen een
lineaire combinatie van de fenomenologische diffusiecoefficient D en de
fenomenologische thermodiffusiecoefficient D

van een foton-elektron

mengsei:

T D

γ-l

"

-

γ-l

T

Hierbij is γ de verhouding van de soortelijke wärmten c
totale deeltjesdichtheid, T de temperatuur, k
terwijl x

en x

en c , n de

de constants van Boltzmann,

de fracties voorstellen van de fotonen respectievelijk

de elektronen.
S. Weinberg, Gravitation and Cosmology - Principles and Applications
of the General Theory of Relativity, John Wiley & sons, New York, 1972,

p. 568.

II
De regularisatieprocedure, die door Balescu e.a. is ontwikkeld ter beschrijving van trillingen in een relativistisch plasma, heeft geen fysische betekenis. In een meer-componentig plasma vervalt de noodzaak van een dergelijke
procedure geheel.
R. Balescu, L. Brenig and I. Paiva-Veretennicoff, 'On the relativistic
plasma-dynamical and hydrodynamical normal modes', Physica 81A (1975) 1-16.

Ill
Van alle enkelvoudig transitieve heelalmodellen die voldoen aan dfe Einsteinvergelijkingen, waarvan de energie-impuls-tensor ook het effect in
rekening brengt van een intergalactisch magneetveld op de viscositeit,
laat alleen het Bianchi type I heelalmodel een hydrodynamische viersnelheid toe loodrecht op de ruimtelijke hypervlakken van homogeniteit.

iv

P,

De BGK- (Bhatnagar, Gross e n Krook-) relaxatietijdbenadering, waarvan d e
relativistische generalisatie g e g e v e n i s door A n d e r s o n e n Witting, leidt
tot ambiguiteit i n h e t geval v a n e e n plasma.
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J.L. Anderson and H.R. Witting, 'A relativistic relaxation-time
model for the Boltzmann equation', Physiea 74 (1974) 466-488.

In de fluctuatietheorie van de Groot en Mazur kan het verschil tussen de
Gibbs-entropie en de verwachtingswaarde van de Boltzmann-entropie opgevat
worden als een maat voor de onbepaaldheid van de macroscopische toestand
ten opzichte van de macroscopische meetnauwkeurigheid.
S.R. de Groot, P. Mazur, Non-equilibrium
Holland, Amsterdam, 1962, Chapter VII.

thermodynamics,

North-

w
VI
Het werk van Josiah Willard Gibbs en de betekenis daarvan worden door
Prigogine en Stengers sterk onderschat dan wel verdraaid weergegeven.
I. Prigogine, From Being to Becoming - Time and Complexity in
the Physical Sciences, W.H. Freeman and Co, San Francisco, 1980.
I. Prigogine und I. Stengers, Dialog mit der Natur, R. Piper &
Co Verlag, München, 1981.

VII

Hoewel natuurkundigen geen moeite hebben om verschillende typen onderzoekers te onderscheiden, koesteren zij toch een sterke voorstelling van
de ideale natuurkundige.
L. Leydesdorff, H. van Erkelens, 'Some social-psychological aspects
of becoming a physicist', Sdentometrics 3 (1981) 27-45.

VIII
De huldige beleidsstructuur van de Nederlandse fysica-beoefening biedt
te weinig ruimte voor engagement met culturele, sociale en ethische
aspecten van natuurkundig onderzoek.

IX
Het door Erich Neumann geformuleerde onderscheid tussen een patriarchaal
en een matriarchaal bewustzijn heeft de grote Verdienste dat het een
conceptueel kader biedt waannee pogingen van feministische zijde am de
wetenschap vanuit de vrouwelijke ervaringswereld te hervormen in een
ruimer perspectief geplaatst kunnen worden dan de man-vrouw tegenstelling.
H. van Erkelens, "De fysica en het vrouwelijke 1 , in: Van wetensdhapskritiek naar wetenschapswinkel, uitgave Studium Generale, R.u. Utrecht,
1979.

Het verdient in een (voortgezette) rijopleiding aanbeveling dat de automobilist leert onder welke omstandigheden juist het loslaten van de remmen
in geval van een botsing met een voetganger of (brom-)fietser verder lichamelijk letsel bij het slachtoffer kan voorkomen.

XI
Onder mongoloide kinderen is een sterker sociaal besef aanwezig dan onder
academic!.

XII
Het is vanuit joods-christelijk perspectief zinvol synchroniciteit in
verband te brengen met de goddelijke Wijsheid uit het oud-testamentische
boek Spreuken.
H. van Erkelens, 'Religieuze motieven in de natuurkunde', De Gids,
jg. 145, no. 9/10, 1982.

